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Abstract 
Single strand (ss) RNA viruses are amongst the most prevalent viral pathogens in nature. 
A key event in the life cycle of many of these viruses is the packaging of their ssRNA genome 
into a capsid of defined size and shape. The mechanism by which genome packaging and capsid 
assembly proceeds is however poorly understood. Increased knowledge of this event is 
beneficial for novel anti-viral drug design, as well as contributing to our understanding of 
macromolecular assembly events. This project has explored the role(s) of the RNA genome in 
the capsid assembly process of the model ssRNA virus, bacteriophage MS2. 
In vitro capsid reassembly reactions have been carried out using recombinant coat protein 
and ssRNA transcripts corresponding to different regions of the MS2 genome. These reactions 
have been assayed by size distribution analysis using native gel shift assays and sedimentation 
velocity analysis. This has allowed the effects of RNA size, sequence and structure on capsid 
assembly to be investigated. All the genomic RNAs transcripts, independent of sequence and 
size, promoted capsid assembly. The efficiency in which they each promote assembly was, 
however, different. This was shown to be due to the mechanism by which genomic RNA is 
packaged. It appears that coat proteins bind to RNA causing conformational changes that reduce 
its volume to that of the capsid interior. This was evident from the observed RNA length 
dependence on capsid assembly efficiency. Estimates of the hydrodynamic radii of assembly 
components and the inhibitory effect that ethidium bromide, a compound which stiffens RNA 
structure, has on capsid formation also supported this hypothesis. 
The RNA structural transition was investigated using an RNA structure probing assay. The 
solution structures of the RNA transcripts were compared to the MS2 genome structure within 
the virion. Lead acetate was used to cause structure-specific cleavages within these RNAs which 
were then detected by reverse transcription using labelled primers. The results show that the 
RNA structure is partly conserved in solution and within the virion, implying that the 
conformational changes during encapsidation involve primarily tertiary structure rearrangement. 
The data suggest that the MS2 virion RNA has a defined structure within the virion. These 
results are consistent with cryo-electron microscopy of virions and capsids carried out by other 
members of the laboratory. One implication of this work is that compounds capable of 
inhibiting the conformational rearrangements required for virus assembly could serve as potent 
anti-viral therapeutics. 
The work presented in this thesis has contributed to our understanding of how ssRNA is 
packaged into ssRNA virus capsids and, in particular, the roles it plays in capsid assembly. 
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1 I ntrod uction 
Viruses are organisms that infect all forms of life at the cellular level. They are 
parasitic genes that have evolved to ensure their own replication which often results in 
deleterious effects on the host. In their simplest form they are composed of nucleic acid 
and a capsid comprised of multiple protein subunits. The nucleic acid encodes the 
information for construction of the molecular machinery necessary to infect and 
multiply within their host, while the protein capsid serves as a protective container 
during nucleic acid transport between host organisms (Wagner et al., 2008). 
Virus research has been at the forefront of discoveries into the properties of 
proteins and nucleic acids and the deciphering of biological mechanisms such as 
replication, translation and transcription (Summers, 2006). Underlying this is that 
viruses allowed the isolation of large quantities of homogenous protein or nucleic acid 
which represented an obstacle prior to the invention of heterologous expression systems 
(Schneemann, 2003). Viruses still represent model systems where molecular events are 
readily accessible to experiment. One of these events is the assembly of viral capsids, 
the understanding of which is beneficial towards novel anti-viral drug design as well as 
increasing understanding of macromolecular interactions and assembly events. 
This thesis reports results where the MS2 virus has been used as a model system to 
investigate the formation of viruses containing a ssRNA genome enclosed in an 
icosahedral capsid. In particular it addresses how the viral genome interacts as a whole 
with multiple proteins to self assemble into a container of defined size and shape. 
1.1 Classification of viruses 
Nearly 5500 viruses are classified in a hierarchical manner by the International 
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) based on their nucleic acid content, virion 
morphology and host type (Wagner et al., 2008). In this way viruses are classified into 
orders, families, sub-families, genera and species. It is not known whether all viruses 
have a common ancestor and therefore a true linean classification is not possible. A 
similar but more manageable way of classifying viruses was proposed by David 
Baltimore (1971), in which viruses are classified solely on the way they produce 
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messenger RNA and their method of replication. In this manner viruses are categorised 
into six groups as outlined in Table 1-1. 
Table 1-1. The Baltimore classification of viruses. ssRNA viruses can be positive or 
negative strand based on whether the RNA within the virion can be directly translated 
into protein upon cell entry. 
Group Genome Example 
I dsDNA Adenovirus 
II ssDNA Parvovirus 
III dsRNA Bluetongue virus 
IV (+)ssRNA MS2 phage 
V (-)ssRNA Rabies virus 
VI ssRNA with DNA intermediate HIV 
VIII dsDNA with RNA intermediate Hepatitis B 
1.2 Small icosahedral ssRNA viruses as research models 
Icosahedral ssRNA viruses represent - 15 % of all viruses classified by the ICTV. 
These viruses are responsible for diseases in animals and humans such as the common 
cold, gastroenteritis, foot and mouth disease, yellow fever and rubella. Because of the 
pathogenic nature of viruses, working with them presents a health hazard. This hazard 
can be circumvented by working with viruses with similar characteristics that are non-
infectious to humans. A great deal of knowledge concerning virus life cycles, structure 
and assembly has been gathered on small «50 nm diameter) icosahedral viruses 
infecting plants (Rossmann and Johnson, 1989) and bacteria (Calendar, 2006). As a 
result they are very well characterised both structurally and biochemically and therefore 
represent ideal model systems for virus research. 
1.3 Architecture and symmetry of icosahedral viruses 
In order to gain appreciation for virus structure and assembly an understanding in 
basic viral architecture is essential. 
In 1956 Crick and Watson proposed that plant viruses, such as Turnip yellow 
mosaic virus (TYMV), which had been observed to be spherical by electron 
microscopy, would have the geometric form of a platonic solid (for example: 
tetrahedron, octahedron, icosahedron) and therefore be composed of asymmetric 
subunits (ASU) of a fixed number which could not exceed 60 (Figure 1-1 A). They 
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further suggested that using multiple copies of a single polypeptide would be the most 
efficient way of enclosing a genome with a limited coding capacity (Crick and Watson, 
1956). X-ray diffraction studies of viruses confirmed that spherical viral capsids were 
highly ordered and adhered to icosahedral symmetry, however, they were not 
necessarily composed of just 60 subunits (Caspar, 1956). In a biological context this 
posed the question of how identical proteins, whose interactions with each other within 
the capsid were presumably identical, could generate a capsid of more than 60 subunits 
as this was not allowed based on the rules underlying icosahedral symmetry. 
Realising the dynamic nature of biological macromolecules, Caspar and Klug 
(1962) devised the concept of quasi-equivalence. They predicted that capsids could be 
comprised of increasing numbers of identical protein subunits if these subunits could 
adapt very similar yet distinct conformations: quasi-equivalent conformations. 
Essentially they realised that the protein interactions within the capsid need not be the 
same between each and every protein subunit. In this way, capsids adhering to 
icosahedral symmetry of increasing size could be produced by increasing the number of 
identical protein subunits comprising the capsid. Caspar and Klug defined the 
arrangement of protein subunits necessary to form capsids of ever increasing sizes with 
the triangulation number T (Figure 1-1 B). T is defined by T = h2+hk+K where hand 
k are integers that define the positioning of the capsid five fold axes relative to one 
another (Caspar and Klug, 1962; Johnson and Speir, 1997). The theory of quasi-
equivalence has proved highly successful at predicting virus capsid structure and 
furthermore allows the immediate appreciation of the size and protein organisation 
within a capsid through the concept of the T number (Harrison, 2001). 
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T=1 T=3 
Figure 1-1. Spherical capsids have icosahedral symmetry. An icosahedron can only 
be constructed from a defined number of asymmetric building blocks. A) An 
icosahedron has 2-, 3- and 5-fold symmetry axes labelled as an ellipse, triangle and 
pentagon, respectively. These axes are used to define the positioning of protein 
subunits which comprise an icosahedral capsid. Each of the 20 triangular facets of the 
icosahedron is comprised of 3 asymmetric sub units (ASU). B) Icosahedral symmetry 
constraints and quasi-equivalence theory restrain the number of protein building blocks 
to 60T, where T is the number of protein subunits comprising an ASU. A T = 1 capsid 
is comprised of 60 identical protein subunits, where each protein corresponds to an 
ASU A T = 3 capsid is comprised of 180 protein subunits, where each ASU is 
comprised of three proteins. The areas highlighted in grey correspond to the ASU in the 
T = 1 and T = 3 caps ids. 
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1.4 Icosahedral capsid structure 
The first virus ever to be viewed at atomic resolution was Tomato bushy stunt virus 
(TBSV) by Dr. Steve Harrison and co-workers at Harvard. The structure of the capsid 
was consistent with Caspar and Klug's theory of virus structure in that it was comprised 
of 180 identical subunits observed in three distinct environments (Harrison et al., 1978). 
Since then, the structures of a plethora of icosahedral viruses infecting all forms of life 
have been elucidated with X-ray crystallography and more recently cryo-electron 
microscopy (cryo-EM). Interestingly, many of these viruses, in particular viruses 
infecting eukaryotes, have structural characteristics similar to that of TBSV (Rossmann 
and Johnson, 1989; Harrison, 2001) making it an excellent model for explaining 
conserved features of viral structure. 
The structural organisation of the capsid coat proteins of TBSV is shown in Figure 
1-2. The coat protein (CP) is composed of two domains termed the protruding domain 
(P) and the shell domain (S). The S domain of the protein has a swiss roll topology and 
is composed of two sets of four anti-parallel ~-strands, which lie parallel to the capsid 
surface. The swiss roll is the most common coat protein tertiary structure observed in 
ssRNA viruses infecting eukaryotes including Turnip crinkle virus (TCV) (Hogle et ai, 
1986), Brome mosaic virus (BMV) (Lucas et al., 2002), N orovirus (Prasad, et al., 1999) 
and Rhinovirus (Rossmann et al., 1985). This has been used as evidence for a common 
ancestry of these viruses (Rossmann and Johnson, 1989), however given the different 
amino acid (a.a.) sequence that underlie these folds, and that this protein topology is not 
exclusively found in viruses it is possible that the similarity is the result of convergent 
evolution to a highly advantageous protein structure (Williams and Westhead, 2002). 
The main site of structural variation observed between the A, Band C quasi-
equivalent conformations in TBSV is seen in the N-terminal region of the coat proteins. 
This region is ordered in the C-subunit but disordered in the A and B subunits. In the C 
subunit, the N-terminus is interlocked with two other N-termini of different C subunits 
related by 3-fold symmetry, forming a structure termed the ~-annulus at the 3-fold axes. 
These interactions result in two types of dimer conformations, AlB and C/C which 
coalesce at different angles and thereby allow the successful closure of the capsid. The 
importance of the N-termini for quasi equivalent switching has since been observed for 
various virus particles where deletion of the N-termini results in defective virus particles 
or none at all (Erickson and Rossmann, 1982; Sorger et al., 1986; Calhoun et al., 2007). 
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This is however not app licable to all capsids composed of proteins with the jelly roll 
fold implying that quasi-equivalence is induced in different ways dependent on the virus 
type ( Prasad et al., 1999; Satheshkumar et al., 2005). The ~-annulus 3-fold complex 
and its implications for capsid assembly are further di scussed in the next section . 
A 
B 
c 
Q2-fold 
2-fold 
~ 
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s 
Figure 1-2. The T = 3 icosahedral capsid structure of TBSV. From Ie/i. the capsid is 
comprised of 180 CP seen in three distinct environments termed A. Band C The 
protein is comprised of two domains, a protrllding domain (P) and a shell domain (5). 
The fold of the shell domain is conserved in variolls ellkaJ ),otic virus stmctllre proteins. 
The N-terminus of the CP can be seen protruding downwards from the 5 domain u.! the 
C conformer. The organisation of the CP in the capsid is sho'wn in a figure modi/ied 
Fom Harrison et al. (/978). Th e CP are observed as /v.'o types of dimers within the 
capsid, AlB and CIC The angle at which these dimers coalesce is different and serves 
to incorporate curvature into the capsid. This is highlighted to the right with a view 
perpendicular to the quasi 2-fold and 2-.fold symmetry axes by which the subunits 
comprising the dimers are related. The quasi 2~fold and 2~rold axes are designated 
with dashed yel/olll and magenta lines, respectively. Understanding the manner in 
which these two dimer conformations are attained to produce an icosahedral capsid is 
key to understanding capsid assembly. 
Not all icosahedral ssRNA capsid structures adhere to Caspar and Klug 's theory of 
quasi-equivalence. The capsids of poliovirus and rhinovirus , for example are composed 
of four chemically distinct proteins: VP 1-4. These proteins are however geometrically 
arranged in a similar manner as in a T == 3 capsid, wherein VP 1-3 all have the jelly roll 
topology and are interchanged for CP conformers 1-3 as observed in the TBSV 
structure. Capsids that are composed of chemically distinct coat proteins are said to be 
pseudo symmetric and designated with P numbers . 
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1.5 Capsid assembly 
1.5. 1 Assembly is nucleated 
Prior to the availability of atomic resolution structures of viruses it had been shown 
that purified viral coat proteins of T = 3 viruses infecting plants and bacteria could self 
assemble in vitro into structures resembling their respective capsids in the absence of 
viral RNA (Wagner et at., 1971; Matthews and Cole, 1972). This implied that all the 
information necessary for constructing a capsid was intrinsic to the protein. Based on 
this, capsid assembly, from multiple subunits of identical proteins, is analogous to a 
finite crystallisation event. The only requirement for such a process is the formation of 
a nucleating species (Prevelige et at., 1993). 
The kinetics of capsid formation for small icosahedral viruses is consistent with a 
crystallisation event (Figure 1-3). The sigmoidal curve indicates that the rate of the 
reaction increases with time and that this is due to an increase in concentration of 
reactive species over time. This implies that assembly is initially slow but speeds up 
following an initial nucleation phase and as more binding sites become available in the 
growing capsid (Prevelige et al., 1993; Zlotnick, 2005). 
Because successful virus formation requires RNA to be packaged, a nucleation 
complex involving viral RNA is reasonable. Indeed, early in vitro capsid assembly 
reactions reported that assembly was induced by RNA at low concentrations under 
conditions where capsids otherwise would not form (Hung et at., 1969; Hohn, 1969; 
Matthews and Cole, 1972). These results implied that specific coat protein binding to 
RNA might act to nucleate assembly. Capsid assembly has since been shown to be 
promoted by coat protein binding to specific RNA sequences within the virus genome 
thereby allowing selective RNA packaging. Such sequences are referred to as 
packaging sites and have been identified in viruses such as TCV (Sorger et aI, 1986), 
Flock house virus (FHV) (Zhong et at., 1992), Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-I), 
(Aldovini et at., 1990) and bacteriophages as discussed in section 1.8. 
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Figure 1-3. Capsid assembly is a finite polymerisatioll event. Capsid assembly kinetics 
are consistent with a multistep reaction preceded by a nlle/eation event. Capsid 
subunits (blue) associate to form a nucleation complex (green) as evident by a lag phase 
during assembly. Once a critical concentration of nucleating species or assembly 
intermediates is reached, they react quickly and irreversibly with other subunits or 
intermediates to form caps ids. The figure is modified form Zlotnick and Stray (2003). 
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1.5.2 Assembly and control of quasi equivalence 
The crystal structures of TBSV and other plant viruses that followed made it clear 
that the nucleating species for capsid assembly would most likely be associated with 
formation of the 3-fold or 5-fold symmetry axes. This was based on the observation 
that arranging capsid subunits in oligomeric pen tamers, relating to the 5-fold axes or 
oligomeric hexamers, relating to the 3- fold axes, serves to define the overall curvature 
of the shell (Rossmann, 1983). This suggestion further implied that quasi conformer 
control would have to take place early during capsid assembly and would presumably 
be linked to the formation of the nucleating complex. 
This was observed for Turnip crinkle virus (TCV), a close relative of TBSV, 
wherein capsid assembly was proposed to proceed from a nucleation complex of 3 C/C 
dimers forming a ~-annulus complex at the capsid 3-fold axes following specific RNA 
binding. The RNA supposedly acts as a scaffold which facilitates assembly by aligning 
the C/C dimers in space in such a way that facilitates ~-annulus formation. Following 
formation of the ~-annulus, capsid assembly would then proceed by coat protein dimer 
addition as C/C or NB conformers dependent upon whether they could bind to free N-
termini already incorporated in the growing capsid shell. Proteolytic cleavage of the N-
terminus resulted in T = 1 capsid particles suggesting that the N-terminus is crucial for 
formation of the planar contacts at the 3-fold axes while the curvature necessary for 
formation of the 5-fold axes is intrinsic to the protein (Hogle et 01., 1986; Sorger et 01., 
1986). 
The mechanism proposed for TCV assembly demonstrated for the first time how 
quasi-equivalence is controlled through CP dimer interactions. The role of RNA in this 
process has further been highlighted in that deletion of the ~-annulus does not 
necessarily result in particle polymorphism (Bertolotti-Ciarlett et 01., 2002; 
Satheshkumar et 01., 2005; Tang et 01., 2006). Conformational switching due to RNA 
binding was first observed for the nodaviruses FHV (Fisher and Johnson, 1993) and 
Black beetle virus (BBV) (Wery et 01., 1994) where it was shown that specific RNA 
binding acts as a conformational switch between flexed NB like dimers and planar C/C 
like dimers (Figure 1-4). Similar flexed and planar dimers are observed for TBSV and 
TCV suggesting that RNA might contribute to quasi equivalence control in a similar 
manner for these plant viruses. 
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Quasi equivalent control of coat protein confomlations is a mutua ll y induced 
process where the contributions of the RNA-coat protein interactions and intra coat 
protein subunit interactions can vary. This is dependent upon virus type due to the 
manner in which protein subunits, such as the N-termini at the 3-fold axis, interact and 
tabilise quasi -equivalent confomlers. 
Figure 1-4. Quasi-equivalence can be induced by RNA binding. From left : BB V has a 
T = 3 capsid composed of 180 subunits labelled A, Band C. The icosahedral symmetl ), 
axes are labelled with a ·white oval (2-fold), yel/oll' oval (quasi 2-fold), white triangle 
(3-fo ld) yellow triangle (quasi 2:/old) and pentagon (5:!0 Id). To the right, a view 
pelpendicular to the 2-fold (top) and quasi 2:!0Id (bo llom) symmetl )! axes shows how 
binding of an RNA A-type duplex wedges the protein dimer intu a C/C conformation. 
The binding of RNA acls to rigidijj; the subllnit contacts at the 2jold axes therehy 
defining the planar 3:!0Id axes. Note that a T = 3 capsid is composed of a mixtllre of 
bent and planar subunits, if only bent Al B subunits are lIsed a T = I capsid composed of 
30 AlB dimers as 12 pentamers is produced. Similarly if only planar CIC dimers are 
lIsed aflat sheet H'Oldd result. Th e figure is adaptedfrom Reddy el al. (/998). 
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1.6 The role of genomic RNA during capsid assembly 
RNA can act in at least two ways during capsid formation, namely it can initiate 
capsid assembly via a sequence recognition event and it can act as a conformational 
switch controlling protein conformations necessary to form a capsid of defined shape. 
The packaging of RNA into capsids and how RNA contributes to this process is poorly 
understood. This lack of basic knowledge arises from the observation that once 
assembly is initiated, the assembled capsid is the only stable species on the assembly 
pathway of transient species that are only present in limiting amount (Zlotnick et al., 
1994; Stockley et al., 2007). This inevitably restricts research into characterising 
assembly reaction substrates and products. Structural analysis oflarge "substrate" RNA 
molecules in solution is experimentally difficult in part because of their size and 
asymmetry which does not allow their three dimensional structural characterisation with 
the modem analytical techniques commonly applicable to proteins. Characterisation of 
capsid "products" with X-ray crystallography and more recently cryo-EM has however 
been moderately successful and provided information on the structural organisation of 
RNA genomes within viral capsids, allowing hypotheses concerning RNA packaging to 
be made. 
Using a combination of X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM, 23 % of the genomic 
RNA residing within the capsid of the nodavirus Pariacoto virus (Pa V), closely related 
to FHV and BBV, was observed as a discontinuous dodecahedral cage directly beneath 
the capsid (Tang et al., 2001) (Figure 1-5). Interestingly, the organisation of the RNA 
suggests a considerable deviation from the minimum free energy "tree like" structures 
associated with RNA. These results revitalised interest into understanding how RNA is 
reorganised into a compact and complex tertiary structure not normally associated with 
RNA (reviewed in Schneemann, 2006). A similar study into the plant virus Bean pod 
mottle virus (BPMV) revealed a non-random discontinuous nucleotide consensus 
sequence repeated more than 60 times within its ssRNA genome (Lin et al., 2003) 
(Figure 1-6). These findings suggest a nucleotide template, beyond packaging signal 
recognition, which could help promote efficient capsid assembly as proposed earlier for 
TCV (Sorger et al., 1986). 
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Figure 1-5 The RNA gel10me of Pa V is orgal1ised as a dodecahedral cage. From left. 
a cryo-EM reconstruction of Pa V virus. Removal of half of the protein capsid shows the 
dodecahedral arrangement of RNA within the virion. X-ray cly stallography of Pa V 
sholl'S that the dodecahedral cage is comprised of thirty 25 bp A-type RNA duplexes 
located underneath the CIC dimers at the 2-fold axes. RNA is also observed at the 
quasi 2~fold axes underneath the AlB dimers which is observed as islands of density 
surrounding the 5jold axes. Note that the dodecahedron re.flects structural ordering 
beneath the CIC dimers and is an icosahedrally averaged view of the genome. The 
figure is adopted from Tang et al. (2001) . 
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Figure 1-6. Proposed assembly mechal1ism of BPMV. The non random nucleic acid 
sequence APuPyPyPyX is repeated in the BPMV genome suggesting that multiple 
packaging signals within the genome direct assembly. The viral genome folds to form a 
structural scafJold (1) which can direct capsid assembly via coat protein binding to 
secondary structural elements (2-6). The figure is mod~fied from Lin et al. (2003) 
A specific nucleotide sequence is however not always a requirement for capsid 
assembly. In pioneering work by Bancroft and Hohn into in vitro capsid assembly of 
viruses with T = 3 capsids , vira l coat proteins were observed to readi ly encapsidate not 
only their own RNA but also heterologous and non-viral RNA as well as polyanions 
such as polyvinyl sulfonate under conditions where viral partic les do not otherwise form 
(Bancroft et al. , 1969; Hohn, 1969). Furthermore, follow-up research into the structure 
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of heterologous RNA within recombinant PaY particles suggests that the PaY genome 
is not a specific detenninant of three dimensional RNA structure observed within the 
virion (Johnson et al., 2004; Tihova et af., 2004) (Figure 1-5). In these cases it seems 
that coat proteins are capable of imposing a structure upon RNA that is compatible with 
the capsid. 
RNA has however also been shown to impose specific capsid morphology onto 
virus particles. For example, when recombinant BMV coat protein is expressed in vivo 
it fonns T = 1 virus particles composed of 60 coat protein dimers which exclusively 
contain the 1 kb non-replicating RNA encoding the coat protein. Interestingly the 
dimers are non-equivalent and interact within the capsid in distinctly different ways than 
what is seen in regular T = 3 BMV caps ids composed of 90 dimers enclosing 
approximately 3 kb of RNA. This suggests that RNA is capable of directing viral 
ribonucleoprotein complex fonnation (Krol et al., 1999). 
The structural plasticity of RNA and the hierarchical manner in which it folds, 
which is intrinsic to the nucleotide sequence (Tinoco Jr and Bustamante, 1999), 
suggests two scenarios for RNA packaging. In the first, viral RNA can fold on its own 
accord into a compact scaffold upon which capsid assembly can take place. With 
respect to RNA structure predictions based on the thennodynamics of nucleotide base 
pairing (Rudnick and Bruinsma, 2005; Yoffe et al., 2008) along with presumed 
electrostatic self repulsions of the phosphate backbone (van der Schoot and Bruinsma, 
2005) it is unlikely that an RNA genome can adopt a structure that is compatible with 
the capsid in this way. Investigations into the stability of the T = 1 Satellite tobacco 
mosaic virus (STMV) capsid and genome have however indicated that an "RNA first" 
mechanism can not be ruled out (Kuznetsov et al., 2005, Freddolino et al., 2006). In the 
second packaging scenario, the coat protein subunits bind to the RNA and fold it into an 
assembly competent structure driven by non-modular interactions between the CP 
subunits and charge neutralisation of the phosphate backbone. It is likely that the 
structural co-evolution of RNA and capsid proteins has led to a highly synergistic virus 
assembly mechanism (Schneemann, 2006), however the details of this mechanism are in 
question. 
So far, virus structure and assembly of simple icosahedral vIruses has been 
discussed with respect to viruses with common structural features, accounted for by the 
common swiss roll capsid protein fold. Interactions between coat protein N-tenninal 
domains and with viral RNA are of importance for controlling capsid assembly and 
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morphology of these virus types. How quasi equivalence is controlled within a virus 
capsid along with the details of genome packaging within the particle are old but yet 
still key questions at the forefront of structural virology (Harrison et ai, 1978). The 
bacteriophage MS2 has provided some of the most detailed answers to these questions. 
MS2 is distinct from the viruses already discussed in that the structure of the coat 
protein is unique to bacteriophages, however it still adheres to T = 3 morphology and 
RNA acts to promote its assembly. This thesis concerns itself with the manner in which 
RNA promotes MS2 capsid assembly and the structural nature of the RNA genome 
during MS2 virus assembly. The MS2 virus is reviewed in the next sections. 
1.7 ssRNA bacteriophages 
The ssRNA bacteriophages were discovered in 1961 by Loeb and Zinder through 
screening of raw New York sewage for viruses whose infectivity was confined to male 
strains of Escherichia coli (E.coli) and therefore dependent upon F-pili (Loeb and 
Zinder, 1961). 
ssRNA bacteriophages form the virus family Leviviridae (or lightweight viruses) 
which is split into the genera Levivirus and Allolevivirus based on genome size (3.5 kb 
vs. 4.2 kb) and gene organisation (four vs. three genes). The Levivirus genus is further 
split into subgroups I and II based on sequence homology and serological properties 
within the genus. The Allolevivirus genus is similarly split into subgroups III and IV. 
MS2 (male specific, fraction 2) and Q~ of sub groups I and III respectively, represent 
the best characterised viruses of the Leviviridae family. 
1.8 Bacteriophage MS2 
The bacteriophage MS2 is composed of a 3569 nt RNA genome that encodes four 
gene products: an A-protein (or maturation protein), a coat protein, a lysis protein and a 
replicase apoprotein (Figure 1-7) (Fiers et al., 1976; Beremand and Blumenthal, 1979). 
The MS2 phage is an excellent example of genetic economy where the limiting coding 
capacity of the genome has resulted in a read-through overlap of the lysis gene with 
respect to the CP and replicase genes (Beremand and Blumenthal, 1979). The A protein 
is preceded by a 129 nt 5' untranslated region (UTR) which is involved in control of 
gene translation (Groeneveld et al., 1995) while the 3 'UTR of 171 nt has unknown 
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function. The genome is enclosed in a capsid composed of 180 copies of CP (see 
section 1.8.4) and a single maturation protein which together define the MS2 virion. 
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Figure 1- 7. Genetic map of the MS2 genome. The nucleotide positions of the genes 
within the genome are obtained from the wild type MS2 sequence, nucleotide accession 
number NC_0014J7. 
1.8. 1 The MS2 genome 
MS2 was the first living organism to have its genome sequenced and structurally 
characterised by partial enzymatic digest. 75-85 % of the genome is proposed to be 
base paired, forming a intricate network of RNA secondary structural elements (Fiers et 
at. , 1976; Thomas et al. , 1976; Skripkin et at. , 1990) (Figure 1-8). The degree of 
secondary structure of the RNA is higher than can be expected on the basis of a random 
nucleotide sequence suggesting that the RNA has evolved towards compactness (Fiers, 
1975 ; Yoffe et al., 2008). The secondary structure of the genome is implicated in gene 
translation and RNA replication (reviewed in van Duin, 2006). Furthermore, the RNA 
hairpin structures, which are of abundance in the proposed RNA structure, are thought 
to act as potential binding sites for the CP during capsid assembly (see section 1.9.3). 
The structural role of the MS2 genome for capsid assembly is the main foc us of 
chapters 4 and 5 with the goal of defining the structural transition of RNA during 
packaging and mapping discontinuous CP binding sites within the RNA genome. 
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Figure 1-8. A proposed secondary structure of the MS2 genome. The 5' and 3 ' 
termini are highlighted with yellow circles. The coding regions of the A-protein, coat 
protein and replicase are coloured in green, blue and red respectively. The start and 
stop codons of the genes are highlighted in the same colours. The lysis gene start and 
stop codons are highlighted in yellow. The TR operator, which is implicated in capsid 
assembly and replicase translation, is shaded in magenta. The figure is adapted from 
Fiers et af. (19 75, 1976) 
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1.8.2 The A-protein is important for phage infectivity 
The A-protein is a 44 kDa protein which is present in one copy in MS2 virions 
(Steitz, 1968). The infectivity of MS2 virions is dependent upon their ability to bind F-
pili which in tum is dependent upon a functioning A-protein (Crawford and Gestland, 
1965; Lodish et al., 1965; Steitz, 1968). The protein fonns a ribonuleoprotein complex 
with genomic RNA which is infectious in the absence of coat protein (Richelson and 
Nathans, 1967; Leipold and Hofschneider, 1976). Ribonuclease protection assays have 
shown that the A-protein interacts specifically with the genome at positions centered on 
nucleotides 393 and 3515 (Shiba and Suzuki, 1981). This, along with its importance for 
F-pilus binding, suggests that it protrudes both in and out of the MS2 capsid. The 
molecular details of A-protein association with the capsid are unclear, however its 
positioning on the capsid has recently been shown to be at the 5-fold axes of icosahedral 
symmetry (Hill et al., 1997; Toropova, 2009). The mechanism by which the virion 
enters the cell after F-pilus attachment is not understood although the RNA and A-
protein are known to enter the cell together (Kozak and N athans, 1971). 
1.8.3 The replicase 
Following cell entry the (+) ssRNA genome serves as a template for translation and 
subsequent replication by a newly synthesised replicase. The (+) ssRNA and resulting 
(_) ssRNA is replicated in tandem. The replicase is a 60 kDa protein which forms a 
RNA dependent RNA polymerase with ribosomal subunit S 1 and elongation factors Ef-
Tu and Ef-Ts of the host cell. An additional host cell factor (Hf), which is not part of 
the holoenzyme, stimulates replication of the (+) ssRNA. The host factors SI, Ef-Tu 
and Hf are all implicated in template binding but to different degrees. S 1 and Hf are 
required for replication of viral (+) ssRNA. In their absence RNA replication occurs but 
is non specific (reviewed in van Duin, 2006). S 1 is further implicated in gene 
translation as discussed in 1.8.6. What is known of replicase function is based upon 
research into replicases from bacteriophages GA and QP of groups II and III of the 
Leviviridae family, respectively (Blumenthal et al., 1976; Yonesaki and Haruna, 1981). 
These replicases are similar in terms of structure and replicate RNA within their genera. 
Replicase function is therefore assumed to be similar within the Leviviridae family 
(Yonesaki et al., 1982). 
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1.8.4 The MS2 capsid and coat protein 
The MS2 capsid is a T = 3 icosahedral protein container that is 27.5 nm in diameter. 
It is composed of 180 copies of the coat protein. The crystal structure of the MS2 virus 
was solved by Lars Liljas and co-workers which showed the details of the CP fold 
(Figure 1-9) and the arrangement of CP within the capsid (Figure 1-10) (Valegard et 
al., 1990; Golmohammadi et al., 1993). The structure of the CP is conserved within the 
Leviviridae family (Plevka et al., 2009). The MS2 CP fold is different from that 
observed for coat proteins of viruses infecting eukaryotes (Figure 1-2). This is most 
obvious from the lack of features corresponding to a P- domain and an N-terminal arm 
which are common in viral coat proteins with a jelly roll fold. 
The capsid is composed of CP subunits observed in three distinct conformations as 
defined by a 16 aa polypeptide loop connecting the F and G ~-strands (FG-loop) 
(Figure 1-10, A-C). The conformations of the A, Band C subunits define the quasi-
equivalent capsid interactions. These interactions are different at the 3- fold and 5-fold 
symmetry axes. In the A and C subunits, the FG-Ioops are extended and interact at the 
capsid 3-fold axes forming a pore of approximately 1.6 nm. In the B subunits however 
the FG-loop is folded towards the capsid exterior forming a pore of 1.7 nm. It is 
through these pores that the A-protein is thought to make contact with viral RNA. The 
pores also render the capsid permeable to small molecules. This was exploited in 
experiments reported in chapter 5 where the resistance of the RNA genome within the 
capsid to lead ion induced hydrolysis was used as a tool to investigate genome structure. 
The three CP subunits form two types of quasi-equivalent dimers (CP2) (Figure 1-
10, DE). The capsid is composed of 60 AlB dimers and 30 C/C dimers. The CP is 
stable as a dimer in solution (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988; Stockley et al., 2007). CP 
subunits inter-digitate via their C-terminal a-helices. The C-terminal a-helices of one 
CP subunit sit in a hydrophobic groove of the neighbouring CP subunit. The groove is 
formed by the N-terminal A and B ~-sheets and the C-terminal a-helices (Figure 1-10 
DE). The dimer is further stabilized by hydrogen bonds between G ~-sheets of the 
interacting CP subunits. The CP2 presents a continuous, relatively flat surface of ten 
anti-parallel ~-strands to the interior of the capsid which are implicated in RNA binding 
(Peabody, 1993). 
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Figure 1-9. The structure of the MS2 coat protein. The MS2 CP is afolded as a./ive-
stranded anti-parallel J3-sheet (labelled C-G) with {)vo anti-parallel fJ-strands folding 
over it at the N terminus (labelled A & B) and a kinked a-helix at the C terminus 
(labelled A '& B '). It is 13.7 kDa and composed of 129 aa. A cartoon model of the A 
coat protein subunit is shown. The figure is based on the pdb file 2MS2 
(Golmohammadi et al., 1993). 
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Figure 1-10. The structure of the MS2 capsid. The MS2 capsid is composed of 180 
CP subunits observed in three quasi-equivalent conformations termed A, Band C (their 
colour coding is constant throughout this thesis). The main site of structural variation 
between the subunits is in the conformation of the loop of polypeptide, highlighted in 
grey, connecting the F and G fJ-strands . The CP subunits form {)vo types of non-
covalent dimers termed AlB (D) and CIC (£). The dimers are shown as viewed from the 
capsid exterior. The positioning of the dimers within the capsid determines its size and 
symmetry. The capsid is shown in F as viewed down the 2-fold axes. The MS2 capsid 
adheres to T = 3 icosahedral symmetlY as shown in G. The AlB dimers lay on the quasi 
2-fold (L'Ces and span the distance be{)veen the caps ids icosahedral 5- and 3-fold axes. 
The CIC dimers lay on the 2-fold axes and span the distance behveen the caps ids 3-fold 
axes. Thefigure is modified from Toropova et al., (2008). 
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1.8.5 The Lysis protein 
The lysis protein is a small 8.7 kDa membrane protein which is crucial for release 
of phage progeny (Beremand and Blumenthal, 1979). The cell lysis mechanism is not 
fully understood. It is thought to act by inhibiting peptidoglycan biosynthesis resulting 
in cell wall breakdown on the basis of its sequence homology to the lysis protein of the 
ssDNA phage 41 174. The A2 protein of Allolevivirus QP has been shown to function in 
a similar manner (reviewed in Bernhardt et al., 2002). The control of translation of the 
lysis protein is crucial for effective phage release and indeed the translation of all the 
MS2 proteins is tightly regulated at the RNA level. 
1.8.6 Control of gene translation 
Radioisotope labelling of the f2 bacteriophage at multiple timepoints following 
infection have shown that viral proteins are expressed at different stages and to a 
different degree during infection (Beremand and Blumenthal, 1979) (Figure I-tlA). 
This effect is also observed in vitro (Lodish, 1968). This ensures correct protein 
stoichiometries for virion assembly and efficient use of host cell resources in order to 
maximise phage progeny at the time of cell lysis. 
Regulation of translation has been shown to be dependent upon the structure of 
RNA flanking individual start codons. By involving nucleotides in stable secondary 
structures that otherwise recruit translational machinery to an RNA cistron, translation 
is effectively averted. Down regulation of the A-protein is achieved in this manner. 
The Shine-Delgarno sequence upstream of the A-protein gene is base paired in full 
length viral RNA which inhibits translation except off nascent RNA molecules (Steitz, 
1973; Fiers et al., 1975; Groeneveld et al., 1995). Translation of the lysis gene and 
replicase genes is controlled in a similar manner. Here, however, the time frame for 
initiation of translation at the lysis and replicase cistrons is controlled by ribosomal 
readthrough of the CP gene rather than folding of the 5' RNA terminus as is the case for 
the A-protein (Figure 1-11 8) (Min Jou et al., 1972; Kastelein et al., 1982; Berkhout 
and van Duin, 1985). The ability of ribosomes to translate these proteins is therefore 
governed largely by RNA folding kinetics following either RNA replication or CP 
translation. 
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Figure 1-11. Levivirus RNA structure controls gene expression. A) j2 protein 
expression levels Jollowing infection. f2 is a group 1 Levivirus like MS2. The figure is 
adapted Jrom (Beremand and Blumenthal, 1979). B) MS2 secondary structure in the 
region oj the lysis and replicase start codons. The start codon oj the CP, lysis and 
replicase genes are boxed. Lysis gene translation is dependent upon disruption oj the 
lysis hairpin. Replicase gene expression is dependent upon disruption oJthe long range 
base paired stem (LR). These secondary structure elements obstruct ribosome binding 
to the start codons oj the lysis and replicase genes but are disrupted upon ribosomal 
readthrough oj the CP gene. CP2 also inhibit replicase translation when bound to the 
TR operator. Thefigure is adaptedJorm (van Duin, 2006). 
An additional level of translational control is in place on the viral replicase. When 
the coat protein concentration becomes sufficiently high in the cell, it binds to a 
translational operator (TR) stem loop (Figure I-lIB) and acts as a translational 
repressor (Lodish and Zinder, 1966; Ward et aI., 1967; Bernardi and Spahr, 1972). This 
binding has dual functionality as it also initiates capsid assembly as detailed in 1.9.2. 
Replicase gene expression is therefore kept at low levels reflecting the catalytic nature 
of the molecule and is abolished when the viral life cycle enters its virion construction 
phase. 
It is not known how lysis expression is kept low at early times of infection. 
However, in addition to ribosomal read through of the CP gene, translation of the lysis 
gene is dependent upon the positioning of the CP stop codon (Berkhout et al., 1987). 
This has been explained by lateral diffusion or "scanning" of ribosomes on MS2 RNA 
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following termination of translation at the CP stop site. In Adhin and van Duin (1990) 
E.coli ribosomal scanning was shown to occur within a 40 nt radius of the CP stop 
codon and predominantly induced initiation of translation downstream to the stop 
codon. Although not suggested by the authors, this implies that the drop in replicase 
expression levels and subsequent increase in lysis expression could both be linked to 
CP2 binding at the TR operator. CP2 binding might result in directing ribosomal 
scanning towards the lysis start codon. 
Unlike the start codons of the genes already discussed, the start codon of the coat 
protein is exposed at the top of an RNA hairpin loop. It is the only freely accessible 
ribosome binding site on the RNA genome (Steitz, 1973). CP translation is regulated 
by competitive binding of ribosomes and the replicase holoenzyme to a region 43 nt 
upstream of the CP start codon through binding of the S 1 translation factor at this site. 
S 1 binding therefore discriminates between translation and replication depending on its 
association with either the replicase holoenzyme or the ribosome (reviewed in van Duin 
2006). 
1.9 MS2 capsid assembly 
MS2 virions are dissociated upon treatment with 60 % (v/v) glacial acetic acid 
which allows separation of CP from RNA and A-protein. The CP is easily purified by 
centrifugation followed by buffer exchange to provide CP2 that can self assemble into 
capsids in vitro (Herrmann et al., 1968). CP2 can similarly be obtained by acid 
dissociation of recombinant MS2 capsids produced upon overexpression of the CP gene 
contained within a replicating plasmid in E.coli (Mastico et al., 1993). Self assembly is 
dependent upon CP concentration with an optimum pH of 5.5-7.5. Capsid yield 
increases at lower temperatures and increasing salt concentration (Matthews and Cole, 
1972). 
1.9.1 Assembly induced by genomic length RNA 
Assembly is promoted by RNA under conditions where self assembly of CP does 
not take place (Sugiyama et al., 1967; Hohn, 1969; Matthews and Cole, 1972). 
Sugiyama and co-workers (1967) investigated MS2 capsid assembly in vitro by mixing 
various stoichiometries of radio labelled CP to viral RNA and analysed the components 
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by sucrose density centrifugation. They showed that virion RNA induces formation of a 
ribonucleoprotein complex (complex I) at low CP:RNA ratios which is comprised of 1-
6 CP subunits. Complex I was specific to MS2 RNA as it could not be detected with 
rRNA, tRNA or poly-adenylic acid. At higher CP:RNA ratios, capsids were observed 
with morphology similar to MS2 phage as observed by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) but sedimenting slower than the virion, most likely due to the 
absence of the A-protein. As only these two components could be observed it was 
concluded that capsid assembly was co-operative and most likely took place through an 
initiation complex that might also be responsible for viral replicase gene suppression 
reported earlier (Lodish and Zinder, 1966). 
Similar experiments were reported by Hohn (1969) in which a series of sub-
genomic RNAs and non-native viral RNAs were assessed for their ability to form 
Levivirus fr capsids. Remarkably, all RNAs tested were capable of inducing capsid 
formation suggesting that a specific RNA sequence and structure were not a 
requirement for capsid assembly. Assembly in the presence of nucleotide phosphate 
alone however did not take place indicating that a polymer was required to string 
together CP subunits to form a capsid. As with MS2 (Sugiyama et at., 1967) the 
assembly nucleating ability of non-native RNA was not associated with formation of an 
initiation complex such as could be seen with fr RNA, suggesting specific interactions 
between fr RNA and fr CPo 
These results were among the first suggesting that selective viral RNA 
encapsidation and icosahedral capsid assembly would be dependent upon sequence 
specific recognition. For MS2, knowledge of sequence specific RNA binding and its 
implication for capsid assembly has provided one of the most detailed descriptions of 
capsid assembly at the molecular level. 
1.9.2 Assembly induced by TR 
Ribonuclease digestion of ribonucleoprotein complex I formed by viral RNA and 
coat protein established that coat protein binding covers a 59 nt region incorporating the 
replicase start codon (Bernardi and Spahr, 1972). Further analysis showed that the 
binding affinity was specific to a 19 nt stem loop operator (TR) incorporating the 
replicase start codon within the hairloop stem (Gralla et at., 1974; Carey et at., 1982a). 
The association constant for CP2 binding to TR as compared to the RNA genome is 
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similar as observed by filter binding assays (Carey et al. , 1982b). As a consequence 
the TR operator is implicated in initiating capsid assembly in vivo (Ling et aI. , 1970) as 
we ll as acting as a translational repressor of the replicase gene as already described in 
1.8.6. 
The CPrTR interaction has been characterised both biochemically and structurall y 
allowing the factors underlyi ng RNA binding specificity to be defined. RNA binding 
discrimination is dependent upon the RNA adhering to a stem loop structure while 
binding affinity is dependent upon the nucleotide sequence (Figure 1-12) (Romaniuk et 
al., 1987; Valegard et al. , 1994; Stockley et al., 1995 ; Valegard et al. , 1997; Hom et al. , 
2006). 
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Figure 1-12. Tire TR operator and CPz-TR ribonucleoprotein complex. A) TRforms 
a 19 nt stem loop structure with a bulged adenine at position -10 and a hairpin of four 
nucleotides. The numbering is with respect to the replicase start codon (numbered + 1). 
B} A cartoon model of the AlB dimer bound to TR (coloured red) is shown in side view 
and rotated 90 0 to sholl' the dimerfrom the capsid interior (Pdb file: 2C4 U, Grahn et 
at. , 2001). O ),stal structures, obtained by soaking TR and oligonucleotide variants of 
TR into recombinant capsid crystals, along with site directed mutagenesis have shed 
light on the molecular details of CPz-RNA binding. TR forms a crescent like structure 
that is stabilised by a series of hydrogen bonds between CP2 aa residues within the 10 
strand fJ-sheet to seven phosphate groups at the 5' half of TR (Valegard et aI., I99 7). 
For high affinity binding, the -4 and -10 nucleotide positions must be adenines 
(Romaniuk et at. , 1987) although exceptions do occur (Rowsell et at., I998). The two 
adenines (modelled as sticks in the figure) extrude from the stem loop and bind into 
shallow pockets on each of the two CP subunits through a series of intermolecular 
hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts. Having a pyrimidine at the -5 position has 
also been shown to be beneficial for strong binding (Grahn et al., 2001). 
MS2 capsid assembly can be induced in vitro by addition of TR to purified CP2 
(Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988). Assembly initiation is not dependent upon the TR 
operator sequence as simi lar stem loops are capable of inducing assembly, however 
higher concentrations of oli gonucleotide variants of TR and CP2 are generally required . 
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Thi s reflects the high affinity of the CP2 for the TR stem loop and suggested that the 
CP2-TR complex initiates capsid fonnation (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988; Beckett et 
al., 1988). Recent investigations into MS2 capsid assembly in the presence of TR have 
provided molecular detail s of how this event occurs. Using a combination of gel 
chromatography, mass spectrometry and NMR the TR operator was shown to induce the 
switching between quasi-equivalent CP2 confonnations thereby allowing assembly to 
proceed efficiently (Stockley et al., 2007). 
1n Stockley et al. (2007) it was observed that upon mixing CP2 with TR at a 
stoichiometric ratio of I : I , capsid assembly was inefficient with the dominating species 
in the assembl y reaction corresponding to the CP2-TR complex as assayed by non-
covalent mass spectrometry. Upon further addition of CP2 to bring the stoichiometric 
ratio to 2: I, capsid assembly proceeded through a hexameric or pentameric intennediate 
by rapid CP2 addition . These results implied that two types of CP2 were required for 
efficient assembl y, an RNA bound and RNA free coat protein dimer and that in the 
absence of free CP2 capsid assembly is kinetically trapped as the CP2-TR complex. 
Subsequent NM R structural analysis of a coat protein mutant unable to assemble past a 
dimer, showed that RNA binding results in a confon11ational change within the FG-Ioop 
region from a symmetric Cle-like dimer to an asymmetric AlB-like dimer. These 
findings resulted in a proposed model for in vitro MS2 capsid assembly where TR acts 
as an allosteri c switch to provide the two types of quasi equivalent confonners In 
solution both of which are necessary for efficient capsid assembly (Figure 1-13). 
---
Figure 1-13. The MS2 capsid assembly mechanism. In the absence ofTR, coat protein 
dimers are predominantly C/C like and capsid formation is neglig ible. The TR operator 
acts as a molecular switch providing the AlB-like CP2 conformation in solution whose 
absence otherwise has a rate limiting effect on capsid assembly. Using non-covalent 
mass spectromelly, components of the assembly reaction were identffied. Assembly 
takes place through a he.xameric or pentameric intermediate by rapid dimer addition. 
Th e e intermediate correspond to dimer arrangements around the capsid 3-fold or 5-
fold symmetry axes. Formation of caps ids through a hexameric intermediate excludes 
the pentameric intermediate during capsid assembly and vice versa. The hexameric 
intermediate is shown here. The jigure is adaptedfrom Stockley et al (2007) . 
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The mass spectrometry ide of the work reported in Stockley et al. (2007) represent 
results from a three month laboratory project that I undertook during a foundation year 
at the beginning my PhD and are part of my PhD project. It sparked further interest in 
capsid assembly and macromolecular assembly mechanisms which resulted in the 
project reported in this thesis. It was decided not to di scuss these results in detai l in thi s 
thes is. The publication is however supplied in the Appendix. 
1,9,3 The MS2 virion structure and assembly 
The in vitro assembly mechanism proposed for MS2 provides a detailed description 
of quasi equivalent control during capsid assembly. However, the situation in vivo must 
be different. The reactions reported in Stockley et af. (2007) were perfomled at close to 
equimolar ratios of C P2 to TR raising the question of how quasi equivalence confomler 
switching is achieved during packaging of the full length viral genome ( Figure 1- 14). 
Figllre /-14. Quasi-eqllivalent control dllring capsid assembly. The two capsid 
intermediates identified by mass spectromeli), corresponding to the capsid 5-fold (AJ 
and 3-Jold axis (B) are sho\\'l1 in cartoon model with TR bound at a single AlB dimer 
position. HoH' are the cO/~formations oj AlB like dimers controlled in vivo when there is 
only one copy oJthe TR operator in theJull length genome? 
Recent cryo-EM reconstructions of viruses of the Levivirus genus have indicated 
that multipl e sites within genomic RNA interact with the capsid interior (Konig et al. 
2003: van den Worm el al., 2006). This suggests that stem loop structures other than TR 
could act to control the conformation of an incoming CP2 during capsid assembly. 
These results correspond with the idea that strong RNA binding is not necessary to 
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induce capsid assembly (Beckett et al., 1988). A higher resolution cryo-EM 
reconstruction of the MS2 phage was recently reported by Toropova and co-workers. 
~·fold axis 3-fo ld axis 
Figure 1-15. The organisation of genomic RNA within the MS2 virion. A cryo-EM 
density map showing a 40 A thick central region oj the MS2 genome as observed down 
the 2-Jold axes (A), the 3-Jold axes (B) and the 5-Jold axes (e). The crystal structure oj 
the MS2 capsid is shown in cartoon representation enclosing the genomic RNA which is 
radially colollred from pale blue to pale red. The genome is Jolded as two concentric 
shells with roughly two thirds oj the genome located in the outer shell and the 
remainder residing in the inner shell. Columns oj density connect the two shells at Ihe 
icosahedral 5- Jold axes which can be observed in A and B. These columns are large 
enough to accommodate a single RNA duplex. Icosahedral averaging does nol allow 
accurate assessment oj how often RNA transcends the distance between the two RNA 
shells. Th e flgure is adoptedfrom Toropova el al. (2 008). 
In Toropova el al. (2008) an icosahedrally averaged cryo-EM structure of the MS2 
virion at sub-nanometer resolution was reported . Interestingly, a high degree of ordered 
densi ty was observed within the capsid shell which accounted for roughly 90 % of the 
RNA genome (Figure 1-15). The icosahedrally averaged model provided for the first 
time the details of RNA genome packaging within a T = 3 viral capsid. The RNA 
genome is observed as a complex fold of two concentric shells connected at the 5-fold 
axes of icosahedral symmetry. The outermost RNA shell lies directly beneath the 
capsid forming a network that maps the binding sites for RNA on the inner surface of 
the capsid . The density at these positions is consistent with the positioning of the C P2-
RNA binding site. Beneath the AlB dimers, density is observed that is extended 
towards the 5-fold axes forming a ring of continuous density around the 5-fold axes. 
A veraged density is also observed beneath every C/C dimer, however, it is distinct from 
the density associated with AlB dimer. This suggests that RNA interactions at these 
positions are different and is consistent with the idea of RNA induced conformer 
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control. The location of the outer shell of RNA is therefore suggestive of an assembly 
process assisted by repeated conformer switching to AlB dimers at correct positions to 
form the 5-fold axes (Toropova et al., 2008). 
The data reported in Toropova et al. (2008) imply an active role for the RNA 
genome in assembly of the MS2 capsid. The structure of the MS2 virion highlights 
some interesting puzzles concerning virus capsid assembly. How does the genome 
operate during capsid assembly? Does the RNA act throughout assembly or just at the 
beginning to promote formation of a seed complex? Is it a pre-folded template upon 
which capsid assembly takes place or is it a dynamic structural scaffold? How does the 
genome acquire the structure observed within the virion? Is this structure related to the 
solution structure of the genome? MS2 provides an ideal system to investigate the roles 
of genomic RNA during icosahedral capsid assembly as it is well characterised 
biochemically and structurally. 
1.10 The aims of this project 
The ability RNA to induce capsid formation and selective packaging of viral RNA 
in vivo suggests that icosahedral ssRNA virus assembly is a co-condensation process 
where coat protein assembles selectively around its cognate RNA. The roles of 
genomic RNA in this process are however poorly understood. The main focus of this 
project was to gain an understanding of the roles of RNA during ssRNA virus capsid 
assembly. The project formed part of a dedicated multidisciplinary group effort into 
understanding ssRNA virus assembly and structure. 
In chapter 3 the production of MS2 genomic RNA corresponding to different 
segments of the MS2 genome is described. These RNAs allowed the importance of 
RNA size, sequence and structure for capsid assembly to be addressed. The chapter 
reports the production of three sub-genomic MS2 RNAs using standard molecular 
biology techniques. Additionally, their ability to promote capsid assembly as assayed 
by gel mobility shift assays is reported. 
In chapter 4, the dependence of capsid assembly efficiency on RNA is further 
investigated using sedimentation velocity analysis. These assays allowed evaluation of 
the hydrodynamic properties of MS2 capsid assembly reaction components and were 
instrumental in gaining an understanding of how genomic RNA is packaged into 
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capsids. Capsid assembly induced with oligonucleotide variants of TR was also assayed 
in order to investigate how different stern loops induce capsid assembly. 
In chapter 5, the solution structure of three sub-genomic RNA fragments is 
compared to the structure of the MS2 RNA genome in virion as observed by their 
susceptibility to lead ion hydrolysis. These experiments are discussed in light of an 
RNA structural transition during genome packaging as well as a proof of principle 
experiment that allows mapping CP2 binding sites on the RNA genome. 
The focus of this project was originally quite different, where the aim had been to 
generate recombinant MS2 capsids for use as platforms for random peptide display. 
These libraries would allow identification of capsids with cell specific adhesion 
properties using biopaning techniques which would allow production of cell specific 
RNA cargo delivery vehicles. An underlying requirement of this system was to gain 
further understanding of the MS2 RNA packaging process and RNA size restrictions. 
Although work was continuous throughout the project on producing a phage display 
system, progress was limited. Exciting results obtained with respect to how RNA 
affects capsid assembly however channelled work in that direction, the results of which 
are reported here. 
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2 Materials and Methods 
2.1 Materials 
2. 1. 1 General chemicals 
Inorganic chemicals were supplied by Fischer Scientific Inc., Sigma Aldrich Co. 
and Ambion. 
2. 1.2 Molecular biology products and reagents 
1 kb DNA ladder and dNTPs were supplied by Invitrogen. 2-Log DNA Ladder 
(0.1-10 kb) was supplied by New England Biolabs Inc. rNTPs were supplied by Roche 
Applied Sciences. RNA sample loading buffer was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Inc. 
RNA size reference marker 0.28-6.6 kb was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Inc. 
RNaseOUT ribonuclease inhibitor was supplied by Invitrogen. RNasecure was supplied 
by Ambion. 
2. 1.3 Enzymes 
All restriction enzymes were supplied by Fermentas Life Sciences. Taq DNA 
polymerase, Therrnoscript reverse transcriptase, T4 DNA ligase and T7 RNA 
polymerase were supplied by Invitrogen. RQI RNase-free DNase and T4 
polynucleotide Kinase were supplied by Promega Corporation. Transcriptor reverse 
transcriptase was supplied by Roche Applied Science. Reverse-iT One-Step RT-PCR 
Kit was supplied by ABgene. Immolase DNA polymerase was supplied by Bioline. 
Kod Hot Start polymerase was supplied by Novagen. PfuTurbo DNA polymerase was 
supplied by Stratagene. Phusion DNA polymerase was supplied by New England 
Biolabs Inc. Megascript in vitro transcription system was supplied by Ambion. All 
ribonucleases were supplied by Ambion. 
2.1.4 Bacterial strains 
The cell strains XLI-Blue and XLIO-gold were generally used for cloning and were 
supplied by Stratagene. 
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2. 1.5 Media and solutions 
All media was prepared with ddH20 and autoclaved at 121°C for 40 minutes 
unless otherwise stated. The media supplements ampicillin or kanamycin were added to 
LB media at a final concentration of 50 ~glm1 or 30 ~glml respectively. For production 
of LB-agar plates for blue-white colour screening, filter sterilised X-gal and IPTa were 
added to the LB-agar medium at final concentrations of 80 ~glml and 20 mM 
respectively. 
Table 2-1. Media. 
Media 
Luria Broth (LB) 
LB agar 
Soc Medium 
Table 2-2. Solutions. 
Solutions 
.0 buffer 
A. buffer 
Constituents 1"1 
109 tryptone 
5 g yeast extract 
5 gNaCI 
Adjusted to pH 7.0 with NaOH 
20 g bacto agar 
1 L LB-medium 
20 g tryptone 
5 g yeast extract 
0.5 gNaCI 
Adjusted to pH 7.5 with NaOH 
12.5 mil M MgCl2 (filter sterilised) 
12.5 mil M MgS04 (filter sterilised) 
1 mil M glucose (filter sterilised) 
Constituents 
50 mM HEPES / NaOH / pH 7.2 
100mMNaCI 
10 mM DTT 
5mMEDTA 
10 mM HEPES / NaOH /pH 7.2 
IOOmMNaCl 
I mMEDTA 
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Buffer A 
lOX MOPS buffer 
10 XTBE 
Prt Loading dye 
DNA loading buffer 
5 x Assembly Buffer 
2.1.6 Vectors 
10 mM Tris / HCl / pH 7.4 
100mMNaCI 
1 mM MgS04 
0.1 mM EDTA 
0.002 % NaN3 
400 mM MOPS / NaOH / pH 7.0 
100mMNaOAc 
10mM EDTA 
108 g Tris 
55 g boric acid 
0.5 M EDTA 
pH 8.0 with NaOH 
2g SDS 
20 ml glycerol 
5 mg bromophenol blue 
92 ml 100mM Tris ph 6.8 
8 m1 ~-mercaptoethanol 
70 % Sucrose 
0.005% bromophenol blue 
200 roM CH3COONHJpH 7.2 
5 roM Mg(OAc)2 
DEPC treated H20 
The pGEM-T Easy Vector System was supplied by Promega Corporation. The 
CloneSmart Blunt Cloning Kit was supplied by Lucigen Corporation. GeneJet Blunt 
Cloning Kit was supplied by Fermentas corporation. 
2. 1.7 Oligonucleotide primers 
All oligonucleotide primers were supplied by MWG-Biotech. For reverse 
transcription of lead ion cleavage products, primers were either labelled with ATP y)2p 
using T4 polynucleotide kinase (Promega) according to the manufactures instructions or 
purchased pre-modified with a 5' cy5-fluorophore. The sequences of the primers used 
in this study are given in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-3. The sequence specific primers used in the production of MS2 cDNA clones 
and in reverse transcription of lead ion cleavage reaction products. The numbering of 
the primers refer to their positioning in the MS2 genome sequence (Genbank accession 
number: NC_001417) 
Primer Sequence 
GGGTGGGACCCCTTTCGG 
GATAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTGGGACCCCTTTCGG 
GGTCCTGCTCAACTTCCTGTCG 
992_F GGGAAAAGGTGCCTTTCTCATT 
Modification 
992]_17 GAT AA T ACGACTCACT AT AGGGAAAAGGTGCCTTTCTCATT -
1419] _ T7 GAT AA T ACGACTCACT A T AGGGGTCGCTGAA TGGA TCAGC 
2166] 
2676_R 
3044_R 
3550_R 
3569_R 
3550_R 
3163_R 
2676_R 
2223_R 
1666_R 
1115_R 
566_R 
1568_R 
1666_R 
1812_R 
1951_R 
2061_R 
2223_R 
GGCACAAGTTGCAGGATGC 
TTGTGGAAAATAGTTCCCATCG 
TTATAGAGGCGTGGATCTGACAT 
TAGTTACCAAATCGGGAGAATCC 
TGGGTGGTAACTAGCCAAGC 
TAGTTACCAAATCGGGAGAATCC 
CCGTACGGAGTCTTGGTGTAT 
TTGTGGAAAATAGTTCCCATCG 
TAACGGTTGCTTGTTCAGC 
CCTTGCATTGCCTTAACA 
CCCGTTATTACGTCAGTAACTGTTC 
GCCTCTGCTAAAGCAACACC 
AAGCTCTACACCACCAACAGTCT 
CCTTGCATTGCCTTAACA 
CGCGAGGAAGATCAATACATA 
TCATTACCAGAACCTAAGGTCGGA 
GATCCCATGACAAGGATTTG 
TAACGGTTGCTTGTTCAGC 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Purification of MS2 recombinant capsids 
Cy5 
Cy5 
Cy5 
Cy5 
Cy5 
Cy5 
Cy5 
32p 
32p 
32p 
32p 
32p 
32p 
Frozen E.coli cell paste containing overexpressed CP2 as recombinant capsids was 
supplied by Dr. Gabriella Basnak. The paste was dissolved in n buffer and sonicated 
with a pulse sequence of 20 on, 20 off for 30 cycles. The cell lysate was then 
centrifuged at 14750 RCF for 30 minutes at 4 °C in order to remove cell debris. The 
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supernatant was treated with DNase I for 30 minutes at room temperature followed by 
centrifugation at 14750 RCF for 30 minutes at 4°C in order to degrade and remove 
DNA. (NH4)2S04 was then added to the resulting supernatant to 40 % saturation in 
order to salt out the MS2 capsids. The resulting protein precipitate was isolated by 
centrifugation at 14750 RCF for 30 minutes at 4 °C and re-suspended in a minimal 
volume of buffer I. and then dialysed against the same buffer in order to remove 
(NH4hS04' The dialysed MS2 protein sample was loaded onto 15 - 45 % (w/v) linear 
sucrose density gradient that was prepared using a Gradient Station apparatus from 
Biocomp Instruments. The gradient was centrifuged at 42000 RCF for 16 hours and the 
band corresponding to MS2 capsids was excised from the density gradient. Following 
dialysis against buffer I. the sample was then loaded onto a gel filtration column 
containing sepharose CL-4B and eluted off the column with buffer A at 1 mVmin. 
Purified MS2 capsids were precipitated in 80 % (NH4)2S04 and stored at 4°C. 
2.2.2 Dissociation of MS2 capsids to produce MS2 CP 
The purification of MS2 CP is a modified method originally devised by Osborne et 
af., (1970) to purify bacteriophage R17 A-protein. 6-10 ml of the MS2 (NH4)2S04 
capsid precipitate was spun down in a centrifuge at 13000 rpm for 20 minutes and the 
precipitate re-suspended in a minimal amount of 40 mM CH3COONH4 and dialysed 
against 40 mM CH3COON~ at 4 °C to remove (NH4)2S04. MS2 CP was purified by 
dissociating recombinant phage capsids, suspended in 40 mM ammonium acetate (pH = 
6.76), with two parts glacial acetic acid for 1 hat 4°C. At the end of the time period 
the mixture was spun down and the supernatant filtered with 20 mM acetic acid on a 
NAPI0 column (Sephadex G-25 DNA grade, Amersham Biosciences) which had been 
pre-washed with the eluting solvent. This yielded pure MS2 coat protein as judged by 
SDS-page and mass spectrometry. The concentration of the protein was calculated by 
measuring the absorbance at 280 run and 260 nm and substituting into the formula [CP2] 
= (A28o*1.55-A260*0.76)/l*e, where e = 33240 and I = length of sample cell (Layne, 
1957; Gill and von Hippel, 1989; Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988; Stockley et af., 1995; 
Stockley et af., 2007). The equation takes into account any nucleotide impurities which 
might not be removed during filtration of the CP following acid dissociation of the 
capsid (Osborn et af., 1970). Recombinant MS2 capsids contain various sized RNAs 
most likely originating from the host from which they are purified or perhaps mRNA 
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encoding the recombinant protein as implied from both absorbance measurements of 
recombinant capsids and electrophoresis of RNA extracted from them. 
2.2.3 RT-PCR 
RT-PCR reactions were performed according to instructions with the reverse 
transcriptase enzyme used, using 1-2 Jlg of RNA template. 
2.2.4 PCR 
PCR reactions were mixed according to the instructions for the DNA polymerase 
used to amplify the DNA target unless otherwise stated. Reactions were then cycled on 
a program able thermocycler (DNA Engine, BioRad) according to 
1. 94°C 2 min 
2. 94°C 40 sec 
3. 58°C 40 sec 
4. 72°C 2 min 50 sec (repeat 2-4 x29) 
5. 72°C 10 min 
6. 4°C 00 
with appropriate changes to denaturing, primer annealing and extension times and 
temperature when necessary. 
2.2.5 In vitro transcription 
Reactions were set up in 0.3 ml PCR tubes as follows: 
5 JlI lOx transcription buffer 
2 Jlll M DTT 
2 Jll RNAsecure 
Nuclease free water to 40 Jll including template DNA 
300-500 ng template DNA 
This mixture was incubated at 60°C for 15 mins in order to activate the RNAsecure 
prior to addition of 
1.25 JlI of each 100 mM rNTP 
1 JlI RNase OUT 
1 Jll Yeast Inorganic Pyrophosphatase 
3 JlI T7 RNA polymerase (150 U) 
Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 2-4 hours and then treated with DNase 1 
according to: 
6 JlI lOx DNase 1 buffer (supplied) 
4 JlI DNase 1 
Incubated at 37°C for 20 min, then 65 °C for 10 min. 
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Reaction mixtures were loaded straight onto denaturing agarose gels and the RNA 
product excised and purified by electrophoresis and phenol extraction. In vitro 
transcription was also perfonned using a MEGAscript in vitro transcription kit 
(Amhion) according to the supplier's instructions, incubating at 37°C for 2h and then 
precipitating the RNA immediately, following DNase I treatment, with ammonium 
acetate or lithium chloride. This procedure afforded RNA more homogenous in length 
and in much higher yield which consequently did not need to be gel purified prior to use 
in capsid assembly reactions. 
2.2.6 Agarose gel electrophoreses 
Native agarose gels were prepared by dissolving 1.0 g of agarose (Helena 
Biosciences) in 100 mt of TBE buffer by boiling the solution in a microwave for 1 min 
or as necessary. Upon cooling, EtBr was added to the solution to a final concentration 
of 500 nglJlI before casting the gel. Native agarose gels were run in TBE at 70 V for up 
to 2 112 h. 
Denaturing agarose gels were prepared by dissolving 1.0 g of agarose in 72 ml H20 
by boiling the solution in a microwave for I min or as necessary. Upon cooling, 10 ml 
of lOx MOPS buffer and 18 ml of 37 % fonnaldehyde (12.3 M) were added to the 
solution before casting the gel. Denaturing agarose gels were run in 1 x MOPS buffer at 
90 V for 40 min. 
2.2.7 Isolation and purification of DNA and RNA 
DNA and RNA was purified by cutting it from agarose gels followed by 
electroelution at 20-100 V for 10-30 min or, in the case of DNA, by running the 
dissolved gel slice through a spin column (Qiaquick Gel extraction kit). DNA isolated 
by electroelution was extracted with phenol chlorofonn and precipitated with two 
equivalents of EtOH at a final NaOAc concentration of 100 mM. The DNA/RNA 
precipitate was washed with 70 % EtOH in H20 and resuspended in H20 and frozen at-
20°C until needed. 
The concentrations of RNAIDNA was calculated by measuring absorbance at 260 
nM. An 00 of 1 = 50 ngl~l for DNA. An 00 of I = 40 ngl~l for RNA. The molecular 
weights of the RNA fragments were calculated using the ambion molecular weight 
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calculator: vRNA = 1,148,304 g/mol, 5'RNA = 794,255 g/mol, 3' RNA = 829,571 
g/mol, iRNA = 298,545 g/mol. 
2.2.8 Cloning and sequencing of DNA 
Purified DNA fragments were cloned into either pGEMT or pSMART according to 
the manufacturer's protocol. Following transformation of a competent E.coli cloning 
strain, cells were grown on LB agar D.N. with the appropriate antibiotic. Colonies were 
selected and, if possible, 8-10 mini preps were performed using a Wizard mini prep kit. 
Sequencing of purified plasmid DNA was performed by the Sequencing Service, 
University of Dundee using plasmid specific primers flanking the plasmid multiple 
cloning site distributed by the relevant vector manufacturer. 
2.2. 9 MS2 assembly reactions 
Assembly reactions (standard procedure) with the genomic RNAs were carried out 
in 40 mM ammonium acetate, 1 mM Mg(OAc)2 at pH = 7.2 at room temperature. RNA 
at a final concentration of 40 nM was titrated with various amounts of CP2 in 20 ~l or 
320 ~l final reaction volumes for GEMSA assays or sedimentation velocity assays 
respectively. For reactions induced with oligonucleotide stem loops, reactions were 
performed at a final concentration of 2 ~M of oligonucleotide and carried out at 40 C. 
Reactions components were added in this order: 5x assembly buffer, H20, RNA, CP2 
and incubated for a minimum of 3 h prior to analysis. 
2.2.10 Native agarose gel mobility shift assays (GEMSA assay) 
MS2 capsid reassembly reactions were monitored using native agarose gel mobility 
shift assays. 20 J.11 reactions were performed at ratios ranging from 5: 1 to 150: 1 of 
CP2:RNA in a buffer containing 40 mM ammonium acetate and 1 mM Mg(OAcb The 
final concentration of RNA in these reactions was 30-50 nM dependent on the RNA 
length. Reactions were allowed to proceed for 3 h and then loaded and run in 1 % 
agarose gels at 90 V for 60- 80 min in TBE buffer. The gels were then stained with 5 
J.1g/J.11 EtBr for 20 min before imaging under short wave UV. 
Densitometry of the GEMSA were performed with the Gene Tools software 
package from SYNGENE. 
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In the instances where assembly products were treated with RNasA pnor to 
electrophoresis, reactions were treated with 0.1 U of RNAse A and tenfold dilutions 
thereof according to the manufacturers instructions for 15 min at room temperature. 
2.2.11 Preparation of transmission electron microscopy grids 
Copper TEM grids were prepared by Adrian Hick. The samples were prepared by 
placing the grid, carbon coated surface down, on the capsid sample for 30 sec. The grid 
was then washed with ddH20 prior to staining with 2 % uranyl acetate for 30 sec. 
Finally the grid was washed again with ddH20 to remove excess uranyl acetate and 
placed on filter paper and allowed to dry before viewing by TEM. All electron 
micrographs were taken at a 40000x magnification. 
2.2.12 Sedimentation velocity assays 
Capsid reassembly reactions were performed as described in 2.2.9. The 320 ~l 
assembly reaction along with 340 ~I of buffer in the reference sector was loaded into a 
two-sector meniscus matching epon centrepiece cell. Sedimentation velocity analysis 
was carried out using an Optima XL-I ultracentrifuge using a An-50 Ti rotor. 
Sedimentation velocity profiles were collected at 17,000 rpm by recording absorbance 
at 260 nm. Scans were recorded approximately every 12 minutes. 50 scans were 
normally recorded. Due to the large difference in sedimentation rate of the substrates 
and products of MS2 capsid assembly reactions initiated with the RNA 
oligonucleotides, these reactions were spun at both 17,000 rpm and 40,000 rpm 
collecting 50 and 100 scans were respectively. The resulting sedimentation profiles 
were analysed using the C(S) method in SEDFIT (Schuck, 2000). The buffer viscosity 
and density were calculated with the program SEDNTERP 
(http://www.rasmb.bbri.orgl)) and were calculated to be 0.001008 Pa sand 0.99835 
glml respectively. A partial specific volume of 0.53 mUg (Enger, et al., 1963; Fiers et 
ai., 1967) was used in fitting all acquired data except that of the CP2 and capsids alone 
where the partial specific volume of 0.68 mUg was used (Strauss and Sinsheimer et al., 
1963). Due to diffusional broadening of sedimenting RNA species at these slow rotor 
speeds, the 25-50 first scans were normally used in data fitting. Size distribution 
profiles were used when a c(s) model fit with an rmsd of 0.02 or lower could be 
obtained. 
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2.2.13 Lead acetate structure probing 
All reactions were perfonned in 10 III final volume. The 5' and 3' sub-genomic 
fragments were at a 0.1 IlM final RNA concentration. The iRNA was kept at 0.27 IlM 
final concentration. RNA concentrations were measured by absorbance at 260 nM 
assuming that I AU is equivalent to 40 Ilg/Ill. WT MS2 phage was used at final 
concentration of 0.285 Ilg/Ill or 0.15 III of 19 mg/ml phage stock solution per reaction. 
These concentrations were increased tenfold when the reactions were assayed by 
capillary electrophoresis in order to maximise sequence read length and signal intensity. 
Prior to cleavage with lead ions, the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs were heated to 65°C 
for 10 minutes and then cooled to r.t. at +2 °C/min on a thennal cycler in 6 III final 
volume. At this point 2 III of 5x assembly buffer was added to the sample resulting in a 
final concentration of 40 mM NH/CH3COO-, I mM Mg(OAc)2, pH = 7.2. 2 III of 2 
mM lead acetate was then added to each reaction to afford a final concentration of 0.4 
mM of lead ions. RNA was incubated with lead acetate at room temperature for 5, 10, 
30 and 60 minutes followed by addition of51l1 0.1 M EDTA, 1.5 III 3 M NaOAc and 35 
III EtOH and stored at -20°C for ~ 2h. RNA was recovered as a pellet by centrifugation 
at 13000 rpm and washed once with 70 % EtOH prior to resuspension in 5 III DEPC 
treated H20. WT MS2 capsids were treated similarly but were phenol! chlorofonn 
extracted prior to precipitation with 3M NaOAc. Prior to reverse transcription, the 
appropriate labelled primer was annealed to the cleaved RNA by addition of I III of I 
IlM labelled primer stock solution and incubated at 65°C for 10 min followed by snap 
cooling on ice. Reverse transcription was then performed with Transcriptor® reverse 
transcriptase (Roche Diagnostics) at 52°C for 30 min according to the manufacturers 
description. Reverse transcription products were then precipitated by addition of 3 III of 
3 M NaOAc and 60 III EtOH. ssDNA was recovered by centrifugation and washed once 
with 70 % EtOH, allowed to dry at r.t. for 15 minutes, packaged and sent for fragment 
analysis. When the reactions were assayed with gel electrophoresis, reverse 
transcription products were dissolved in 95 % fonnamide RNA loading buffer 
(Ambion) and run on 8 % denaturing polyacrylamide slab gels as described in 
Sambrook et al., (2006). The gels were then exposed to film at -80°C overnight. 
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3 Production of sub-genomic MS2 RNA fragments and 
their effects on MS2 capsid assembly 
3.1 Introduction 
The assembly of icosahedral capsids enclosing ssRNA is promoted by RNA. In the 
case of MS2, RNA stem loops (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988; Stockley et al., 2007) 
along with the full length RNA genome (Hung et al., 1969; Sugiyama et al., 1967) can 
induce capsid assembly. Selective encapsidation of genomic MS2 RNA indicates that 
RNA packaging and capsid assembly are a synergistic event (Ling et ai, 1971). The 
function of genomic RNA in this process is not understood. Recently, cryo-EM 
reconstructions of MS2 and other ssRNA viruses have suggested a possible structural 
role for RNA genomes during capsid assembly (Schneemann, 2006). 
A prerequisite for investigating the role of the MS2 genome In MS2 capsid 
assembly was that the reaction components, the CP2 and RNA, were accessible to 
experiment. The MS2 coat protein is easily isolated from acid dissociated recombinant 
capsids, as described in 2.2.2 using a well established in house method. A route 
towards generating MS2 RNA transcripts that would allow assessment of the effects of 
RNA size, sequence and structure was however required. MS2 RNA sub-genomic 
fragments of different sizes and corresponding to different regions of the MS2 genome 
would allow assessment of the catalytic properties of MS2 RNA during MS2 capsid 
assembly. The initial objective of this project was therefore to produce sub-genomic 
MS2 RNAs and assess their ability to promote MS2 capsid assembly. It was not clear 
whether sub-genomic RNA would promote capsid assembly as the scaffolding role of 
the genome suggested in Toropova et al. (2008) might be eradicated upon genome 
truncation. 
This chapter reports the production of RNA transcripts that correspond to different 
regions of the MS2 genome and initial experiments into how these transcripts affect 
MS2 capsid assembly. The results section is split in two. In 3.2.1 the production of 
MS2 RNA sub-genomic fragments using molecular biology methods is described. In 
3.2.2, investigations into how these sub-genomic RNA fragments affect MS2 capsid 
assembly is reported based on results from gel mobility shift assays (GEMSA) of in 
vitro capsid assembly reactions. 
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3. 1. 1 The selection of MS2 sub-genomic RNA fragments to study 
the effect on capsid assembly 
The MS2 sub-genomic RNAs that were to be used in in vitro capsid assembly 
reactions, were chosen in light of the structural organisation of the MS2 genome within 
the MS2 virion. 
The cryo-EM reconstruction reported by Toropova et al. (2008) showed that the 
MS2 genome is organised as two concentric shells of RNA connected at the capsid 
icosahedral 5-fold axes of symmetry. Roughly two thirds of the RNA genome comprise 
the outer shell of observed RNA density and is involved in contacts to the capsid 
interior while the remaining one third resides in the inner shell. The organisation of the 
MS2 genome based on the cryo-EM reconstruction was discussed in section 1.9.3. 
While in practice, RNA transcripts representing any part of the MS2 genome could 
have been used, the cryo-EM reconstruction implies that the RNA within the capsid has 
a specific topology and/or particular fold. Further support for this idea has come from 
the way the A-protein is situated on the capsid 5-fold icosahedral symmetry axis 
(Toropova, 2009) and has been shown to bind to the MS2 genome, connecting to its 5' 
and 3' termini (Shiba and Suzuki, 1981). This idea, along with the estimates of the 
amount of RNA located in the each of the RNA shells within the virion resulted in the 
strategy of producing MS2 sub-genomic fragments of sizes corresponding roughly to 
the size of RNA seen in each of the RNA shells (Figure 3-1). 
It was decided to produce a minimum of three MS2 sub-genomic RNAs and 
investigate their effect on capsid assembly with respect to RNA size, structure and 
sequence. Two transcripts would be produced that represented two thirds of the MS2 
genome from both its 5' and 3' termini along with an additional transcript that 
corresponded to roughly one third of the MS2 genome. In light of the genome 
organisation within the virion, it was anticipated that using these fragments to study 
capsid assembly would result in a high probability of observing different RNA induced 
effects on capsid assembly based on structure and sequence. Additionally these RNAs 
were to be used in parallel cryo-EM reconstructions of assembled capsids carried out by 
Dr. Katerina Toropova as part of a group effort to elucidate the role of MS2 genomic 
RNA in MS2 capsid assembly. 
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Figure 3-1 Selection of MS2 sub-genomic RNA s to study the role of RNA in MS2 
capsid assembly. The s i~es of the sub-genomic RNA fragments were to correspond 
roughly to the amOIl17t of R A observed in each shell of RNA density observed within 
the MS2 virion in the CITO-EM reconstruction reported by Toropova el al. (2008) shown 
here in slab \'iew dml'l1 the icosahedral 3-fo ld axis. The RNA transcripts, whose 
production is described in 3.2, are shown aligned to the MS2 genome 0 11 the right. 
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3. 1.2 Production strategy of the MS2 RNA sub-genomic fragments 
In order to produce the MS2 RNA sub-genomic fragments, it was decided to 
generate cDNA copies of the MS2 genome which could act as templates to generate 
RNA in in vitro RNA transcription reactions using T7 RNA polymerase. The three 
reactions underlying this route, namely reverse transcription, the polymerase chain 
reaction (RT -PCR) and in vitro transcription, represent central molecular biology 
techniques following their discovery by David Baltimore and Howard Temin in 1970 
(for review see Verma, 1977), Kary Mullis (Saiki et. al., 1988) and Chamberlin et al. 
(1970), respectively. Using these methods the MS2 RNA sub-genomic fragments of 
choice could be produced. The access to a homogenous source of MS2 cDNA in good 
yield however, represented a key step for production ofMS2 sub-genomic RNA. 
Cloning of DNA into a replicating plasmid molecule that is maintained in bacteria 
represents the most straightforward procedure of generating large amounts of 
homogenous DNA. Previous investigations into MS2 genetics and protein translation 
had however indicated that maintaining MS2 cDNA within a replicating plasmid in 
E.coli was problematic as the MS2 cDNA was lethal to the cells resulting from 
continuous phage production even under controlled transcription conditions (Devos et. 
al" 1979; Hill, 1993; Shaklee, 1990). This type of "leaky" transcription has also been 
reported for bacteriophage Q~ (Taniguchi et al .• 1978) 
To bypass this problem a purely in vitro approach towards generating the MS2 sub-
genomic cDNA was devised and is shown in Figure 3-2. This strategy however proved 
non-practical as it resulted in various problems in downstream reactions when it came to 
the production of the sub-genomic RNAs. The strategy was therefore modified to 
include a cloning step which was successful and proved crucial in terms of obtaining 
good cDNA yields. Figure 3-3 highlights the production process of the MS2 RNA sub-
genomic fragments which is described in the following sections. 
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Figure 3-2. The in vitro strategy for production of MS2 cDNA stock. MS2 cDNA is 
lethal to E. coli. In order to bypass cloning of MS2 cDNA an in vitro approach towards 
generating MS2 cDNA lI'as initially pref erred. The figure shows the outline of the 
production of MS2 cD A. 1: The MS2 RNA is reverse transcribed using two d[r[erent 
primers (black and red arrows) to produce two different ssDNA strands representing 
MS2 RNA truncated at the 3 ' and 5' ends. 2: The single stranded DNA acts as a 
template in a PCR reaction generating a cDNA copy of the corresponding 3 ' and 5 ' 
truncated MS2 RNA. 3: The two cDNA fragments overlap by -1700 nucleotides which 
allows production of full length MS2 cDNA through either ligation at a common 
restriction site or annealing the flvo fragments followed by DNA extension by a DNA 
polymerase. The filII length cDNA could then act as a template for furth er PCR with T7 
promoter containing primers to produce cDNA for use in in vitro transcription 
reactions with T7 RNA polymerase. The purely in vitro approach was abandoned 
because of low y ields from RT-PCR reactions which resulted in various problems in 
downstream applications sllch as the annealing of the cDNAs and incorporation of the 
T7 promoter sequence by peR. The 5 ' and 3 ' sub-genomic MS2 cDNA fragments were 
therefore cloned into plasm ids which allowed production of MS2 RNA as outlined in 
Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3. The production strategy of MS2 sub-genomic RNA for use in MS2 capsid 
assembly reactiollS. 1. Full/ength MS2 RNA is extracted fro m WT MS2 virions. 2. The 
f ull/ength RNA acts as a template in RT-PCR reactions to generate cDNA, the length of 
which is defin ed by the primer annealing positions. 3. The cDNA is cloned into a vector 
to provide a source of the MS2 cDNA f ragment. 4. A T7 RNA polymerase promoter 
sequence is introduced into the cDNA sequence by amp/[jication of the cDNA fragment 
with a T7 promoter containing primer. 5. The T7 containing cDNA is transcribed in 
vitro by T7 RNA polymerase to produce a MS2 sub-genomic RNA. 6. The MS2 sub-
genomic RNA is lIsed along with purified MS2 CP2 to study the effect of MS2 genome 
sequence, length and orientation on capsid assembly . 
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3.2 Results 
3.2. 1 Production of MS2 sub-genomic RNAs 
3.2.1.1 Production of MS2 sub-genomic cDNAs by RT-PCR 
MS2 cDNA was produced by RT-PCR using MS2 virion RNA (vRNA) as template 
and sequence specific primers. The vRNA was purified by phenol extraction from MS2 
v irions which were a gift from Dr. David Peabody at the Universi ty of New Mexico. 
Three MS2 cDNAs were produced which could be used to generate MS2 RNAs of 
sizes needed to study the effect of RNA on capsid assembly as described in 3. 1.1. 1. The 
alignment of these cON As to the MS2 genome is shown in Figure 3-4. 
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3' 1578 bp MS2 eDNA 
18 3550 
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3528 bp M51 eDNA 
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Figure 3-4. Alignment of the three sub-genomic MS2 cDNA fragments produced by 
RT-PCR to the MS2 genome. TH'O sub-genomic cDNA s corresponding to roughly two 
thirds of the MS2 genome fro m either the 5 ' or 3 ' terminus were produced along with a 
nearly -f ill/length eDNA . The nearly -f ul/length eDNA clone could be used to generate 
RNA corresponding to nearly any part of the MS2 genome. These fragments were 
cloned into vector constructs as described in section 3. 1.2.2. to provide a stable source 
of homogenous cD A that could be used to provide RNA transcripts for use in MS2 
capsid assembly reactions. 
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Initial RT-PCR reactions were non-specific towards the desired cDNA product, 
produced the cDNA in low yield and required optimisation. RT-PCR reactions were 
optimised with respect to formation of cDNA corresponding to the 5' terminus of the 
MS2 genome using primers l.F and 2676.R. This cDNA is referred to as the 5' sub-
genomic MS2 eDNA and alignment to the MS2 genome is shown in Figure 3-4. 
The 5' sub-genomic MS2 cDNA was successfully amplified by RT-PCR. The MS2 
vRNA template was incubated in a buffered solution containing the primer 2676.R and 
Transcriptor reverse transcriptase and dNTPs for 40 min at 60°C. The reverse 
transcription reaction was then used as a template to generate double stranded cDNA 
using PCR as described in section 2.2.4 with the primers I.F and 2676.R. Figure 3-5 
shows the results of the reaction optimization with respect to MS2 RNA template 
concentration. A band corresponding to the 2676 bp product appeared when the RNA 
template amount used was 0.8 J.1g and became fairly constant when using in excess of 
1.5 J.1g RNA template in the reverse transcription reaction. RT-PCR was also dependent 
on the amount of DNA polymerase used in the PCR step of the RT -PCR reactions. 
Increasing the DNA polymerase concentration four-fold resulted in a visible increase in 
the cDNA product of the expected size (Figure 3-6). Optimisation of MgCIz and dNTP 
concentrations did not affect product yield. 
The 3' 2578 bp sub-genomic eDNA, produced using primers 992.F and 3569.R and 
the 3528 bp nearly-full length MS2 eDNA, produced using the primers 19.F and 3550.R 
were amplified in a similar fashion to the 5' sub-genomic cDNA albeit using the DNA 
polymerase Pfu in the PCR step. Figure 3-7 shows an agarose gel ofRT-PCR products 
corresponding to the 3' sub-genomic MS2 cDNA and the nearly-full length MS2 
cDNA. 
All the sub-genomic MS2 cDNAs were purified by electro-elution from agarose 
gels, precipitated and stored at -20°C until needed in downstream reactions. 
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Increasing MS2 RNA template concentration Controls 
2-12 13 14 15 16 17 
2676 bp 
product 
Figure 3-5. RT-PCR optimisation with respect to MS2 RNA template concentration. 
The figure shows a 1.2 % agarose gel of RT-PCR amplification products from reactions 
where an increasing amount of MS2 vRNA was used as template to generate the 5 '2676 
bp sub-genomic MS2 eDNA. The arrow marks the position of the expected 2676 bp 
product. 1: 2- log DNA ladder. 2-12: 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, O.B, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 
B.O /1g MS2 vRNA template. 13: no MS2 vRNA control. 14: no RT primer control. 15: 
no reverse transcriptase control. 16: no PCR primers control. 17: 2-log DNA ladder. 
In all cases 10 /11 of reaction mixture were loaded in each lane from 50 /11 PCR 
reactions using 5/11 of the first strand synthesis reaction as template. The expected yield 
of the 2676 nt cDNA product did not increase as the RNA substrate concentration was 
increased above 1.5 /1g suggesting that an optimum vRNA substrate concentration had 
been reached. The unexpected product observed in lane 16 was observed in repeats of 
this reaction control (see Figure 3-6) and most likely represent products produced by 
self priming of ssDNA , produced in the RT reaction, at it's 3' end. 
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Figure 3-6. RT-PCR optimisation with respect to DNA polymerase concentration. 
The figure shows a 1.2 % agarose gel of RT-PCR reaction products at increasing 
concentration of the DNA polymerase Immolase to produce the 5 '2676 bp sub-genomic 
MS2 eDNA . The arrow marks the position of the expected 2676 bp product. I : 2-log 
DNA ladder. 2: RT reaction mix. 3: RT reaction mix, no RNA template control. 4: RT 
reaction mix, no 2676.R primer control. 5: RT reaction mix, no reverse transcriptase 
control. 6: 4 Jil PCR, 1.0 Immolase unit. 7: 4 Jil PCR, 2.5 Immolase units. 8: 4 Jil PCR, 
4 Immolase units. 9: 4 Jil PCR, no RT, reaction template control. 10: 4 Jil PCR, no 
primers control. JJ : 4 Jil PCR, no Immolase control. 10 Jil of the RT reaction mix were 
loaded in lanes 2-5 corresponding to the 10 Jil of RT-reaction mix used as a template in 
the subsequent PCR reactions. 4 Jil of the PCR reaction mix were loaded in lanes 6-11. 
An obvious increase in the expected product yield followed increasing the DNA 
polymerase concentration. This reaction provided enough 5' 2676 bp sub-genomic 
MS2 eDNA for cloning experiments which would provide a stable source of this sub-
genomic eDNA as described in the next section. Similar to what is seen in Figure 3-5, 
an unexpected product is observed in lane 10. Because no forward primer was 
available in this control reaction (only reverse primer from carry-over from RT 
reaction) it appears likely that this product originates from self priming of the ssDNA 
RT product, i.e. the 3' end of the ssDNA folds back upon itself and acts as a primer for 
DNA polymerisation. 
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Figure 3-7. RT-PCR of the 3'2578 bp and 3528 bp sub-genomic MS2 cDNAs. 
Expected products are indicated with black arrows. The figure shows a 1.0 % agarose 
gel of RT-PCR reaction products. J: 0.5 I'g 1 kb DNA ladder. 2: 41'1 of 2578 bp RT-
PCR reaction mix. 3: 41'1 of 2578 bp RT-PCR reaction mix-no template control. 4: 41'1 
of 3528 bp RT-PCR reaction mix. 5: 41'1 oj 3528 bp RT-PCR reaction mix-no template 
control. Both sub-genomic MS2 cDNAs were amplified in good yield and provided 
eDNA that was then cloned to provide a stable source of these sub-genomic cDNAs as 
described in section 3.2.1.2. 
3.2.1.2 Cloning and sequencing of the sub-genomic MS2 cDNAs 
The three sub-genomic MS2 cDNAs were cloned into vectors that would allow 
isolation of large quantities of the cDNA for use as template in PCR reactions to 
generate T7 promoter containing DNA as outlined in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-8 shows the 
vector constructs containing the three sub-genomic MS2 cDNAs produced. 
The 5' sub-genomic cDNA was successful\y cloned into pGEM-T, a vector 
designed for direct cloning of peR products. The 3' and 3528 bp MS2 sub-genomic 
cDNAs could however not be cloned into this vector despite attempts at optimising both 
vector:insert ligation conditions and E. coli cell strain and transformation conditions. 
The two fragments were ultimately cloned into a different vector, pSMART. pSMART 
is a cloning vector which, unlike pGEM-T, contains transcription terminators flanking 
the multiple cloning site thereby minimizing transcription of the cloned insert which 
could occur during transcription of other plasmid encoded genes. 
The difficulties in cloning the 3' and nearly-full length MS2 cDNAs as compared to 
the 5 ' MS2 sub-genomic cDNA suggests that cloning of cDNA encoding the CP and 
replicase gene products is more toxic to E.coU cells than cloning of a cDNA lacking a 
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full copy of the replicase gene. This implies that if MS2 RNA is produced in vivo, a 
functioning replicase results in lethal expression levels of CP from numerous RNA 
copies or production of MS2 phage in the case of the nearly-full length MS2 cDNA 
clone. 
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Figure 3-8. Vector constructs of the three cloned sub-genomic MS2 eDNA 
fragments. Each cloned eDNA, produced by RT-PCR as described in section 3.2.1 .1, is 
shown above the corresponding vector constnlct. The 2676 bp MS2 sub-genomic 
fragment was cloned into the vector pCEMT. The 3528 and 2578 bp MS2 sub-genomic 
fragments were cloned into the vector pSMART, a vector designed for the cloning of 
potentially lethal eDNA fragmen ts. These vectors provided a stable source of eDNA 
that was used as template in PCR reactions to generate cDNA which in turn was lIsed in 
in vitro transcription reactions as described in sections 3.2.1.3. All three vector inserts 
were sequenced. The DNA mutations identified in these vectors are given in Table 3-1. 
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The clones carrying the MS2 sub-genomic cDNA inserts were sequenced and found 
to have a number of nucleotide mutations compared to the published sequence for MS2 
phage (genbank accession ID: NCOOI417) (Table 3-1). There are however reasons to 
believe that some of the sequence variation might be due to the MS2 virion used in this 
study being of a different genotype than the MS2 virion originally sequenced or that the 
original sequencing was inaccurate. This is evident from comparison of NCOO 1417 to 
the sequences of pLaACR62, an infectious MS2 cDNA clone created by Eric Remaut 
and co-workers (1982), and ACN89891 a more recent sequence for WT MS2 phage 
(Betancourt, 2009). A large proportion of the identified mutations in the MS2 sub-
genomic cDNAs are also present in the infectious MS2 sequences pLaACR62 and 
ACN89891. Also, sequence alignment of a hypothetical replicase gene product 
carrying all the mutations identified in the replicase region of the MS2 sub-genomic 
cDNAs suggested that mutations occurring at aa residues GDR81-83DRC and P 134S 
did not represent mutations but rather the WT MS2 phage sequence as these aa residues 
are highly conserved within the Levivirus genus (Figure 3-9). 
Sequence variations that could not be accounted for in any WT MS2 sequence were 
however also identified. A total of six nucleotide mutations were found in the three 
MS2 sub-genomic cDNA clones that were not observed in the infectious MS2 
sequences and were not shared between the MS2 sub-genomic cDNA clones (Table 3-
1). Four of these result in missense aa mutations. D209G and G359R were identified in 
the A-protein genes of pGEMT-2676 and pSMART-2578 respectively. K205E and 
D40N were identified in the replicase gene of pSMART -2578 and pSMART -3528 
respectively. Sequence alignments of the respective protein products from the three 
cDNA clones to the WT MS2 A-protein and replicase revealed that these mutated aa are 
highly conserved within the Levivirus genus. 
The problems associated with the production of the three MS2 cDNA clones 
reflected previous results where isolation of full length MS2 cDNA was problematic as 
described in 3.1.2. It is possible that the mutations identified in the MS2 sub-genomic 
cDNA clones result in non functioning A-protein and replicase gene products and that 
these clones were isolated due to positive selection constraints imposed by the cloning 
procedure. It was decided to use these clones for the production of MS2 sub-genomic 
RNAs as the effects on RNA structure and function were anticipated to be minimal. 
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Table 3-1. Nucleotide mutations identified/rom automated sequencing results in the 
MS2 sub-genomic cDNA clones pGEM T-26 78, pSMA RT-2578 and pSMA RT-3528. 
The mutation positions are relative to the MS2 cDNA GenBank reference sequence 
NCOO1417. Two additional WT MS2 cDNA clones, pLaCR62 and ACN89891.1, are 
also shown for comparison. These WT MS2 cDNA sequences are highlighted in yellow. 
Of the twenty mutations identified in all three sub-genomic MS2 cDNA clones, fourteen 
are shared in two out of the three WT MS2 cDNA reference sequences and between all 
MS2 sub-genomic clones. These positions are highlighted in grey. This suggests that 
nucleotide variation found in the MS2 sub-genomic clones is due to the MS2 vinls used 
in this study being of a different genotype than the one originally sequenced. Mutations 
which could result in non functioning gene products were also identified. These are 
addressed in Figure 3-9. 
D A Coding aa pGEMT- pSMART- pSMART- MS2 MS2 
Mutation region mutation 2676 2578 3528 pLaACR62 ACN8989 1.1 NCOO l4 17 
G83A No No 0 Yes No No 
A744G A-protein No Yes No No No No 
A75 5G A-protein D209G Yes No No No No 
GI 204A A-protein G359 R 0 Yes No No No No 
GI 878A Replicase D40N No No Yes No No No 
G2002A Replicase G81D Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
G2004C Replicase D82R Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
A200SG Replicase D82R Yes . Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
T2006G Replicase R83C Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
C2007T Replicase R83C Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
T2159C Replicase No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
C2160T Replicase PI34S Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
A236 1G Replicase K205E No Yes No No No No 
T2426C Replicase No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
C2429T Replicase No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
A2S9 IT Replicase No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
C345 1 insert No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
C3452 insert No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
C3462del No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
C3463del No No Yes Yes Yes Yes i No 
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Figure 3-9. Multiple sequence alignment of replicase gene products frolll selected 
viruses in tire Leviviridae family and a Irypothetical replica.fiie gene product carrying 
all tire IIIl1tations identified in the replicase coding region from Table 3-1. A lVindow 
of 10 aa residues is shOl\"l1 around each aa mutation. Alignment shows that the 
mutations in the replicase residues 8 1-83 and 134, which were present in all sequenced 
clones, are consen 'ed to a high degree in the Levivims Genus (all excluding Q[J, SP and 
AP205) suggesting that these residues represent an inf ectiolls MS2 sequence and that 
the orig inal MS2 cDNA sequence of NCOO l 417 is incorrect or originating from a 
different virus genot)pe. BOlh D40 and K205 are hOH'ever highly conserved in the 
replicase's of the Levivirus Genus, indicating that these are most likely mutations o.f the 
MS2 sequence. A imilar homolog), alignment fo r an A-protein product carry ing the 
mutations D209G and G359R identified in pGEMT-2676 and pSMA RT-2578 showed 
that these aa positiol1S are conserved within A -proteins of the Levivirus Gem/s. 
3.2.1.3 Introduction of T7 promoter sequence 
The next step in the producti on of MS2 sub-genomic RNA involved generat ing 
cDNA that cou ld be used in in "ilro transcripti on reactions using T7 RNA polymerase. 
The use of T7 RNA polymera e to generate RNA requires the cDNA template to be 
fu sed to a 2 1 bp T7 promoter sequence which is necessary for T7 RNA polymerase 
D A recogniti on and initiation of transcription (for review of see Kochetkov et al., 
1998). The most strai ghtforward way of producing cDNA fused to a T7 promoter 
sequence is by PCR using oligonucleotide primers to incorporate the T7 promoter 
sequence as outli ned in Figure 3-3. 
Three cD As con taining the T7 promoter sequence were generated by PCR using 
the MS2 sub-genomi c cDNA clones as template (Figure 3-10). These cDNAs 
corresponded to the R As req uired for capsid assembly reactions as described in 3. 1.1. 
The T7 containing cD A corre ponding to the first 2676 nt of the MS2 genome from 
the 5 ' tenninus wa amplified fro m the MS2 sub-genomic clone pGEMT-2676. 
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Similarly, a 2578 bp cDNA representing the 3' terminus of the MS2 genome and an 
internal sub-genomic cDNA fragment of 928 bp were amplified from pSMART -2578 
and pSMART-3528 respectively. Amplification of the T7 promoter containing cDNA 
was straightforward using Pfu polymerase as described in 2.2.8 and afforded cDNA 
that, following purification by phenol extraction and precipitation with sodium acetate, 
was used as template to generate MS2 sub-genomic RNAs. 
A) 
3.0kb -
2.0kb -
1.0 kb -
O.5kb -
23456789 
t= 2578 bp 
2676 bp 
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+-- 2676 bp 
+-- 928 bp 
Figure 3-10. The production of sub-genomic MS2 cDNAs containing a T7 promoter 
sequence. Three sub-genomic cDNAs were produced by PCR using T7 promoter 
containing primers using the MS2 sub-genomic cDNA clones as template. PCR 
reaction products were analysed on 1 % agarose gels. The expected 5 '2676 bp, 
3 '2578bp and internal 928 bp MS2 sub-genomic cDNA products are indicated by 
arrows. A) 1: 0.5 pg 1kb DNA ladder. 2-3: 2676 bp MS2 sub-genomic cDNA using 
primers 1.F_T7 and 2676.R. 4: no primer control 5: no polymerase control. 6-7: 2578 
bp MS2 sub-genomic eDNA using primers 992.F_T7 and 3569.R. 8: no primer control. 
9: no polymerase contro/. B) 1: 0.5 pg 1 kb DNA ladder. 2: 2676 bp MS2 sub-genomic 
cDNA using primers l.F _T7 and 2676.R. 3: empty lane. 4: 928 bp MS2 sub-genomic 
cDNA using primers 1431.F_T7 and 2346.R. 5: empty lane. These cDNAs were used to 
produce RNA as described in 3.2.1.4. 
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3.2.1.4 Production of MS2 sub-genomic RNAs by in vitro transcription 
MS2 sub-genomic RNAs corresponding to two thirds of the MS2 genome from 
both the 5' and 3' genomic termini and an internal RNA (iRNA) corresponding to 
roughly one third of the MS2 genome were generated by in vitro transcription as 
outlined in Figure 3-3 and described in 2.2.5. The RNA transcripts are shown aligned 
to the MS2 genome in Figure 3-11. 
The 5' MS2 sub-genomic RNA IS smaller than the 5' MS2 cDNA whose 
amplification and cloning has been described (2469 nt vs. 2676 bp). This was due to a 
mishap in the lab where a batch of 5' MS2 T7 cDNA template was cut with Bcll 
(Figure 3-2) prior to in vitro transcription I, The resulting 5' 2469 nt MS2 sub-genomic 
RNA was then used in cryo-EM reconstructions of MS2 capsid assembly products 
(Toropova et 01., 2009). This was unfortunate, but because the 5' 2469 nt MS2 RNA 
still represented roughly two thirds of the MS2 genome and had been used in important 
parallel experiments it was decided to always cut the 5' MS2 T7 cDNA template with 
Bell prior to in vitro transcription. 
Characterisation of the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs is shown in Figure 3-12. 
Production of the RNAs in sufficient yield and purity for further reactions represented 
continuous work throughout this project as large quantities of RNA were required for 
analytical ultracentrifugation experiments (chapter 4). The best results were obtained 
using MEGAscript, an in vitro transcription kit supplied by Ambion for the production 
of large RNA transcripts. The yield and purity of sub-genomic RNAs generated with 
this kit were far superior to results obtained using the method outlined in 2.2.10 which 
is based on Sambrook et 01. (2006), which showed little fidelity towards the correct size 
RNA product despite attempts at optimisation with respect to incubation time, template 
quantity and buffer composition. Using the Megascript kit, the sub-genomic MS2 
RNAs were produced in sufficient yield and purity given that transcription was not 
allowed to proceed for more than two hours and that every precaution was taken to 
avoid RNase contamination. The sub-genomic RNAs were immediately precipitated 
following transcription with lithium chloride or ammonium acetate, kept in -80°C and 
used in capsid assembly reactions within four to six weeks. 
J The 5' RNA fragment was being used in paralelligation reactions at the Bell restriction site (Figure 3-2) 
in order to generate full length MS2 eDNA. 
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Figure 3-1 1. The alignment of the MS2 sub-genomic RNA transcripts to the MS2 
genome. The MS2 genome is sho\\'11 in cyan H'ith the positioning oj the Jou/" gene 
products shO\\'I1 Jor reJerence (van Duin and Tsareva, 2006) . The 5' sub-genomic RNA 
is sho\1'I1 in red. The 3 ' sub-genomic RNA is shown in green. The iRNA is shown in 
blue. An internal control RNA (icRNA) is sho\vn in magenta which was produced 
similarly to the iRNA and is discussed in 3.2.2.4. The TR-operator is highlighted in 
bright-red. Th ese Jour MS2 sub-genomic RNAs along with MS2 virion RNA were the 
RNA substrates that \\'ere used to study the effect of MS2 RNA on MS2 capsid assembly. 
The c%ur coding of the R As is constant throughout this thesis. 
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Figure 3-12. The purity of the MS2 RNAs was assessed on denaturing I % agarose 
gels. A) Denaturing agarose gel of MS2 vRNA extracted from MS2 virions. Th e 5' sub-
genomiC RNA is ShOlI'l1 Jor comparison. 1: Sigma RNA standard. 2: empty lane. 3: 
MS2 vRNA. 4: 5' sub-genomic RNA. B) Denaturing agarose gel oj the MS2 sl/b-
genomiC RNAs, transcribed in vitro from corresponding MS2 cDNA and pur[fied by 
LiCI precipitation. TH'o repeats oj [he leftmost gel are shown. The sub-genomic RNA 
concentration is halved in identical lanes going from left to right. 1: Sigma RNA 
standard. 2: 5 ' 2469 lit sub-genomic R A. 3: 3 '25 78 nt sub-genomic RNA. 4: 928 nt 
iRNA . MS2 R As H'ere used without gel purification in capsid re-assemb~v reactions. 
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3.2.2 The effect of MS2 sub-genomic RNA on MS2 capsid assembly 
Investigations into ssRNA bacteriophage capsid assembly have shown that RNA 
stem loops (Beckert and Uhlenbeck, 1988) along with full length RNA genomes (Hung 
et at., 1969; Sugiyama et at., 1967) are capable of promoting the formation of capsid 
like structures in vitro as detailed in section 1.9. Although the packaging of sub-
genomic RNA has also been reported (Beckert et at., 1988) this RNA is considerably 
smaller (1 kb) than the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs (Figure 3-11) with an additional report 
suggesting a 1 kb size restraint on non-genomic RNA that could be packaged into the 
MS2 capsid (Pasloske et at., 1998). Whether or not the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs would 
induce capsid assembly represented a principal question that this project sought to 
answer which would further allow addressing the roles of RNA in ssRNA virus capsid 
assembly. 
The following sections describe the results from investigations into whether the 
sub-genomic RNAs could be used to study MS2 capsid assembly by characterisation of 
in vitro capsid assembly products by gel mobility shift assays (GEMSA) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
3.2.2.1 MS2 sub-genomic RNA promotes capsid like product formation 
MS2 capsid assembly reactions initialised with each of the three MS2 sub-genomic 
RNAs (Figure 3-11) were monitored at increasing CP2 concentrations using native gel 
electrophoresis and TEM as described in sections 2.2.10 and 2.2.11 respectively. Capsid 
assembly with the vRNA was also monitored for comparison. The results are shown in 
Figures 3-13 through 3-16 and are discussed below. 
Interestingly, all the RNAs were observed to form capsid like products in the 
presence of purified CP2 in reassembly buffer after 3 h at room temperature. This was 
evident from the GEMSA by the appearance of a band migrating at the same position as 
recombinant MS2 capsids which became visible at a CP2:RNA stoichiometry of 5-50: 1 
depending on the RNA. The TEM micrographs further confirmed the presence of MS2 
capsid like products at CP2:RNA concentration ratios of 30: 1. No capsid products were 
observed by TEM in the absence of RNA consistent with reports that CP2 do not 
associate to form capsids at low ionic strength (Martheaus and Cole, 1972). TEM 
micrographs at lower reaction ratios were not obtained. 
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These results correspond with a previous report by Sugiyama and coworkers (1967) 
where capsid like product formation with MS2 vRNA was observed at 23:1 of 
CP2:vRNA. The observed packaging of the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs however, 
represent the first results where truncated MS2 genomic segments of sizes approaching 
the full length viral genome are packaged into capsid like structures. They suggest that 
there is not a size restraint on the genomic RNA that can be encapsulated in vitro 
consistent with reports for the Levivirus bacteriophage fr (Hohn, 1969). The genomic 
RNAs were however observed to promote capsid assembly with different efficiency as 
addressed in 3.2.2.3. 
The capsid assembly reactions did not exclusively form capsids. An assembly 
product migrating slower than both the capsid and the RNA was identified from the 
GEMSAs of capsid assembly at high CP2:RNA stoichiometries with all the genomic 
RNAs tested. These products appeared at CP2:RNA stoichiometric ratios of 50: 1 and 
higher for the sub-genomic RNAs and at 90: I for the vRNA. When an assembly 
reaction was performed at a 300:1 stoichiometry of CP2:5'RNA no material migrated 
into the gel but stayed in the well. When purified recombinant capsids were run on 
similar agarose gels no bands were seen that corresponded to these slower migrating 
species until at very high capsid concentrations (data not shown). These species were 
thought to correspond to aggregated capsids and/or incomplete capsids based on their 
slower migration in the gel. The TEM images confirmed this idea as an increased 
amount of incomplete capsid-like material was visible at high CP2:RNA molar ratios. 
The aggregated capsid like particles resembled in some ways the monster particles 
identified by Sorger and co-workers (1986) during in vitro capsid assembly of turnip 
crinkle virus at high coat protein concentrations. 
GEMSA of assembly reactions with the 5' and iRNA sub-genomic RNAs were 
performed under various conditions in order to maximise capsid formation and observe 
whether aggregation or the formation of incomplete capsids could be minimised. No 
difference in capsid formation was observed when capsid assembly reactions were 
allowed to proceed for 24 h as compared to 3 h. Lowering the temperature to 4 °C and 
incubating for 3 h or 24 h also resulted in no change. This suggested that the formation 
of the incomplete/aggregated capsid like products was non-reversible and that they most 
likely represented kinetically trapped material on the capsid assembly pathway. The 
formation of mis-assembled capsid products has been shown to be highly dependent 
upon coat protein subunit concentration and temperature (Matthews and Cole, 1972; 
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Nguyen et at., 2007). As the aggregates were only seen at high CP2:RNA molar ratios it 
is tempting to conclude that their formation results from non-specific CP2 binding 
which then hinders proper capsid assembly and is prone to aggregation. 
The ssRNA virus genome of bacteriophage R17, a close relative of MS2, has been 
observed to be accompanied with spermidine (Fukuma and Cohen, 1975), a positively 
charged polyamine that is believed to neutralise charge interactions of the RNA genome 
to allow more efficient packaging into to the volume of the viral capsid (Ames and 
Dubin, 1960). MS2 capsid assembly induced with the MS2 vRNA in the presence of 1 
mM spermidine however did not have a marked effect on capsid formation. This was 
perhaps not surprising as Mg2+, present in the reassembly buffer, has been shown to 
compact MS2 vRNA in a similar manner to spermidine although higher concentrations 
of Mg2+ are required (Leipold, 1977). 
Further attempts at optimising capsid assembly reactions included addition of OTT 
to the assembly buffer and changing to a Tris/OAc buffer system at pH = 7.4. Again, 
these attempts did not result in hindering aggregate formation as viewed by agarose 
electrophoresis. It was decided not to experiment with the ionic strength of the 
assembly buffer as high salt concentrations have been shown to induce capsid assembly 
in the absence of RNA (Mathews and Cole, 1971) which would then compete with 
capsid formation induced by the protein-RNA interaction. 
The GEMSA and TEM assays confirmed that the sub-genomic RNAs formed 
capsids in vitro and therefore could be used to study the role of MS2 RNA on capsid 
assembly. Further details on how the RNAs affected capsid assembly are addressed in 
3.2.2.2-4. 
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Figure 3-13. In vitro capsid assembly induced by MS2 virion RNA. Capsid assembly 
reactions were performed at increasing ratios oj CP2 to vRNA in a 20 "I final volllme oj 
buffer consisting oj 40 mM CH3COONH4 and I mM Mg(OAch The vRNA 
concentration was kept constant at 30 nM After 3 h incubation at rt the reactions wer 
analysed by GEMSA and TEM A shows a 1 % native agarose gel oj capsid assembly 
reactions. The number above each lane indicate the CP2:vRNA stoichiometric ratio of 
the assembly reaction in that lane. The migration position ofvRNA, recombinant MS2 
caps ids and what is believed to be aggregated material is marked with an arrow. The 
three boxes indicate the area in each lane used to produce the densitometry plot shown 
in B and are colour coded according to B. The plot shows the percentage of vRNA, 
capsid and aggregate products at each CP2:RNA reaction ratio and is an average of 
GEMSAs as shown in A . The error bars represent standard deviation from averag . C 
shows TEM micrographs oj capsid assembly reactions at selected P2:RNA 
stoichiometries which are indicated in the upper right corner of each micrograph. The 
black size bar corresponds to 200 nm. The results show that vRNA is pa kaged inlo 
virus like particles, consistent with previous reports, and that packaging is inefficient 
with only around a third of the RNA packaged. Furthermore the results imply that 
capsid assembly is cooperative with caps ids observed at CP2:vRNA stoichiometries as 
low as 30: 1 and that increasing the CP2 concentration leads to aggregate formation . 
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Figure 3-14 In vitro capsid assembly indllced by MS2 5' sllb-genomic RNA, The 
packaging of the MS2 5' sub-genomic RNA was investigated in an identi al manner as 
described for the vRNA in Figure 3-13. Capsid assembly reactions a/ increasing 
concentration ratios oj CP2:5 'RNA were analysed with GEMSA (A), densitometlJ' of 
GEMSA (B) and TEM (e). The results were similar to the vRNA in that apsid like 
products were observed at low CP2:RNA ratios and increasing CP2 concentration did 
not lead to the Jormation of more caps ids but rather increased amounts of aggregated 
or incomplete caps ids. In contrast to assembly induced with the vRNA (Figure 3-13), 
more capsids were seen to Jorm with the 5 ' sub-genomic RNA at similar CP2:RNA 
ratios suggesting that smaller MS2 genomic RNA is packaged more efficiently than the 
full length RNA genome, 
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Figure 3-15, In vitro capsid assembly induced by the 3' sub-genomic RNA. The 
packaging of the MS2 3' sub-genomic RNA was investigated in an identical manner as 
described fo r the vRNA in Figure 3-13. Capsid assembly reactions at increasing 
concentration raTios of CP]:3 'RNA were analysed with GEMSA (A), densitometlY of 
GEMSA (B) and TEM (C). The results were similar to the vRNA in That caps ids were 
observed at low CP2:RNA ratios and increasing CP2 concentration did not lead to the 
formation of more capsid'! but rather increased amounts of aggregated capsid like 
material. In contrast to assembly induced with the vRNA (Figure 3-13), more caps ids 
were seen to form with the 3' sub-genomic RNA at similar CP2:RNA stoichiometries. 
This was also observed for the 5 ' sub- genomic RNA (Figure 3-14) suggesting a size 
constraint on the RNA that is encapsulated. Comparison of these results with those of 
the 5' sub-genomic RNA did noT imply an RNA strucTure or sequence constraint on RNA 
packaging. 
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Figure 3-16. In vitro capsid assembly induced by the sub-genomic illNA. Th 
packaging of the MS2 sub-genomic iRNA was investigated in an identical manner as 
described for the vRNA in Figure 3-13. Capsid a sembly reactions at in ,. asin r 
stoichiometries ofCP2:iRNA were analysed with GEMSA (A), densitometry of GEM. A 
(B) and r EM (C). Similar to the other genomic RNAs, the iRNA was obse,.v d to 
promote capsid assembly at low CP2:RNA ratios consistent with a o-op 'rativ 
assembly mechanism. At higher CP2:iRNA stoichiometries aggregate prod/( ts \Vel' 
detected. Capsid assembly induced with the iRNA resulted in more capsid prodll I 
formation at lower CP2:RNA stoichiometric ratios than had been observed fo r the 5' 
and 3' sub-genomic RNAs and the vRNA. This suggests that smaller RNAs ar 
packaged more effic iently into MS2 caps ids than larger RNAs. 
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3.2.2.2 MS2 capsid assembly is cooperative 
Apart from the capsid aggregate already mentioned, only signals corresponding to 
the RNA and fully formed capsid product were detected in capsid assembly reactions 
assayed by GEMSA. This implies that CP2 do not bind equally to all the genomic 
RNAs in solution as this would result in depletion of free CP2 and inhibit formation of 
the final capsid product. Rather, the results suggest that CP2 bind to genomic RNA 
which then promotes further growth of the capsid, perhaps through CP2 dimer addition 
(Sorger et 01., 1986; Stockley et 01., 2007). When the capsid assembly reactions are 
assayed after 3 h at equilibrium, close to all CP2 has gone into forming capsids, leaving 
only free RNA and the capsid in solution. This suggests that a CP2 comprising a capsid 
is energetically favourable to a free CP2 or a lone CP2 bound to RNA due to stabilising 
interactions between the neighbouring CP2 subunits and the genomic RNA within the 
capsid. The results observed for the vRNA and the sub-genomic MS2 RNAs correlate 
well with the findings of Sugiyama and coworkers (1967). Using sucrose gradient 
centrifugation, they characterised two components from in vitro MS2 capsid assembly 
reactions induced by vRNA which corresponded to RNA bound to 1-3 CP2 and the 
capsid product. 
The apparent lack of intermediates as well as the formation of capsid products at 
low CP2:RNA stoichiometries suggests that the packaging of the sub-genomic RNAs 
and vRNA into capsids is a co-operative process. This corresponds to accepted models 
of capsid formation where assembly occurs co-operatively and irreversibly following 
formation of a capsid intermediate seed complex (Sugiyama et 01., 1967; Hohn, 1969; 
Zlotnick, 1994; Zhang et 01., 2006; Stockley et 01., 2007). 
3.2.2.3 Smaller RNA is packaged more efficiently than larger RNA 
The GEMSAs of capsid assembly suggest that the smaller sub-genomic RNAs 
promote capsid assembly more efficiently than the longer RNAs. This was evident 
from two observations. Firstly, capsids were observed at lower CP2:RNA 
stoichiometries for the smaller RNAs. Capsids were regularly detected with the iRNA 
at CP2:RNA reaction stoichiometries of 5: 1 while they could not be observed with 
confidence at ratios lower than 30: 1 for the 5' and 3' sub-genomic RNAs. Although 
capsids could also be detected in assembly reactions with the vRNA at 30:1, the yield of 
capsids compared to the sub-genomic fragments was notably lower. Secondly, at 110: 1 
CP2:RNA, capsid yield increased following a series of iRNA>5'RNA>3'RNA>vRNA. 
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Although the errors on the densitometry plots were quite high due to smearing of the 
products, the capsids represented roughly 55 % for the iRNA, 42 % for the 5' RNA, 35 
% for the 3' RNA and 28 % for the vRNA of the total material in the capsid assembly 
reactions. Above 110:1 CP2:RNA, capsid yield was constant or decreased due to 
aggregate formation. 
These results imply that there is a size, and therefore a structural constraint on RNA 
during packaging although there does not seem to be a constraint on the overall size of 
the genomic RNA as all the RNAs were indeed packaged. 
3.2.2.4 The role of RNA structure and sequence on capsid assembly 
The size restraint during packaging of the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs implies that 
the different efficiencies observed are due to how easily the RNA structure can be 
accommodated within the viral capsid. 
The iRNA was observed to be the most efficient at promoting capsid assembly. 
This is most likely due to a more compact structure of the iRNA compared to the 5', 3' 
and vRNA, which therefore allows more efficient packaging. Indeed the iRNA 
migrates faster than the MS2 capsid in the agarose gels as opposed to the 5', 3' and 
vRNA which migrate slower. Although migration in agarose gels depends upon both 
size and charge of the component, the migration rates suggest that the iRNA can be 
packaged directly from a pre-formed structure, while the 5' and 3' RNAs must be 
structurally reorganised or folded in order to fit inside the capsid. As the 5' and 3' sub-
genomic RNAs promoted capsid formation better than the vRNA it follows that it is 
even harder to package the full length genome into the capsid shell. In chapter 4, the 
stokes radii of the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs was estimated and found to complement 
this idea. 
The 5' and 3' sub-genomic RNA fragments encompass different regions of the 
MS2 genome and must have different structure, imposed by their different nucleotide 
sequence. Very few differences were observed between these two RNAs in their ability 
to promote capsid formation. If there are differences, it is likely they can be better 
observed by monitoring reaction kinetics rather than equilibrium states. The packaging 
of RNAs of different structures is sure to follow different reaction pathways although 
the end result, which is what was viewed by GEMSA, is the same. 
The MS2 genomic RNAs used to study capsid assembly up to this point all 
contained the translational operator (TR) which has been shown to promote capsid 
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assembly in vitro and in vivo as discussed in section 1.9. Following reports suggesting 
that various genomic secondary structural elements other than TR could induce capsid 
assembly (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988; Koning et ai, 2003) and supported by the 
GEMSA results which suggested that CP2 could bind to the genomic RNA at mUltiple 
positions as evident from aggregate formation, it was decided to monitor capsid 
assembly with a genomic RNA lacking the TR operator. 
A MS2 genomic fragment of length corresponding to the iRNA but lacking the TR 
operator was produced in a similar manner as has been previously described for the 
iRNA. This internal control RNA (icRNA) corresponded to nucIeotides 2166-3041 of 
the MS2 genome. Its alignment to the MS2 genome is shown in Figure 3-11. Its 
ability to promote capsid formation was assessed using GEMSA with the results shown 
in Figure 3-17. The icRNA promoted capsid assembly indicating that the TR operator 
is not necessary for successful in vitro capsid assembly. This supports ideas that CP2 are 
able to bind a plethora RNA stem loop structures and that these sequences are repetitive 
in the MS2 RNA genome. The molecular properties that set TR aside from similar stem 
loop structures within the RNA genome, with respect to promoting capsid assembly, are 
explored further in chapter 4. 
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Figure 3-17. In vitro capsid assembly induced with a 874 nt MS2 sub-genomic RNA 
lacking the TR operator. A 874 nl sub-genomic RNA lacking the TR operator (icRNA) 
was produced and its ability toward promoting capsid formation analysed with GEMSA 
in a similar manner as described in Figure 3-13. The icRNA was able to promote 
capsid formation confirming reports that secondary structural elements within the MS2 
genome other than TR are capable of inducing capsid assembly (Beckett et al., J 988; 
Toropova et aI., 2009). Surprisingly t~e icRNA seemed the most efficient at promoting 
capsid assembly of aI/the MS2 genomic RNAs under observation despite the absence of 
the TR operator. This corresponded well with the idea that smaller sub-genomic RNAs 
are packaged more efficiently than larger RNAs, discussed in 3.2.2.3. 
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Having shown that all MS2 RNAs with or without the TR operator could promote 
capsid assembly it was decided to investigate whether this also applied to non-MS2 
RNA. Capsid assembly was performed with a 1.89 kb control mRNA corresponding to 
the elongation factor 1 a gene of Xenopus Laevil. The results were not definitive as the 
migration rate of the RNA was very close to the migration rate of the capsid. This 
made it difficult to distinguish between unbound RNA and capsid however they did 
indicate that the foreign RNA was more prone to aggregation with CP2 rather than 
capsid formation perhaps an indication of non-specific RNA binding. 
3.2.2.5 MS2 capsid assembly assayed with light scattering 
In order to verify the observed effects of the sub-genomic RNAs on capsid 
assembly and get information on assembly kinetics, reassembly reactions were 
monitored by measuring changes in laser light scattering. All molecules scatter light 
with intensities which can be related to their molecular weight (Tinoco et al., 1995). 
Light scattering has been used successfully to monitor capsid assembly kinetics as it 
allows the change in molecular weight to be monitored (Zlotnick et at., 2000; Casini et 
at.,2004). Furthermore, a light scattering detector which monitors the output from a gel 
filtration column (GFLS) allows the production of size distribution profiles of biological 
samples. GFLS has been used successfully in this laboratory to assay MS2 capsid 
assembly reactions initiated with oligonucleotide RNAs (Stockley et af., 2007; Basnak 
et al., 2009). 
MS2 capsid assembly was promoted with the 5' and iRNA sub-genomic RNAs in 
assembly buffer and assayed at timepoints up to 90 min at 37°C (Figure 3-20). 
Unfortunately the resolution of assembly products was not good. Capsid products were 
not sufficiently well separated from capsid-like aggregates. The results do however 
imply that the reactions have reached equilibrium as changes in light scattering were not 
observed between the 60 and 90 min timepoints. Identical reactions were assayed with 
the iRNA at 4° and at room temperature with no apparent changes in elution profiles 
after 60 min. It was decided not to optimise gel filtration conditions as advised by the 
GFLS facility manager Dr Gabriella Basnak. 
2 This fragment was transc~b~d fro~ pTRI-Xe~supplied as a template control for in vitro transcription 
with the Megascript transcnptlon kit from AmblOn. 
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Figure 3-18, Capsid assembly assayed with gel filtration coupled light scattering. 
Assembly reactions induced with the 5 ' RNA and iRNA were assayed at a molar ratio of 
90: 1 at three time points. The traces show light scatlering response vs. elution time oif 
the gel filtration column. A shows recombinant caps ids which elute off the collimn after 
18 min. B shows the elution profiles of CP2 and iRNA . A small signal can be seen at 15 
and 17 min in the CP2 sample after 1 h incubation in assembly buffer. The iRNA was 
not detected with LS however an absorbance trace that was collected simultaneollsly 
along with the LS trace indicated that iRNA is eluted off the column at 22-38 min. The 
5 ' RNA was not assayed on its own. C and D show elution profiles of capsid assembly 
reactions with the iRNA and 5' RNA at increasing time points respectively . The 
dominant LS peak observed at 15-25 min is composed of at least two components. The 
sharper peak at - 16 min has been shown to correspond to aggregated capsid like 
products by TEM (Dr. Gabriella Basnak, personal communication). Taking into 
account the GEMSA of capsid assembly it is likely that these products represent caps ids 
and aggregate which are not separated well during gelfil/ration. 
3.2.2.6 The 5' RNA induced capsid product shows RNase resistance 
The TEM micrographs of the symmetric capsid products assembled with the sub-
genomiC RNAs (Figures 3-13-16) indicated that they were simi lar in size and shape to 
MS2 virions (Katerina Toropova, personal communication). It has however been 
shown that Levivirlls phage particles reconstructed in vitro with vRNA are different 
from infectious virions as observed by their sedimentation properties (addressed in 
section 4.2.1.1 ) and their susceptibility to RNase (Hung et aI. , 1969; Sugiyama, 1967; 
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Hohn, 1969). These differences are thought to arise from both the absence of the A-
protein and protrusion of RNA from particles which are then susceptive to RNase. 
RNase susceptibility is therefore an indication of fully formed MS2 capsid particles as 
the caps ids confer ribonuclease resistance (Argetsinger and Gussin, 1966). 
In order to investigate whether the capsids assembled with the sub-genomic RNAs 
represented fully fonned capsids, a capsid assembly reaction initiated with the 5' RNA 
at a molar ratio of 110: I of CP2:RNA was treated with RNase A (Figure 3-18) for 15 
min at increasing concentrations of RNase A. The 5' RNA within the capsid appeared 
resistant to nuclease cleavage while aggregate products were degraded suggesting that 
the assembled capsids protect packaged RNA against ribonuclease cleavage while 
aggregates are more prone to degradation. Similar reactions were perfonned for up to I 
h which similarly showed that -50 % of RNA was degraded upon treatment with RNase 
A. This corresponds with the yields of capsids obtained from in vitro assembly with the 
5' RNA as shown in Figure 3-14 and was discussed in 3.2.2.3. 
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Figure 3-19. The 5' sub-genomic RNA capsid product shows RNase resistance. 
Capsid assembly reactions were performed at increasing molar ratios of CP2: 5 'RNA 
and analysed on a 1 % native agarose gel. The CP}:5 'RNA molar ratio is indicated 
above each lane. Identical reactions at 110: 1 CP2:5 'RNA were treated with increasing 
amounts of RNase A. A decrease in signal intensity corresponding to capsid aggregates 
was observed while no decrease in intensity of the signal corresponding 10 MS2 capsids 
could be seen, 
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3.2.2.7 Assembled capsids contain the sub-genomic RNA 
In order to verify whether the capsids that were reconstructed with the sub-genomic 
RNAs contained the correct sized RNA, capsid assembly reactions induced with the 5' 
RNA were subjected to sucrose density centrifugation (Figure 3-19). Capsid assembly 
was perfonned at a molar ratio of 60: 1 CP2:5'RNA rather than 110: 1 to allow 
identification of all reaction components. Three samples were isolated off the sucrose 
gradients which corresponded to the 5' RNA, capsid and aggregate components as 
suggested by comparison to the 5' RNA GEMSA (Figure 3-14). Denaturing agarose 
electrophoresis of the samples showed that full length RNA was present in the capsid 
samples indicating that the correct length RNA was indeed being incorporated into 
capsids. 
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Figure 3-20. MS2 capsid assembly products contain sub-genomic RNA. apsid 
assembly products were purtfied on sucrose density gradients and analysed by 
denaturing agarose electrophoresis and TEM A) Absorbance traces of sl/cro e d nsity 
gradients of MS2 capsid assembly with Ihe 5 ' sub-genomic RNA /ollo win ~ 
centrifugation at J 7000 rpm for J 6 h. Five reaclions were analy ed al incr asing RNA 
concentrations, all at a molar ratio of 60: 1 CP]:5 'RNA, in order 10 optimiS' 111' 
detection of assembly products using a UV-deleclor that was coup/ ~d to a /raclion 
colleclor for sample isolation. The absorbance of all samples is shown normali ed to 
the highest peak in the 60 nM RNA sample (black trace). The ample corr sponding to 
the peaks labelled 1-3 from each reaction were pooled 10 afford samples / -3. 8) TEM 
micrographs of these samples indicated that caps ids were only present in samples 2 and 
3. The diameter of 10 capsid particles was measured directly off the TEM micrographs 
and found to be the same. The black size bar represents 200 nm. C) The RNA Fom 
samples 1-3 was purified by phenol/chloroform extraction and analysed on a I % 
denaturing MOPS gel. Full lenglh 5 ' RNA can be seen in all samples but is I 
degraded in 2 and 3. The slighl difference in migralion rales is due 10 diffepl1l amount 
of the RNA carrier Glycoblue in each sample. 
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3.3 Discussion 
RNA nucleates ssRNA virus capsid assembly. Employing the bacteriophage MS2 
as a model system, the properties of genomic RNA during capsid assembly can be 
investigated. Using MS2 sub-genomic RNA of defined lengths, it was anticipated that 
the importance of RNA size and structure on MS2 capsid assembly could be explored. 
The access to sub-genomic MS2 RNA of different lengths and the question whether 
MS2 sub-genomic RNA would promote assembly of capsids in vitro represented initial 
questions in this project. Below, the successful production of MS2 sub-genomic RNA 
as well as reports on how these RNAs promote capsid assembly is discussed. 
3.3.1 The production of MS2 sub-genomic RNA 
The structure of the MS2 genome within the MS2 virion provided a foundation for 
further research into the structural role of the MS2 genome during capsid assembly. 
The organisation of the genome into two concentric shells within the virion which 
represent, in principle, roughly 113 and 2/3 of the genome provided an incentive for 
producing RNA fragments whose sizes corresponded to the amount of RNA in these 
shells. The sub-genomic RNA fragments were produced in four steps which involved 
RT -peR to produce cDNA, cloning of the cDNA, amplification from the cDNA clones 
with a T7 promoter containing primer and finally in vitro transcription. 
It proved difficult to generate cDNA that corresponded exactly to the desired cDNA 
product lengths due to RNA sequence constraints affecting DNA primer design. 
Reverse transcription reactions were initially non-specific towards the desired cDNAs 
but were optimised successfully by manipulating reaction conditions. It proved pivotal 
to use polymerase enzymes with high thermal stability in RT-PCR reactions which 
allowed efficient denaturation of the RNA and DNA templates during amplification. 
This was perhaps not surprising given the high degree of base pairing and compactness 
reported for the MS2 RNA genome (Fiers et al., 1976; Skripkin et al., 1990). Three 
MS2 cDNA products were produced corresponding to two thirds of the MS2 genome 
from the 5' and 3' termini along with a nearly-full length eDNA sub-genomic fragment. 
These cDNAs allowed the generation of nearly any sized RNA using the strategy 
already outlined. 
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The MS2 cDNAs were cloned into replicating plasmids and maintained in E.coU in 
order to obtain them in relatively homogenous and copious amounts for downstream 
reactions. Initially, cloning of the cDNAs was avoided as production of MS2 cDNA 
clones had been reported to be problematic do to the lysogenic nature of the MS2 phage 
(Remaut et al., 1982; Hill, 1993). However the cDNAs obtained from RT-PCR could 
not be used to template further production of T7 containing cDNA and efforts at 
producing a full length cDNA by ligation or annealing of the 5' and 3' cDNAs were 
hampered by low yields from RT-PCR reactions. Cloning of the MS2 cDNAs proved 
essential in that it provided the three cDNAs in good yield and they were used 
successfully to template the production ofT7 promoter containing cDNA by PCR. 
The cDNA clones deviated slightly in sequence from the reported wild type 
sequence of MS2 (Fiers et al., 1976). This deviation was shown to be most likely due 
to different infectious phage genotypes, supported by comparison to other infectious 
MS2 RNA sequences. The MS2 phage genome has recently been shown to rapidly 
incorporate adaptive mutations induced by environmental growth conditions 
(Betancourt, 2009). True mutations of conserved amino acids within the maturation 
gene of the 5'- and 3' cDNA clones and replicase gene of the 3' and nearly-full length 
cDNA clones were however also identified. Given the difficulties in cloning these 
cDNAs, it is likely that the cloning procedure resulted in positive selection of non-lethal 
cDNA clones. This was further suggested in experiments, not described in detail here, 
where expression from the 3528 nt nearly-full length cDNA, which had been cloned 
into a pET expression vector, resulted in CP2 production with no detectable formation of 
phage as judged by SDS-PAGE and plaque assays of E.coU cell extract and growth 
medium. The specific effects of these mutations on the virus life cycle were not 
pursued. 
Despite the MS2 cDNA fragments containing possible mutations it was decided to 
use these cDNAs for the production of MS2 RNA. It is generally accepted that ssRNA 
viral genomes exist as ensembles of non-identical but closely related sequences which 
in part accounts for their rapid adaptability to environmental changes (Domingo et al., 
1997). This sequence variety is generated by the error prone replicase and does not 
seem to affect the ability of RNA to be encapsidated as suggested by the large number 
of defective phage (Rhode et al., 1995; Brakmann et al., 2001). This implies that the 
structural plasticity of the RNA genome is not likely to be affected by the introduction 
of a small number of nucleotide mutations. 
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The sub-genomic RNA fragments were transcribed in vitro from their 
corresponding cDNA templates affording three MS2 RNA sub-genomic transcripts that 
were used to assay their ability to promote capsid assembly. 
3.3.2 Sub-genomic MS2 RNA nucleates MS2 capsid assembly 
The MS2 sub-genomic RNAs were shown to promote capsid assembly as observed 
by their ability to generate products that migrated at similar rates as recombinant and 
virion capsids within native agarose gels. This had been partly anticipated in light of 
the pioneering work of Tomas Hohn into the role of fr RNA on fr capsid assembly 
(Hohn, 1969). The conservation of coat protein aa residues associated with RNA 
binding (Peabody, 1993) and similar capsid crystal structure of MS2 and fr (Liljas et al., 
1994) had also suggested that the RNA packaging mechanism for these two phages was 
likely to be similar. With the exception of GA, this similarity with respect to RNA 
genome packaging can not be extended to other phages within the Leviviridae as the 
structure of the B-type coat protein FG-loop is dissimilar for these viruses (Plevka et al., 
2009). This suggests a different mechanism of quasi-equivalent control of coat protein 
dimers for these viruses and therefore perhaps a different mechanism of RNA 
packaging. 
The MS2 capsid assembly products were, as observed by TEM, shown to resemble 
in vitro capsid assembly products reported earlier for icosahedral bacteriophages 
(Sugiyama e/ al., 1969; Hohn, 1969; Matthews and Cole, 1972). TEM was mainly used 
as an analytical tool to verify the presence of MS2 capsids in assembly reactions. No 
particular emphasis was put into further characterisation of the capsid products using 
TEM. As part of a group effort to investigate the MS2 genome packaging mechanism, 
all detailed structural analysis using EM and cryo-EM with the sub-genomic RNAs was 
in the hands of Dr. Katerina Toropova (Toropova, 2009) and are discussed in section 
4.3. 
The assembled capsid products were shown to contain the correct size RNA when 
capsid assembly was induced with the 5' sub-genomic RNA and the encapsulated RNA 
shown to be partly resistant to RNase cleavage. 
By monitoring capsid reassembly reactions with gel mobility shift assays at 
different molar ratios of CP2 to RNA, the concentration dependence of capsid assembly 
with the sub-genomic RNAs was investigated. These reactions showed that capsid 
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fonnation is dependent upon CP2 concentration. Capsid fonnation proceeds at low 
CP2:RNA molar ratios or down to 5:1 CP2:RNA depending on the RNA. This confinns 
the ability of RNA on promoting capsid assembly. This suggests that genomic RNAs 
are able to recruit CP2 which are able to fonn capsids at concentrations where the CP2 
might otherwise be expected to be evenly bound to the entire RNA population. This 
corresponds to accepted models of capsid fonnation where assembly occurs co-
operatively and irreversibly following fonnation of a capsid intennediate nucleation 
complex (Stockley et al., 2007; Zlotnick, 1994). The MS2 nucleation complex was first 
identified during in vitro assembly at equal molar ratios of CP2:vRNA (Capecchi and 
Gussin, 1965; Sugiyama et al., 1969). Non-covalent mass spectrometry of assembly 
reactions with TR indicate that this complex might correspond to either a hexamer of 
CP2 or a pentamer of CP2 (Stockley et al., 2007). The ability of RNA to fonn this 
complex is possibly a dominating factor in the ability of RNA to promote capsid 
assembly. A co-operative assembly pathway takes advantage of the limited 
concentration of CP2 in solution. The virus perhaps takes advantage of this in order to 
minimise encapsidation of host RNA. 
At higher ratios of CP2:RNA, approximately 50: 1 and above, the fonnation of 
aggregates in the assembly reactions became apparent. TEM micrographs indicated that 
these aggregates correspond to incomplete capsid-like material. It is likely that these 
aggregates fonn due to non-specific CP2 binding to genomic RNA and initiation of 
assembly at multiple sites on the same RNA strand. This would inevitably produce 
capsid intennediates incapable of combining to produce a T= 3 capsid. Using a sub-
genomic MS2 RNA lacking TR it was shown that capsid assembly can take place in the 
absence of TR so this scenario is not unlikely at high CP2 concentrations. Taking into 
account the results from chapter 4, where evidence is provided that the RNA genome is 
folded into the volume of the capsid, it is likely that non-specific binding could also 
hinder folding of the RNA into an assembly competent structure producing kinetic traps 
that are then prone to aggregation. 
The CP2 concentration dependence of capsid assembly efficiency was not the same 
for the genomic RNAs. This implied that RNA size is an important factor for efficient 
capsid assembly. This was observed from the genomic RNAs efficiency to promote 
capsid fonnation being inversely proportional to RNA size. With respect to the co-
operative manner in which assembly is observed to proceed, the length dependence 
could be associated with the number of CP2 binding sites available on the sub-genomic 
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RNAs. At identical reaction ratios, the CP2 will have to "sample" fewer binding sites 
on short RNAs as compared to long RNAs in order to associate and form an assembly 
competent seed complex i.e. at identical reaction ratios, the smaller RNAs will on 
average have CP2 bound in closer proximity to on another as compared to the larger 
RNAs. This would result in a higher probability of formation of an assembly nucleation 
complex at lower reaction ratios for smaller RNAs. In addition, if the co-operative 
mechanism of assembly is due to the RNA directing the "migration" of CP2 towards the 
growing capsid then CP2 will on average be bound to RNA closer to the growing capsid 
on small RNAs as compared to large. The distance the CP2 would have to "migrate" to 
be incorporated into a capsid enclosing a small RNA would therefore be shorter and the 
coat protein dimer less likely to diffuse into the bulk solution than if a larger RNA were 
being encapsidated. Another factor which could influence the RNA length dependence 
on capsid formation efficiency is negative charge repulsion of the RNA phosphate 
backbone. It is perhaps easier to encapsidate smaller RNAs as charge neutralisation 
upon CP2 binding will be greater for smaller RNAs resulting in lower charge repulsion 
of the RNA backbone during packaging. Additionally the cryo-EM of the MS2 virion 
(Toropova et 01.,2008) suggests that it could be harder to package larger RNAs due to a 
more complex conformation that these RNAs must adopt in order to fit into the capsid. 
The results confirmed reports suggesting that various secondary structure elements 
within the MS2 genome are capable of promoting capsid assembly (Beckett and 
Uhlenbeck, 1988; Koning et 01., 2003). A sub-genomic RNA lacking the TR operator 
was packaged efficiently. What property of the RNA does then allow for efficient 
packaging? Assembly reactions with a foreign mRNA sequence indicated that this 
sequence was not as efficient at inducing assembly as genomic MS2 RNA. It is 
unlikely that this RNA does not contain stem loop structures capable of inducing capsid 
assembly. Reports that indicate that large foreign albeit icosahedral viruses RNAs can 
be packaged while ribosomal RNAs of similar size cannot seem to indicate that the 
structural plasticity of the RNA may be of importance (Sugiyama et 01., 1967; Hohn, 
1969). Furthermore, in Y offe et 01 (2008) it was argued that evolutionary constraints 
imposed by icosahedral capsids on ssRNA have resulted in viral RNAs being spatially 
more compact than RNAs of similar nucleotide composition. Finally, the cryo-EM 
reconstruction of the MS2 phage suggests that the arrangement of stem-loop structures 
within the RNA genome could be of importance for assembly. This is discussed further 
in 4.3.2. 
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The results reported here suggest two possible reaction mechanisms in which 
genomic length RNA might promote assembly. In the first, RNA is only necessary to 
induce formation of the nucleation complex after which capsid assembly can proceed 
most likely through dimer addition with no further help from the RNA. If this is the 
case, the key to the catalytic properties of RNA lie in its ability to promote the 
formation of the pentameric/hexameric nucleation complex. In the second mechanism, 
after formation of the nucleation species, RNA could assist in capsid formation 
throughout the assembly process. The two identified attributes of genomic RNA during 
capsid assembly, namely co-operativity and RNA size dependence, imply that the latter 
mechanism is more likely to be true. Although capsid assembly is co-operative in the 
absence of RNA (Mattheus and Cole, 1972) the size dependence implies that the RNA 
is an active participant in the assembly process. Taking into account the manner in 
which the genome interacts with the capsid shell (Toropova et at., 2008) and the control 
of quasi-equivalent CP2 conformations which must occur at defined positions within the 
capsid (Stockley et ai., 2007), this catalytic assembly mechanism for genomic RNA 
seems plausible. 
Initial efforts into monitoring the capsid assembly reactions with GEMSA were not 
successful as the migration of the 5' -, 3' - and vRNA and capsid products in the gels was 
very similar resulting in poor resolution of reaction products. This was eventually 
solved by running the agarose gels at low voltages for longer periods of time ( 2 'h h) 
the results of which have already been discussed. This problem however fuelled ideas 
that the size/hydrodynamic radius of the RNA was perhaps an underlying requirement 
for packaging and that the diameter of the RNA to be packaged had to conform to the 
inner diameter of the MS2 capsid. This seemed plausible as a recent report had 
suggested that some viral RNA tertiary structures are highly stable, unfolding only at 
high temperature (Kuznetsov et ai., 2005). This suggested that the RNA perhaps acted 
as a prefolded structural template upon which capsid assembly could take place. 
In order to verify the observed RNA length dependence on capsid assembly and 
investigate further the manner in which genomic RNA is packaged into the MS2 capsid 
it was decided to assay the assembly reactions with analytical ultracentrifugation. The 
results of these experiments are described in the next chapter. 
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4 MS2 genomic RNA encapsidation studied by 
sedimentation velocity analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the production of sub-genomic MS2 RNAs of different 
lengths and corresponding to different regions of the MS2 genome was reported. The 
RNAs were analysed with respect to their ability to promote MS2 capsid formation in 
vitro. Interestingly, these investigations suggested that the efficiency of capsid 
formation is dependent upon RNA length. This suggests that the role of the MS2 
genome during capsid assembly is not confined to a single CP2-RNA recognition event. 
The results indicate a complex assembly process where multiple CP2-RNA interactions 
are of importance. This correlates well with the complex RNA fold of the virion RNA 
observed in the cryo-EM model of the MS2 phage. Furthermore, the results confirm 
suggestions that stem loop structures other than TR must be capable of quasi-equivalent 
conformer switching between AlB and C/C type coat protein dimers both of which are 
required for capsid formation (Stockley et al., 2007; Toropova et ai, 2008; Beckett et 
01., 1988). The manner in which genomic ssRNA is packaged into virus particles is of 
enormouS interest. ssRNA viruses are amongst the most prevalent viral pathogens. 
These viruses all share the common task of packaging their genomes into a confined 
protein container. The mechanism by which this occurs is not understood (Rudnick and 
Bruinsma, 2005; Schneemann, 2006; Yoffe et 01., 2008). The observed RNA length-
dependence on packaging efficiency implies a capsid assembly mechanism where RNA 
is compacted into the MS2 capsid. 
In order to gain further insight into the mechanism in which RNA is packaged into 
the MS2 capsid, a different analytical technique was sought which could complement or 
confirm the findings reported in chapter 3. This chapter reports results wherein MS2 
capsid assembly was assayed with analytical ultracentrifugation. In section 4.2.2, 
sedimentation velocity analysis of MS2 capsid assembly, induced with MS2 genomic 
RNA and the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs is reported. In section 4.2.3, similar analysis of 
MS2 capsid assembly reactions, albeit induced with RNA oligonucleotides is reported. 
These results are then discussed with respect to the packaging mechanism of the MS2 
genome and the sequence specificity underlying coat protein dimer quasi-equivalent 
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conformer switching. The results presented in this chapter have contributed to two 
manuscripts which have been submitted to peer-reviewed journals at the time this is 
written: Rolfsson and Toropova et al. (2009) and Basnak et al. (2009). 
4. 1. 1 Sedimentation velocity analysis 
Molecules can be fractionated and characterised based on their sedimentation rate 
under an applied centrifugal force. This type of analysis is referred to as sedimentation 
velocity analysis (SV) and can be performed using an analytical ultracentrifuge. The 
analytical ultracentrifuge is comparable to a preparative centrifuge, however it is 
equipped with a laser light detection system that allows the direct measurement of the 
sedimentation rate of macromolecules in solution. This is achieved by measuring the 
change in the concentration distribution of a sedimenting particle over time (Figure 4-
1). When particles such as virus capsids sediment under a centrifugal force, a boundary 
is formed which represents the concentration gradient formed during sedimentation. 
The displacement of the boundary over time is dependent upon the sedimentation rate of 
the molecule in solution and to a lesser extent its diffusion during sedimentation 
(reviewed in Stafford, 1997; Lebowitz et al., 2002). 
The method was largely developed by Svedberg in 1940. Although it has since 
been surpassed in terms of speed and sensitivity, sedimentation velocity analysis is still 
an important analytical method due to its versatility. Biological macromolecules of 
nearly any size can be investigated within a broad range of buffer conditions and the 
results are directly related to the molecular properties of the macromolecule based on 
the physical postulates comprising hydrodynamic theory (Schuck, 2000). The 
sedimentation rate of molecules is dependent upon molecular mass, shape and buoyancy 
as implemented in the Svedberg equation (Figure 4-2). The frictional coefficient 
implemented in the Svedberg equation connects the sedimentation rate of molecules to 
their size and shape as defined in the Stokes-Einstein equation (Tinoco et aJ., 1995). 
Sedimentation velocity analysis therefore allows characterisation of the hydrodynamic 
properties of molecules by measuring their sedimentation rate (reviewed in Lebowitz et 
al., 2002). 
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Figure 4-1. Sedimentation velocity analysis. A) A Beckman XI-J analyti al 
ultracentrifuge. The sliding top door on the ultracentrijilge allows access to a va IIlIln 
chamber shown in B which houses a fixed angle rotor and a xenon flash lamp. The 
rotor houses eight A UC centerpieces. Each centerpiece contains two sector shaped 
compartments which hold the sample and reference buffer in dialysis equilibrillm. A 
centerpiece is shown in inset from the side and a top down view. C) A schemati of a 
centerpiece is shown. The arrow indicates the direction of sedimentation. The 
concentration distribution of a sample is obtained by measuring the ab orban e at a 
fixed wavelength by scanning the sector cells while the rotor spins. This prodllces a 
sedimentation profile as an absorbance vs. radiu plot where the radiu rep res nts th 
distance from the axis of rotation. The absorbance profile describes the concentration 
distribution of the sample within the sector shaped sample volllme. D) ollection of 
sedimentation profiles at different time points (J o-T3) during sedimentation allows the 
rate of sedimentation of a molecule to be calculated from the movement of th 
sedimentation boundary over time. 
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Figure 4-2. Forces acting on a sedimel1til1g particle in solutiol1 IInder all (lpplied 
centrifugal field. A) A particle, such as a virus capsid, in a centrifugal/reid is affected 
by a sedimentation fo rce (Fs) .vhich is proportional to the particle mass (m) and the 
acceleration oj the particle in the centrifugal field defin ed as angular velocitv sqllared 
J -
times the radius (w- r). The buoyant Jorce (Fb) opposes Fs and is proportional to the 
weight oj displaced solvent. Fb is proportional to angular acceleration, the mass and 
partial specific volume oj the particle (vbar, which is the inverse oj density) and the 
density (p) oj the solvent. The driving Jorce that causes the particle to sink is the 
difJerence bel1t'een Fs and Fb. As the particle sinks however it experiences frictional 
drag (FJJ witch is proportional to the particles frictional coefficient and sedimentation 
velocity (u). Ff increases with increased velocity oj the particle and balances Ollt the 
dri ving Jorce oj sedimentation which results in the particle sedimenting at terminal 
velocity. B) At terminal ve/ocity the sum oJtheJorces acting on the sedimenting particle 
are zero (1). Rearrangement oj the Jorces acting upon the particle produces the 
quantity (II/W2,) which is reJerred to as the sedimentation coeficient (S) . S has the 
dimension oj seconds but is expressed in Svedberg units, defined as 10-13 sec. The 
Svedberg equation (2) shows that sedimentation rate is proportional to the mass and 
buoyancy but inversely proportional to the size/Jriction oj a particle. The Stokes 
equation (3) can be combined with the Svedberg equation to allow estimation oj the 
degree oj hydration and shape oj a sedimenting particle. 
4.1.1.1 Sedimentation boundary analysis 
The appeal of SV analysi s has been boosted by the development of methods for 
whole sedimentation boundary analysis . Traditionally, the sedimentation rate of a 
particle has been identified by measuring the displacement of the boundary at its 
midpoint (Stafford, 1997; Tinoco et aI. , 1995). Whole boundary analysis however 
involves inspection of the displacement and shape of the whole concentration gradient 
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during sedimentation. This is beneficial as it takes into account the transport properties 
of molecules during sedimentation which ultimately affect sedimentation and allows 
identification of all sample components simultaneously (Stafford, 1997; Schuck, 2000; 
Howlett et aI, 2006). 
An example of boundary analysis is shown in Figure 4-3. For a fast sedimenting 
homogenous sample which conforms to ideal behaviour during sedimentation, analysis 
is straightforward. This is observed for a sample such as purified MS2 capsids as 
shown in the top half of Figure 4-3 A which has concentration distribution profiles 
which are well resolved and of similar shape over time. While the displacement of the 
concentration boundary due to sedimentation is most obvious, the change in boundary 
displacement is also caused by molecular diffusion which opposes the concentration 
gradient formed during sedimentation. This results in spreading of the boundary during 
sedimentation which can complicate data analysis. Boundary spreading is most 
prominent at later stages during sedimentation when a large concentration gradient has 
formed towards the bottom of the sample cell due to sample accumulation. This can be 
observed in the top half of Figure 4-3 B. The spreading of the concentration boundary 
is also attributed to non-ideal behaviour. For a highly negatively charged RNA 
molecule this would correspond to increased electrostatic repulsion at later times during 
sedimentation (Ralston, 1995). 
Perhaps most crucially, the shape of the boundary during sedimentation is 
informative of the sample composition. When particles of different size and molecular 
weight sediment, the concentration gradient formed during sedimentation will reflect 
the stoichiometry of the particles in solution producing a boundary shape that is 
characteristic of the composition of the sample. This effect can be observed in the top 
half of Figure 4-3 C where components which differ largely in molecular weight 
sediment with different rates. SV analysis thereby allows the size distribution analysis 
of sample components. 
Sedimentation velocity analysis uses the strongly size dependent time course of 
boundary migration to build a size distribution profile. As shown in Figure 4-3 B the 
sedimentation profiles are however convoluted by the hydrodynamic properties of the 
particles which complicates data analysis because it becomes more difficult to resolve 
subpopulations of the size distribution. A whole boundary concentration distribution 
model has been described by Peter Schuck (2000) which takes into account the effect of 
boundary broadening due to diffusion. This model, referred to as the c(s) model, is 
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fairly powerful in reporting the qualitative features of sample size distribution. The 
model fits the sedimentation profiles to Lamm equation solutions which describe the 
concentration distribution of a dilute sample sedimenting over time in a sector shaped 
cell (Schuck, 2000). For a tutorial review see Lebowitz et al. (2002). The fitting model 
is implemented in the computer program Sedfit (Lebowitz et at., 2002) which allows 
automatic computational analysis of sedimentation profiles. Figure 4-3 shows the size 
distribution profiles obtained by fitting the sedimentation distribution profiles to the c(s) 
model. The output of the fitting process is a c(s) plot which shows a continuous 
concentration dependent sedimentation coefficient distribution over a region of selected 
S-values. The model is dependent upon prior knowledge of the density of the solvent, 
the partial specific volume of the sedimenting component and the shape of the molecule. 
However errors in estimates of these properties do not affect the resolution of sample 
components drastically if the components sediment with fairly different rates (Schuck, 
2000). 
The hydrodynamic properties of ssRNA viruses within the Levivirus genus are well 
characterised (Boedtker and Gesteland, 1975). The sedimentation coefficients and 
partial specific volume for both the MS2 phage and MS2 RNA have been detennined by 
Strausss and Sinsheimer (1963) and others (Overby et aI., 1966; Fiers et at., 1967). 
Density centrifugation, where sample components are analysed after centrifugation 
through a density gradient, has also been used successfully to characterise MS2 capsid 
assembly reactions with full length viral RNA (Sugiyama et al., 1967) as outlined in 
section 1.91. The gel mobility shift assays of MS2 capsid assembly reported in chapter 
3 did initially not provide good resolution of assembly reaction components. 
Furthennore a gel filtration light scattering assay did not provide resolution between 
reassembled capsids and aggregated material. It was decided to assay capsid assembly 
reactions using SV applying the c(s) method to provide size distribution profiles of the 
MS2 capsid assembly reactions with the sub-genomic MS2 RNAs described in chapter 
3. 
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Figure 4-3. Sedimentation velocity size distribution analysis with the e(s) model. The 
top three plots shoH' three examples of sedimentation profiles (b lack lines) for MS2 
caps ids (A) . the 5' sub-genomic MS2 RNA (8) and a capsid assembly reaction (C). 
They are shown here as an example in order to highlight macromolecular behaviour 
during sedimentation and the ability of sedimentation velocity to distinguish between 
sample components. Large particles such as MS2 caps ids sediment fast which is evident 
from a wide boundaJ)' distribution (A). The 5 'RNA f ragment sediments slower which is 
evident from the more lightly spaced concentration profiles (B). The individual 
boundaries are however also spread out over a larger region within the sample cell as 
compared to the MS2 capsid. This is due to the concentration gradient build lip and 
back diffusion during sedimentation. An assembly reaction produces sedimentation 
profiles with a double S-Iike shape which correspond to a mixture of components (C). 
The sedimentation profiles can be fi t to a continuous size distribution c(s) Lamm 
equation model (red traces) affording the sedimentation coeficient distribution plots 
shown below. The capsid assembly distribution profiles clearly show two sedimenting 
components which are well resolved 011 the c(s) plot. 
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4.2 Results 
4.2. 1 Characterisation of the components of MS2 capsid assembly 
bySV 
In order to be able to assay MS2 capsid assembly reactions using SV it was 
necessary to obtain the sedimentation coefficients of all the MS2 capsid assembly 
components. This entailed monitoring the size distribution of both the MS2 capsid, 
CP2 and all the genomic MS2 RNAs individually. These could then be used as standards 
in the SV assays of MS2 capsid assembly reactions. 
4.2.1.1 The MS2 capsid and coat protein 
The sedimentation distribution profiles of the MS2 virion, the MS2 recombinant 
capsid and the MS2 CP2 were obtained by monitoring their sedimentation over time and 
fitting the concentration distributions to the c(s) model as outlined in 2.2.12. This 
allowed the characterisation of these components based on their sedimentation rate. 
Figure 4-4 shows the sedimentation coefficient distribution plot obtained for these three 
components. The identified sedimentation coefficients are given in Table 4-1. 
Examples of sedimentationdistribution profiles of the components are shown in 
Supplementary Figure 1 in the appendix. 
The CP2 was observed to sediment as a homogenous population with an S20w of 2.3. 
The CP2 has previously been observed to sediment at 1.9 S in 20 mM acetic acid but at 
2.3 S in TMK buffer at pH = 7.4 (Mr. Andy Baron, personal communication). The 
sedimentation coefficient of the coat protein of the closely related Levivirus f2 has 
similarly been reported as 1.9 S under acidic conditions (Matthews and Cole, 1972). 
This difference in sedimentation rate suggests self association of the coat protein at 
physiological pH and is consistent with the idea that the stable form of the CP is that of 
a dimer (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988; Stockley et 01., 2007). 
The observed S20w of the recombinant MS2 capsid was 65.8. This value 
corresponds well with a previously determined in-house S20w of 66.1 for recombinant 
capsids (Mr. Andy Baron, personal communication). The MS2 virion sedimented faster 
with an S20w of 75.1 which is most likely due to its higher molecular mass. It is unlikely 
that the capsid sediments slower due to increased friction. Cryo-EM reconstructions of 
recombinant MS2 capsids assembled with the TR operator and the MS2 virion indicate 
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an identical diameter for these particles (Toropova et aI. , 2008). The MS2 virion has 
previously been reported to have an S2O\V of 78.5-8 1 (Strauss and Sinsheimer, 1963; 
Overby et al. , 1966 Fiers, 1967). The lower sedimentation rate observed for the MS2 
virion compared to these values is most likely due to different experimental conditions. 
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Figure 4-4. Sedimentation coefficient distributions of tile CP], recombinant MS2 
capsids and MS2 virions. The three components were analysed individually in assembly 
buffer. The CP2 was allO'vved to equilibrate for 3 h prior to analysis. The sedimentation 
distribution plots were overlaid to produce the c(s} plot shown. The purifled CP2 
(black), capsid (red) and virion (blue) all sediment as fairly homogenous populations at 
2.3 S20-.,·, 65.8 S20w and 75.1 S20-.,· respectively. A small component sedimenting slightly 
jaster than the main peak can be seen in the capsid and virion samples indicating a 
degree of self association. The virion is different from the recombinant capsid in that it 
contains the A-protein and the full length MS2 genome. The recombinant capsid does 
not have the A-protein and contains random cellular RNA. Due to these d ffferences il1 
shape and mass, the MS2 virion sediments faster than the recombinant capsid. Caps ids 
devoid of RNA have been shown to sediment with an S20w of 45 (Mathews and Cole, 
1972) . 
If a molecule of known mass and density is spherical and unsolvated its radius can 
be calculated and inserted into the Stokes equation (Figure 4-2) to determine the 
particle frictiona l coefficient (Lebowitz et al., 2002). This frictional coefficient (fo) wi ll 
be the smallest frictional coefficient that a particle of that molecular mass can have. Fo 
can be inserted into the Svedberg equation to calculate the maximum S value (Slllax) of 
the particle. The ratio of S miL·,JS obscrved is equal to the frictiona l ratio of the particle (f/fo) 
which is an indicator of particle hydration and shape. A fi fo = I will indicate a 
completely spherical particle, a completely un solvated molecule or both while a 
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deviation from unity will indicate a degree of hydration or a non-spherical shape 
(Tinoco et aT., 1995). For the MS2 virion the Smax is 86. Along with the S20W of 75.1 
obtained for the MS2 virion the calculated fifo is 1.14. This correlates well with the 
spherical shape of the MS2 virion. The known molecular mass and frictional ratio can 
be used to obtain the Stokes radius of the MS2 virion which was calculated at 11.6 nm. 
Table 4-1 lists the frictional ratios of the MS2 recombinant capsid and CP2. Similar 
frictional ratios and stokes radii were obtained for the MS2 recombinant capsid and the 
virion, while the values are lower for the CP2 as expected. The Stokes radius of the 
MS2 virion is smaller than the radius observed by X-ray crystallography (13.75 nm) 
(Golmohammadi et aT., 1993). It is possible that this error is due to the estimates of the 
density of the buffer and the estimation of the diffusion coefficient which is 
implemented in the c(s) fitting of the data. The obtained frictional ratios and Stokes 
radii are however intercomparable and indicate a similar size for the MS2 capsid and 
virion which is consistent with previous reports. 
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Table 4-1. The hydrodynamic properties of the MS2 capsid assembly reaction components. Sedimentation was monitored in 40 mM 
ammonium acetate, 1 mM Mg(OAch, pH= 7.2 at 20°e. The table shows the average experimentally observed sedimentation coefficients for the 
MS2 capsid assembly components (Se.rp) and the standard sedimentation coefficients corrected for buffer conditions, in water at 20 °C (S2Ow). 
The estimated frictional ratio (fifo) , observed molecular weight (Mexp) and calculated molecular weight (Mexp) are also shown. The observed and 
calculated molecular weights are similar as indicated by Mexplcalc. Rs denotes the Stokes radius which is obtained from the Mexp and the fifo. All 
the RNAs were found to have sedimentation coefficients and Rs proportional to their size. Including EDTA in the assembly buffer results in a 
slower sedimentation rate of the larger RNAs. 
Sexg S20w fifo MexQ {kDa) Mcalc{kDa2 MexJMcalc Rs {nm2 
MS2 Virion 74.6 ± 0.52 75.1 1.1 3663.2 3662.2 0.03% 11.6 
MS2 capsids 65.4 ± 2.0 65.8 1.2 3237.8 11.7 
CP2 2.3 ± 0.1 7 2.3 1.4 27.6 27.5 0.52% 2.8 
Virion RNA 25.7 ± 1.48 25.8 3.0 1140.7 1148.3 0.66% 18.4 
Virion RNA+ 25 mM EDTA 22.1 ± 1.76 22.3 3.4 1140.7 1148.3 0.66% 21.3 
5 'RNA 2004 ± 1.33 20.5 2.9 783.8 794.3 1.33 % 15.9 
5'RNA + 25 mM EDTA 17.3 ± 1.21 1704 3.4 773.1 794.3 2.73 % 18.4 
3 'RNA 21.2 ± 1.30 21.3 2.9 825.9 829.6 0045 % 16.1 
3'RNA + 25 mM EDTA 18.5 ± 1.59 18.6 3.5 823.2 829.6 0.77% 19.5 
iRNA 9.7 ± 0.85 9.8 3.2 301.1 298.5 0.84% 12.8 
iRNA + 25 mM EDTA 10.6 ± 1.76 10.7 3.0 302.9 298.5 1.45 % 11.8 
icRNA 9.7 ± 0.47 9.7 3.1 285.2 281.1 1045 % 12.1 
icRNA + 25 mM EDT A 10.5 ± 1.43 10.5 2.9 290.5 282.1 3.26% 11.4 
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4.2.1.2 Characterisation of genomic MS2 RNA 
The sedimentation rate of the MS2 virion RNA extracted from MS2 phage and the 
MS2 sub-genomic fragments were assayed with SV in a similar manner as described in 
the previous section. The obtained sedimentation coefficients and calculated 
hydrodynamic properties of these RNAs are given in Table 4-1. The sedimentation 
coefficient distributions are shown in Figure 4-5. The alignment of the sub-genomic 
RNAs to the MS2 genome is shown in Figure 3-11. 
The MS2 virion RNA sedimented with a dominating component at 25.7 ± 1,48 S. 
The sedimentation rate of the MS2 genome has been reported previously at 25.5-28 S 
dependent upon solvent, which is in good agreement with these results (Strauss and 
Sinsheimer, 1963; Fiers, 1967). The sedimentation distribution plot indicated that the 
RNA was not structurally homogenous. Sedimenting material observed as a shoulder 
centered at 16.6 S was detected. This material corresponded to 20 % of the total 
material. This peak is due to either conformational heterogeneity of the RNA or RNase 
contamination prior to or during analysis. Fiers (1967) reported that the MS2 genome 
sediments as three distinct populations at 16 S, 21 Sand 27 S which he concluded was 
due to contaminating enzymatic cleavage of the RNA. Strauss and Sinsheimer (1963) 
reported the sedimentation coefficient of 14 S for the RNA denatured in formaldehyde 
indicating that the slower sedimenting material could correspond to full length RNA. 
The sub-genomic MS2 RNAs were observed to sediment slower than the full length 
genome as expected based on their lower molecular mass. These RNA samples were 
each dominated by a major species with an S-value proportional to its length and 
corresponding to sedimentation coefficients of RNAs of similar size (fiers, 1967; 
Brosius et al., 1978; Brosius et al., 1980). The 3' sub-genomic RNA had a wider 
sedimentation distribution on average then the 5' RNA perhaps indicating a broader 
distribution of conformational states. A fraction of the 3'- and iRNA samples were 
observed to sediment slower than the dominating species, similar to what was observed 
for the full length MS2 genome indicating a degree of conformational heterogeneity of 
these RNAs. Every precaution was taken in order to avoid RNase contamination during 
sample handling and RNAs were homogenous as observed by denaturing agarose 
electrophoresis prior to analysis. 
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Figure 4-5 Sedimentation coefficient distributions of the MS2 genomic RNAs. The 
RNAs were analysed in assembly buffer in the presence and absence oj 25 tnM EDTA . 
The RNAs all sediment with S-values proportional to their length. The sedimentation 
coefficients are given in Table 4-1. Removal ofmagnesililn ions by addition oj EDTA to 
the assembly buffer allowed assessment of the extent of tertiary structure of the RNAs. 
Addition of EDTA results in the longer RNAs sedimenting more slowly. 
In order to investigate the extent of tertiary structure in the genomic RNAs in 
assembly buffer, the change in RNA population size distributions upon remova l of 
magnesium ions with EDT A was assessed. RNA structure has been shown to be 
sensitive to Mg2+ which stabilises tertiary structure through charge neutra li sation of the 
phosphate backbone (Shcherbakova et aI., 2008). The capsid assembly buffer contains 
magnesium ions at I mM concentration. EDT A chelates Mg2+ and it was therefore 
anticipated that addition of EDT A to the assembly buffer wou ld interrupt RNA tertiary 
structure due to Mg2+ stabilisation. Treatment with EDTA resu lted in a 10- 15 % 
reduction in the observed S20,w values for the 5'-, 3'- and vRNA with a corresponding 
increases in the frictional coefficient and stokes radii. The slower sedimentation rate is 
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suggestive of a more expanded RNA structure indicating that these RNAs have a 
tertiary fold in assembly buffer that is partly dependent upon magnesium ion 
concentration. The vRNA has previously been shown to be more compact at higher 
Mg2+ concentrations by TEM under denaturing conditions (Jacobson, 1976). The iRNA 
and icRNA were not observed to expand upon addition of EDT A. 
The drop in sedimentation rates of the larger RNAs is not as significant as observed 
for 23 S rRNA (2903 nt), which is similar in size to the 5'- and 3'RNA. Upon removal 
of magnesium ions a 60 % decrease in sedimentation rate was observed with a 
corresponding increase in frictional ratio (Yi and Wong, 1982). This difference 
confmns the compactness of the MS2 genome due to the high degree of complementary 
base pairing as compared with RNAs of similar length (Fiers et al., 1976; Y offe et al., 
2008) 
The frictional coefficient ratios of all the genomic RNAs analysed indicate a 
hydrated or highly asymmetric RNA structure in assembly buffer. Interestingly, the 
hydrodynamic radii of all the RNAs is larger than that observed for the virion and 
capsid. These results indicate that encapsidation of these RNAs must involve 
conformational rearrangement of their solution structures prior to or during capsid 
assembly. 
4.2.2 Analysis of MS2 capsid assembly by SV 
Having successfully characterised the MS2 capsid assembly reactants and capsid 
products based on their sedimentation rates, MS2 capsid assembly reactions could now 
be investigated with SV. Capsid assembly was performed at increasing reaction 
stoichiometries of CP2:RNA in assembly buffer and analysed after 4 h as described in 
2.2.12. 
Figure 4-6 shows the sedimentation coefficient distributions of MS2 capsid 
assembly with each RNA fragment at reaction stoichiometries from 10: 1 to 110: 1 of 
CP2:RNA. The amounts of sedimenting components corresponding to both RNA and 
capsid in the assembly reactions are given in Table 4-2. As the protein concentration is 
increased an increasing amount of RNA sedimenting with S values comparable to the 
recombinant capsid is observed. These species had sedimentation coefficients of 62 -
63 S independent of the genomic RNA and correspond to the sedimentation rate of 
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capsids reconstituted with vRNA which has been previously reported (Sugiyama et al.. 
1967; Hahn, 1969; Mathews and Cole, 1972; Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1987). 
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Figure 4-6. Sedimentation coefficient distributions of MS2 capsid assembly reactions 
initiated with the genomic MS2 RNAs. Normalised c(s) vs. S plots of capsid assembly 
reaction components (tH'O top-mos! plots) and of individual capsid assembly reactions 
with each of the RNAs at increasing CP1 concentrations after 4 h at 20 "C in 40 mM 
ammonium aceTaTe. I 111M Mg(OAch, pH = 7.2. The sharrer RNA fragm ents promote 
capsid formation at lower CP] concenTrations than the longer RNA Fagments 
suggesting that it is harder TO package larger RNAs into the volume of the capsid. The 
apparent lack of intermediates supports a co-operative capsid assemb~)l process. The 
amounT of sedimenTing species corresponding to RNA and capsid are given in Table 4-
2. 
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Table 4-2. The observed quantities of RNA and capsids in the MS2 capsid assembly 
reactions assayed by Sv. The assembly reaction stoichiometlY is shown in the leftmost 
column. The numbers in each row represent sedimenting material corresponding to 
either RNA or capsid reported as a percentage of the /otal sedimenting material at the 
indicated reaction stoichiomelly . 
S'RNA 3'RNA iRNA 
RNA RNA Capsid RNA Capsid RNA Capsid 
CP2:RNA (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
10 89.8 84.0 89.3 10.6 79.5 12 . 1 
30 81.2 6.3 46.6 26.5 74.4 25.1 40.2 35.9 
90 41.8 21.0 18.5 49.5 14.6 50.7 0.0 44.3 
110 0.0 47.7 0.0 56.6 0 .0 50.4 0.0 55.4 
Few species were observed that sedimented with intermediate S-values between the 
genomic RNA and the capsid product. Those that did could not be detected in a 
reproducible manner. An exception to this was the sedimenting component 
corresponding to the iRNA which sedimented faster at increasing CP2 concentrations 
perhaps indicating an RNA-CP2 assembly intermediate complex. A similar change in 
sedimentation rate of the peaks corresponding to other genomic RNAs was not 
observed. At higher concentrations of CP2, assembly products sedimenting faster than 
the MS2 capsid became visible, most likely corresponding to capsid-like aggregates as 
observed by TEM and described in the previous chapter. The results are consistent with 
the conclusions from the GEMSA assays and are suggestive of a co-operative capsid 
assembly process. 
The RNAs are packaged with different efficiencies as judged by their ability to 
promote formation of species sedimenting at the same rate as the T = 3 capsid. The 
iRNA is packaged most efficiently. Capsids were detected at low CP2:iRNA reaction 
ratios and all of the iRNA was protein bound at a reaction ratio of 90: 1. The 5 ' - and 
3 'RNAs also promoted capsid assembly at low CP2:RN A ratios, however at 90 : I , more 
species corresponding to free RNA could be observed as compared to the iRNA. The 
vRNA was least efficient at promoting capsid assembly. Fewer capsids were detected 
sedimenting at 30: I and 90: I as compared to the sub-genomic RNAs. These results 
suggest that the efficiency of encapsidation is inversely proportional to the length of the 
RNA . This is consistent with the GEMSA assays of capsid assembly. The implication 
of these results together with the obtained hydrodynamic radii of the assembly 
components suggest that the MS2 genomic RNA is folded into the MS2 capsid during 
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capsid assembly and is therefore not a prefolded structural scaffold upon which capsid 
assembly takes place. 
Similar to the GEMSA results , few differences were observed between the 5 ' and 
3'RNAs which suggested a difference in their ability to promote capsids dependent 
upon their sequence and/or structure. The icRNA and the iRNA, which are of similar 
size, also appeared to promote capsid formation with similar efficiencies (Figure 4-7). 
The lack of the TR operator does not appear to affect the ability of genomic RNA to 
produce capsids consistent with the idea that various stem loops are capable of inducing 
capsid assembly (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988; Koning et aI. , 2003 ; Toropova et aI. , 
2008). The observed lack of sequence specificity indicates that CP2 folds MS2 
genomic RNA in a manner which is independent of the genomic sequence. The results 
do not suggest that assembly is independent of RNA sequence in general. 
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:1 ! RNA 
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-
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Figure 4-7. SV assay of icRNA confirms that RNAs lacking the TR operator promote 
capsid assembly. Normalised sedimentation distribution plots of the iRNA and the 
icRNA sho\l' that the absence of the TR operator does not result in a reduced ability to 
promote MS2 capsid fo rmation. The icRNA confirms that smaller RNAs are packaged 
more efficiently than larger RNAs. 
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The sedimenting species corresponding to the T = 3 capsids all sedimented with 
similar rates independent of the RNA packaged and slower than the MS2 virion. The 
difference in sedimentation rate of capsids reconstituted with the vRNA and MS2 
virions is thought to be due to the absence of the A-protein (Sugiyama et al.,1967) and 
the possibility that RNA protrudes from the particle which results in frictional drag 
during sedimentation (Hohn, 1969). The RNase cleavage assay reported in section 
3.2.2.6 does not indicate whether this is the case. A difference in gel mobility shift 
would be expected if a large portion of the RNA protruding from the capsid would be 
excised. This is not clear from Figure 3.19. In order to investigate this, assembly 
reactions with the 5' RNA at 110:1 CP2:RNA were treated with RNase A in a similar 
manner as before and assayed with SV. The results from these reactions were 
unfortunately not conclusive. Reaction controls of 5' RNA in the absence of both 
RNase A and CP2 was slightly degraded, however capsid products sedimented slightly 
slower in the presence of RNase compared to in its absence (data not shown). This 
suggests that the reconstituted MS2 RNA capsid products are not completely 
ribonuclease resistant and that RNA could protrude from the capsids. The RNA could 
however also be susceptible to ribonuclease due to temporary expansion of the capsid or 
loss of CP2 subunits from the capsid. The RNase susceptibility of the reconstituted 
capsids correspond with results which have indicated that capsids, containing genomic 
length RNA are not ribonuclease resistant in the absence of the A-protein (Lodish et al 
1965; Argetsinger and Gussin, 1966). 
The c(s) sedimentation distribution model which was used to fit the data is strictly 
applicable to non-interacting species showing ideal behaviour. During fitting of the 
sedimentation velocity profiles an identical frictional ratio was used in fitting of all the 
data. If the RNAs protrude from the reconstituted capsid the frictional coefficients will 
be different for the different RNAs. Further investigations will have to be performed in 
order to understand how the reconstituted capsids are associated with different RNAs. 
An interesting experiment which would show whether the RNA is indeed fully enclosed 
in the particle would be to obtain electron micrographs of capsids reconstituted with an 
RNA that is end labelled with a heavy metal such as gold. The electron micrographs 
would then give ideas about the location of RNA termini. MS2 capsids have been 
successfully reconstituted with the TR operator which has been end labelled with a gold 
nanoparticle (Atul Mohan personal communication). 
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4.2.2.1 Ethidium bromide inhibits folding of MS2 genomic RNA 
An obvious consequence of the structural rearrangement of the RNA that must 
occur during encapsidation is that reagents preventing or inhibiting RNA folding should 
reduce packaging efficiency. To test this idea, capsid assembly reactions were 
performed in the presence of ethidium bromide (EtBr). EtBr intercalates between 
nucleotide base pairs (Waring, 1965; LePecq and Paolotetti, 1967) which results in 
distortion and stiffening of DNA and RNA structure by inducing a change in sugar 
pucker, glycosidic torsional angle and phosphodiester torsional angles (Sobell et al., 
1977; White et al., 1987). The final result is a distorted RNA structure which should 
form MS2 capsids less efficiently than in the absence of EtBr. This is indeed what was 
observed (Figure 4-8 and 4-9). 
MS2 capsid assembly with the 5' RNA fragment was monitored with SV analysis 
and GEMSA in the presence of EtBr at a 30 11M concentration. The concentration is 
close to the saturating concentration of EtBr bound to RNA at the genomic RNA 
concentration used in the assembly experiments and corresponds to one EtBr molecule 
bound every 5-10 nucleotides as observed by fluorescence binding measurements of 
total rat liver ribosomal RNA and tRNA (Waring, 1965; LePecq and Paolotetti, 1967; 
Bittmann, 1969). 
In the presence of EtBr the 5' sub-genomic RNA sedimented at 19.1 ± 0.9 S 
compared to 20.4 ± 1.3 S in the absence of EtBr which correspond to average S20w of 
19.2 and 20.5, respectively. An increase in frictional ratio from 2.9 to 3.1 and an 
increase in hydrodynamic radius by 2 nm was estimated based on the sedimentation 
rates. These values perhaps indicate a slightly expanded RNA conformation in the 
presence of EtBr, however the c(s) model does not take into account the change in 
buffer density and viscosity upon addition of EtBr. 
In the presence of EtBr assembly becomes notably less efficient. Many fewer 
capsids are observed to sediment at a 90: 1 CP2:5 'RNA reaction stoichiometry in the 
presence of EtBr. Similarly, few if any capsids are detected with the GEMSA in the 
presence of EtBr. These results suggest that RNA packaging becomes more difficult 
due to inhibitory effects induced by binding of EtBr to RNA and is consistent with the 
idea that an RNA conformational change accompanies genome packaging. 
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Figure 4-8. The 5' RNA is f olded into the volume of the MS2 capsid. Normalised c(s) 
vs. S plots of capsid reassembly reactions at increasing CP2:5 'RNA ratios in the 
presence and absence of 30 11M EtBr which corresponds to one EtBr molecule bound 
evelY 5-10 nllcleotides. The RNA sediments sloH'ler in the presence of EtBr. Capsid 
assembly is notably less efficient in the presence of EtBr. This suggests that EtBr 
restricts the RNAs capability to adopt a structural con/ormation that can be packaged 
into the capsid. 
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Figure 4-9. GEMSA assay of capsid assembly with the 5 ' RNA fragment with and 
withollt 30 11M EtBr. The numbers above each lane indicate the molar ratio of CP2 to 
5 'RNA . Recombinant capsids are indicated with a C. In the presence of EtBr no 
material migrating at the same position as the capsid is observed. The GEMSA assay 
confirms the SV analysis and indicates that EtBr inhibits capsid assembly . 
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4.2.3 Stem loops other than TR promote capsid assembly 
A molecular mechanism in which quasi-equivalent control of the NB and C/C CP2 
conformers is achieved during capsid assembly has been proposed (Stockley et al., 
2007). The 19 nt stem loop operator TR has been shown to act as a molecular switch 
which upon binding to CP2 induces a conformational change from a symmetric C/C like 
dimer to an asymmetric NB like dimer (see section 1.9.2). The TR operator is however 
only present in a single copy in the MS2 genome and therefore, in principle, multiple 
switching events are required to generate the MS2 phage capsid. Since coat protein 
dimers bind only to RNA with secondary structure (Romaniuk et al., 1987) the 
assembly experiments with the icRNA assayed by AVC and GEMSA suggest that stem 
loops are present within the MS2 genome that are capable of inducing a CP2 
conformational change in a similar manner as TR. In order to investigate the sequence 
dependency of quasi-equivalent conformer switching, MS2 capsid assembly was 
investigated by SV using RNA stem loops different from TR. These experiments were 
part of a dedicated group effort wherein the efficiency of different stem loops to induce 
capsid assembly was monitored with gel filtration light scattering (GFLS), TEM, and 
mass spectrometry. 
MS2 capsid assembly was monitored in the presence of three RNA stem loops in 
addition to TR (Figure 4-10). These RNAs correspond to two RNA aptamers (F6 and 
F7) that are known to bind CP2 at the same site as TR but with less affinity (Rowsell et 
al., 1998; Lago et. al., 1998) and the translational operator of the Allelovirus Qp. The 
QP stem loop is functionally equivalent to TR but is discriminated against by MS2 CP2 
in vivo and is a poor binder in vitro (Ling et al., 1970; Horn et al., 2006). 
The RNAs were analysed using sedimentation velocity analysis in a similar manner 
as before. The obtained S values and estimated hydrodynamic properties are given in 
Table 4-3. The sedimentation coefficient distributions of the RNAs are shown in 
Figure 4-11 (second from top). The oligonucleotides sedimented with S20W values 
between 2.0 and 2.28 indicating that these RNAs are homogenous under these 
conditions. The F6 aptamer sedimented faster than the other oligonucleotides despite 
having the lowest mass, perhaps indicating a more compact structure as compared to 
TR, F7 and Qp. 
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Figure 4-10. The RNA oligonucleotides used to study the sequence specificity of 
quasi-equivalent conformer switching. The stem loops are different in nucleotide 
sequence, length, hairpin size and with respect to the presence of a bulged adenine. TR 
F6 and Qb are also different in that a different number of base pairs separates the 
bulged adenine from the loop. 
Table 4-3. Hydrodynamic properties of the oligonucleotide series. The 
oligonucleotides were analysed in assembly buffer at 4 DC by S V at 40000 rpm. The 
table is similar to Table 4-/ and shows the observed sedimentation coefficients and the 
estimated hydrodynamic properties of the capsid assembly components. 
TR 
F6 
F7 
QP 
Capsid 
CP2 
S exp 
2.04 ± 0.09 
2.26 ± 0.17 
2.03 ± 0.16 
1.99 ± 0.07 
65.4 ± 2.0 
2.3 ± 0.17 
S 20w fi fo M exp (kDa) 
2.05 1.1 5.90 
2.28 1.0 5.90 
2.07 1.0 4,96 
2.00 1.2 6.30 
65.8 1.2 3237 
2.32 1.4 27.6 
Mcalc(kDa) 
6.05 
4.45 
4.48 
6.37 
27.45 
M cxpJ' 
M ca1c 
0.8 
32.7 
10.6 
1.1 
0.52 
Rs (nm) 
1.21 
1.08 
1.01 
1.32 
11.74 
2.84 
MS2 capsid assembly was performed with the RNA stem loops in a similar manner 
as described for the genomic RNAs. A notable difference however was that the samples 
were incubated at 4° C in order to emulate similar reactions assayed with mass 
spectrometry and GFLS. in addition, samples were spun subsequently at 17000 rpm 
and 40000 rpm in order to characterise the slow sedimenting RNA oligonucleotide 
species which sedimented too slowly at 17000 rpm for analysis. An intermediate rotor 
velocity could not be used because the assembled caps ids sedimented too fast at rotor 
speeds above 17000 resulting in too few sedimentation boundaries for SV analysis. The 
sedimentation profiles from the two runs were fitted independently to the continuous 
sedimentation coefficient distribution model and then normalised with respect the 
amount of sedimenting material at the two different rotor speeds. Figure 4-11 shows 
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the combined sedimentation coefficient distribution plots of capsid assembly reactions 
with the four RNA stem loops. For S-values below six, results from SV at 40000 rpm 
are shown. For S-values above thirty, results from SV at 17000 rpm are shown. No 
species sedimenting between 5-30 S were detected in a reproducible manner. The 
sedimentation coefficients of identified components are given in Table 4.4. The 
amounts of capsid-like products formed with the RNA stem loops are given in Figure 
4-12. 
The SV assays of capsid assembly show that at a stoichiometric equivalent of CP2 
to RNA, two dominating species are detected in all assembly reactions which sediment 
faster than both the corresponding RNA stem loop and the free CP2• The slower 
sedimenting species observed at 2.3-2.9 S, most likely correspond to ribonucleoprotein 
complexes similar to the CPr TR complex which has been detected by filter binding 
assays (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1987) and non-covalent mass spectrometry (MS) 
(Stockley et al., 2007). CP2-RNA complexes have similarly been detected by MS in 
assembly reactions initiated with the non-cognate stem loops (Basnak et al., 2009). 
Upon addition of a second stoichiometric equivalent of CP2 these species sediment 
faster at 3.0-2.6 S suggesting that the composition of the sedimenting ensemble 
component has changed. This is consistent with the idea that even when the amount of 
RNA that is encapsidated is taken into account (Figure 4-12), CP2 is saturated with 
RNA at a 1: 1 reaction stoichiometry while the reverse is true at a 2: 1 reaction 
stoichiometry. The different sedimentation rates of these species at the two reaction 
ratios reflect this. 
The similar sedimentation rates of the slower sedimenting complex formed during 
assembly with the stem loops suggests they promote assembly in a similar manner to 
TR. This was confirmed by mass spectrometry. The non-cognate stem loops were 
observed to promote formation of assembly competent capsid assembly intermediates in 
a similar manner as reported for TR (Basnak et al., 2009). 
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Figure 4-11. Normalised sedimentation coeficient distributions of MS2 capsid 
assembly reactions initiated with TR, F6, F7 and QP. Assembly reactions were 
pelformed in assembly buffer and incubated for 4h at 4()C prior to analysis. The 
sedimentation coefficient distributions of CP2, capsid and virion and the RNA stem 
loops are shown for comparison on the two upper c(s) vs. S plots. Upon addition of 
CP2, the species corresponding to RNA sediment faster and have sedimentation 
coefficients of 3.0-3.6 at a 2: 1 reaction stoichiometry consistent with the formation of a 
CPr RNA complex. Products with sedimentation coefficients similar to recombinant 
caps ids are detected at 50-63 S. More caps ids are formed at the reaction ratio of 2: 1. 
Table 4-4. Sedimentation coefficients of identified components in the a,'Isembly 
reactions induced wilh RNA stem loops. The table shows the S-vallies of the slow 
sedimenting species (CP2- RNA) and the capsid at 1: I and 2: I stoichiometric ratios of 
CP2:RNA . 
TR b F6 F7 
Component 1:1 2: 1 1:1 2:1 1:1 2:1 1: 1 2:1 
CPr R A 2.8±O.2\ 3.6±O.1 2.7±O.3 I 3.2±O.5 2.6±O.3 I 3.0±O.4 2.3±O.1 I 3.1±O. 1 
Capsid 53.0±4.0 55.8±4.6 56.5± 1.7 62 .9±2.8 53 .3±4 .9 55.4±3.9 49.9± 1.8 52.4±3.8 
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Figure 4-12. S V quantification of the capsids prodllced with the RNA stem loop.". The 
bar chart shows that all the oligonucleotides promote capsid assembly to a similar 
degree over the 4 h incubation period at the same reaction ratios. The error bars 
represent standard deviation/rom average 0/ at least two assembly reactions. 
A second, faster sedimenting specIes was also detected in all the assembly 
reacti ons. These species sedimented at rates between 49.9-62 .9 S dependent upon the 
RNA oligonucleotide and the CP2:RN A reaction rati o . T hese S-values are s imil ar to 
that of the recombinant capsid (65.4 S) and correspond well with the sedimentati on 
coeffi cient of 53 S obta ined by Beckett and Uhlenbeck for capsids, reconstituted with 
TR (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1987). TEM micrographs of the larger assembl y 
component iso lated by G FLS further suggest that these fas ter sedimenting spec ies 
correspond to capsids (Basnak et aI. , 2009). 
Figure 4-12 shows the amount of capsids formed in the assembly reactions. 
Strikingly, these data show that the RNA stem loops all promote capsid assembl y with 
similar efficiencies and that there are few, if any, di fferences between the four stem 
loops, even at a I : I reac ti on sto ichiometry, after incubation for 4 h. For TR thi s was 
unex pected because the re ults suggest that the kinetic trapping effect w hich occurs 
upon binding of CP2 to T R and inhibits assembly of caps ids at a I : I sto ichiometry due 
to the lack of CIC like dimers in solution, is not observed after an incubation peri od of 4 
h. After 4h it appears that the kinetic trapping effect of the Al B dimer like C P2- T R 
complex has been relieved . 
The implicati ons of these fi nding for capsid assembl y become clear when the 
kinetic effects of these RNAs are investigated. Interestingly, gel filtrati on coupled light 
scattering assays of assembly reactions under simil ar conditi ons showed that the three 
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non-cognate stem loops are all better initiators of capsid assembly than TR. Many more 
capsids are observed to form at early time points during assembly with F6, F7 and Q~ as 
compared to TR (Basnak et al., 2009). This suggests that the kinetic trapping effect, 
observed at early time points during assembly with TR, is not emulated with the non-
cognate stem loops and that the efficiency in which RNA stem loops in general promote 
capsid formation is modulated by their affinity for the CP2. If binding of all the non-
cognate RNA stem loops causes a conformational change from a C/C like to an NB like 
dimer then lower affmity binding will result in more C/C type dimers being present in 
solution due to faster dissociation of the CP2-RNA complex. Because capsid assembly 
must proceed in the presence of both types of quasi equivalent dimer, this explains why 
the non-cognate stem loops are better initiators of assembly than TR. The higher 
affinity of TR as compared to the stem loops results in a lower C/C dimer concentration 
because more dimers will be saturated with TR resulting in the NB dimer conformation 
dominating in solution (Basnak et al., 2009). With respect to genomic length RNA, 
these results are consistent with the idea that multiple stem loops can trigger the 
assembly reaction, even RNAs that have very low affinity for the CP2• 
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4.3 Discussion 
The manner in which ssRNA viruses, enclose their genome within icosahedral 
capsids is not understood in detail. The results reported in this chapter give valuable 
insight into the dynamic behaviour of the RNA genome during ssRNA virus capsid 
assembly. Monitoring MS2 capsid assembly with analytical ultracentrifugation 
provided good resolution of assembly reaction components which allowed to assess the 
effect of RNA size and sequence on capsid assembly. These experiments highlighted 
important aspects of the MS2 capsid assembly mechanism. Firstly, MS2 genomic RNA 
must be folded into the volume of the capsid during assembly. Secondly, various stem 
loop structures are capable of controlling quasi-equivalent CPz conformations. Together 
these results suggest that quasi-equivalent conformer switching occurs 
throughout/during assembly. The results highlight the already multifunctional roles of 
viral RNA. Its function is not restricted to encoding protein products, serving as a 
template for its own replication and to "isolated" coat protein recognition events. The 
genome functions as a whole, as a dynamic structural scaffold upon which capsid 
assembly takes place. Beyond MS2, these results offer new insight into the roles of 
RNA in ssRNA virus assembly and suggest a possible route to novel therapeutics 
capable of binding but misfolding RNA. 
4.3.1 MS2 RNA has an active role during MS2 capsid assembly 
The GEMSA assays of capsid assembly reported in chapter 3 had suggested that 
assembly induced with genomic MS2 RNA was co-operative and that there was a size 
constraint on the packaging efficiency of genomic RNA. These effects were confirmed 
by analysing capsid assembly by analytical ultracentrifugation. The size constraint 
implies that it is more difficult to package larger RNAs into the volume of the capsid 
than it is smaller RNAs. The different hydrodynamic radii of the MS2 genomic RNAs 
and the observation that they are all larger than the MS2 capsid offer clues as to why 
this is the case. The hydrodynamic radii of the sub-genomic RNAs in assembly buffer 
indicate that a conformational change is associated with packaging the genomic RNAs. 
The larger hydrodynamic radii of the MS2 genome and the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs as 
compared to the MS2 capsid suggest that the CP2 induce this conformational change. 
Coat protein dimers therefore have RNA chaperone activity (Weeks et al., 1997) and 
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fold the RNA into the volume of the capsid. The RNA packaging process is distinct 
from RNA folding which is predominantly dependent upon nucleotide base-pairing to 
stabilize RNA tertiary structure (Tinoco and Bustamante, 1999; Scherbakova et al., 
2008). Folding of the genome is further suggested by the findings that capsid assembly 
becomes less efficient in the presence of EtBr. This indicates that EtBr intercalation 
inhibits the RNAs ability to adopt a conformation compatible with the volume of the 
capsid interior. This idea implies that the length dependence of RNA packaging is 
related to the higher energy barrier associated with packaging larger RNAs due to the 
need to bring more negatively charged phosphodiester groups into close proximity 
and/or the greater variety of conformational space which needs to be sampled by larger 
RNAs in order to fit inside the capsid. 
Interpretation of the length dependence of packaging efficiency can however also 
be dependent upon whether the RNAs are all packaged with the same or with different 
folds. Cryo-EM reconstructions of the capsid assembly products induced with the sub-
genomic MS2 RNAs suggest that their tertiary structure within reconstituted caps ids is 
similar. This implies that the sub-genomic RNAs adhere to a tertiary structural template 
within the capsids which, interestingly, is observed to be defined by interactions with 
the CP2 at specific positions in the capsid shell (Figure 4-13). The ordered electron 
density which is not due to the protein capsid is observed surrounding the capsids 
icosahedral 5-fold axes in all the assembled capsids (Toropova, 2009; Rolfsson and 
Toropova, 2009). This is consistent with RNA induced quasi-equivalent conformer 
switching occurring at the AlB dimer positions in the capsid (Stockley et al., 2007; 
Toropova et al., 2008) and the observations reported in this chapter that variaties of 
stem loops can trigger this effect. 
The sizes of the sub-genomic MS2 RNAs were initially selected as they, in 
principle, corresponded to the size of genomic RNA seen in two shells of RNA density 
in the structure model of the MS2 virion (Figure 1-15). All the sub-genomic structure 
models showed little density attributed to RNA which was not in close contact with the 
capsid interior i.e. no inner RNA shell was visible. Possible reasons for this are that the 
sub-genomic RNAs are packaged with different RNA structures from that of the virion. 
A cryo-EM reconstruction of capsids reconstituted with vRNA however showed that the 
inner shell is reformed suggesting that the tertiary structural arrangement of RNA within 
in vitro assembled capsids and MS2 virions is similar. Perhaps the lack of an inner shell 
with the sub-genomic RNAs therefore represents a greater disorder of the RNA 
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segments which take part in fonn ing the inner shell (Toropova, 2009; Rolfsson and 
Toropova, 2009). Given a requirement for quasi-equivalent COnf0n11er switching, a 
large proportion of the sub-genomic RNAs would however be expected to be in contact 
with the capsid as rough ly 2/3 of the RN A in the MS2 virion are located in the outer 
shell (Toropova et aI., 2008) . 
virion S'RNA iRNA 3' RNA 
3569 2469 l569 14 19 2346 3569 992 3569 
-
Figure 4-13. The MS2 sub-genomic RNA s interact with the capsid interior in a 
manner which is consistent with quasi-equivalent conformer switching. C,yo-EM 
reconstructions of MS2 capsid assembly products at 16-18 A resolution as viewed down 
the 2-fold axes of icosahedral symmetly. The rear half of each strllcture model is 
shown. The MS2 virion is shown for comparison on the left, with the inner shell of RNA 
density removed. All the caps ids are similar in the protein capsid region. Electron 
density which can be associated with the sub-genomic RNAs is located pre-dominantly 
benealh AlB type coal protein dimers. This is evident as a ring of density slIrrollnding 
the icosahedral 5:fold axes. There is less electron density observed beneath the CIC 
dimer positions which reflects little RNA occupancy at these positions. Th is slIggests 
that genomic RNA controls CP2 conformation throughout the capsid assemhly process. 
C,yo-EM reconstructions of the capsid assembly prodllcts were obtained by a 
collaborating PhD student Katerina Toropova. The figllre is modified from Rolf\'son 
and Toropova, 2009. 
Together with the SV resu lts, the cryo-EM reconstructions suggest that both the 
RNA and the CP2 act as chaperones of each others confonnation! During assembly the 
RNA is therefore folded by the CP2 while at the same time the genomic RNA controls 
the quasi-equivalent confonnation at AlB dimer positions. These results strongly 
suggest a nucleotide template, beyond isolated packaging signal recognition, that could 
help promote efficient capsid assembly. It therefore appears that global RNA structure 
has an active role in capsid assembly. The precise positioning of RNA stem loop 
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within the genome could act to facilitate capsid formation by bringing CP2 with the 
correct conformations into close proximity with one another throughout the assembly 
process. 
Support for this idea has been obtained by monitoring MS2 capsid assembly 
induced with oligonucleotide variants of TR which contain nucleotide extensions in 
either the 5' or 3' direction. GFLS and MS assays show that increasing the length of 
TR in either the 5' or 3' direction to incorporate an adjacent stem loop, positively 
affects the rate of capsid formation (see Figure 1-11 B for nucleotide structure adjacent 
to TR operator). If however the nucleotide extensions are non-cognate, capsid assembly 
becomes inefficient and aggregate formation dominates (Basnak et al., 2009). 
Furthermore, in Basnak et al. (2009) an oligonucleotide variant of TR with an extension 
in the 5' direction was shown to differentiate between capsid assembly mechanisms, 
capsid assembly occurring preferentially through the 3-fold hexamer of dimers rather 
than the 5-fold pentamer of dimers (Figure 1-14). These results confirm the scaffolding 
nature of genomic RNA and suggest that genomic RNA can direct capsid assembly. 
4.3.2 Assembly can be inhibited 
The experiment with EtBr demonstrates that reagents that alter the stiffness or 
structure of viral genomes reduce RNA packaging efficiency. This is an important 
result. The implication is that small molecular inhibitors, such as complementary 
oligonucleotides or aminoglycoside derivatives which are capable of binding and 
inhibiting correct folding of genomic RNA, could act as novel anti viral therapeutics 
(Turner et al., 2006; Ironmonger et al., 2007; Rolfsson et al., 2008). These could 
represent potential clinical tools since incompletely assembled virions could be 
immunogenic but non-infectious. Similarly, RNA mimics that encompass viral coat 
protein binding sites could be effective anti-viral agents because they would either trap 
coat proteins in unproductive aggregates or redirect the normal assembly pathway. It 
appears that viral RNA and its protective coat proteins have to make very many precise 
interactions with each other, and if such contacts occur improperly anywhere during the 
assembly process the formation of infectious progeny virus could be impaired. Few 
current therapeutics target viral capsid self-assembly pathways while none target the 
viral RNA directly. Reagents with such potential could prove successful at inhibiting 
viral assembly pathways. 
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The results discussed here suggest that there is a network of RNA stem loop 
structures capable of quasi equivalent conformer switching at defined positions within 
the MS2 genome. The requirement for quasi-equivalent conformer switching at precise 
positions within the RNA genome must constrain the assembly process in such a way 
that only RNAs with solution structures which have a defined spacing of stem loops 
which allow correct conformer switching are packaged efficiently. The observed length 
dependence on RNA packaging efficiency could therefore be dependent on the structure 
of the MS2 RNAs prior to assembly. Knowledge of the exact binding positions of the 
CP2 to the RNA genome could provide further understanding of how the genome 
contributes to capsid assembly and would be beneficial for understanding the topology 
of the RNA fold within the virion. In the next chapter, experiments are reported where 
the solution structures of the sub-genomic RNAs were compared to the structure of the 
MS2 genome inside the virion in order to address these ideas. 
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5 Comparison of MS2 RNA structure in virion vs. in vitro 
5.1 Introduction 
The results reported in chapter 4 along with the cryo-EM reconstruction of 
assembly products (Toropova, 2009) suggest that genomic RNA folds into a complex 
structure within the capsid which is defined by RNA-coat protein interactions at the AlB 
dimer positions within the capsid. This indicates that capsid assembly is a mutually 
induced process where RNA acts to control coat protein confonners while the coat 
protein dimers act as chaperones that fold the RNA into a structure capable of fitting 
inside the T = 3 capsid. 
This type of assembly model raises two interesting series of questions. Firstly, does 
the observed RNA length-dependence on packaging efficiency depend upon how easily 
the sub-genomic RNAs adopt an assembly competent tertiary structure? Their ability to 
attain such a structure would in tum be dependent upon the type of structural 
rearrangement required for efficient packaging (Figure 5-1). In other words, do the 
sub-genomic RNAs share a similar secondary structure in solution and is this structure 
conserved within the virion? 
Secondly, the proposed assembly mechanism implies that there are multiple stem 
loop structures within the MS2 genome capable of inducing a confonnational change 
from a C/C to an NB type dimer both of which comprise the MS2 capsid. Figure 5-1 
gives an example of two minimum energy structure predictions of the MS2 genome. 
Although mfold is not accurate at predicting long RNA structures (Zuker et al., 2003; 
Deigan et al., 2009), it is obvious from these predictions as well as from the secondary 
structure proposed in Fiers et al. (1976) (Figure 1-8) that there are multiple secondary 
structure elements within the genome that could induce allosteric confonner switching. 
The ability to map coat protein dimer binding positions within the RNA genome would 
be beneficial for understanding the RNA fold within the capsid. 
This chapter describes results wherein the susceptibility of RNA to lead ion induced 
hydrolysis was used to compare the structures of the three MS2 sub-genomic RNAs in 
vitro to that of the virion RNA residing within the MS2 phage (in virion). In section 
5.2.l, a 740 nt genomic region, shared within all the RNAs, is compared based on lead 
ion induced cleavage positions within each RNA, as assayed with polyacrylamide 
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sequencmg gels. In section 5.2.2, results from similar lead ion structure probing 
experiments are reported as assayed using high-throughput capi llary e lectrophoresi . 
These results are then discussed with respect to the solution and virion RNA structure 
and its implications for capsid assembly. Additionally the abi lity of these a ays to map 
coat protein dimer binding sites within the RNA genome are explored. 
1 
I ~ 
/ I 
Figure 5-1. How does RNA folding affect RNA structure? Folding of the MS2 genome 
implies a change in RNA tertiary structure during RNA packaging. Depending on 
whether or not the RNA structure is conserved in the virions, the packaging could also 
induce a change in RNA secondary structure. This would depend on whether the 
genome can be directly folded from an RNA secondary structure in solution that is 
conserved within the capsid (1) or if structural reorganisation of the RNA genome is a 
prerequisite for RNA encapsidation (2). A structural comparison of genomic RNA in 
vitro and genomic RNA in virion would indicate whether RNA packaging is 
accompanied by RNA secondary structure reorganisation and thereby provide in ight 
into whether the genome structure is conserved in virion. The RNA structures shown 
here are minimum energy structure predictions of the MS2 genome from the program 
mfold and have afree energy difference of 7 kcallmol. They are depicted to highlight the 
type of structural rearrangement that might occur during RNA packaging. Mfold 
predicts a furth er 9 structures which differ in minimum free energy of 7 kcallmol or 
less. 
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5. 1. 1 RNA structure probing and lead ion hydrolysis 
RNA structure can be investigated by using a plethora of enzymatic and chemical 
probes, each capable of cleavage or modification of RNA in a manner which is often 
sequence and/or structure specific. The reactivity of nucleotides within an RNA 
molecule towards these reagents reflects their immediate structural environment. This 
is because nucleotide reactivity is governed by steric factors conferred by RNA 
structure or a bound RNA ligand, which ultimately affects reaction rates. The mapping 
of nucleotide positions within an RNA molecule with respect to their reactivity towards 
probes with distinct RNA cleavage or modification specificities therefore provides 
information on RNA structure (reviewed in Moine et af., 1998). 
The best known method of probing RNA structure is by sequence specific 
ribonuclease digestion. For example, ribonuclease Tl cleaves RNA specifically at the 
3' side of unpaired guanines while ribonuclease V 1 cleavage is specific for helical 
RNA. The parallel use of these ribonucleases thereby allows the discrimination 
between nucleotide environments and allows the elaboration of RNA structure models. 
The MS2 genome structure was originally characterised in vitro by chemical analysis of 
oligonucleotide products obtained by partial digest of the RNA with ribonuclease T 1 
(Figure 1-8) (Fiers et af., 1976). Obviously structure probing of viral genomes in virion 
with ribonucleases is not possible as capsids render the genome nuclease resistant. 
Capsids such as MS2 with large pores at the 5- and 3-fold icosahedral axes are however 
permeable to small molecules (Valegard et af., 1994). 
A range of small organic compounds have been identified that selectively modify 
nucleotides. Their mechanism of action often relies on selective chemical modification 
of purines and pyrimidines which inhibit nucleotide base pairing and allow their 
position within an RNA molecule to be determined using reverse transcription (see 
below). The central region of the MS2 genome has been structurally probed in vitro 
using a combination of chemical and ribonuclease probes (Skripkin et af., 1990) which 
afforded results similar to those obtained by Fiers (1976). In addition to small organic 
compounds, RNA structure can also be investigated using divalent metal ions. 
RNA is hydrolysed upon treatment with divalent metal ions. The best studied 
examples are lead ions (Pb21 which were first observed to depolymerise RNA sequence 
specifically and in a concentration dependent manner by Farkas (1968). Lead ions were 
later shown to bind and cleave tRNAPhe in a structure dependent manner (Werner et af., 
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1976; Brown et al., 1983). Since then they have been utilised in structure probing of 
various RNAs and found use in mapping divalent metal ion binding sites (reviewed in 
Kirsebom and Ciesiolka, 2005). 
Lead ions cleave RNA in two ways that are distinguished by their efficiency of 
RNA hydrolysis, although the mechanism of cleavage of the phosphodiester bond is 
essentially thought to be the same (Figure 5-2). In the first case, phosphodiester bonds 
are cleaved efficiently and with high specificity at low lead ion concentrations « I 00 
JlM). These cleavages are associated with tight metal ion binding sites that co-ordinate 
the lead hydrate allowing optimal alignment for 2'OH deprotonation. This has been 
observed in the site specific cleavage of tRNAPhe (Brown et ai., 1983) and 16 Sand 23 
S ribosomal RNAs (Winter et al., 1997). High efficiency cleavage is however quite rare 
with most cleavages occurring at higher concentrations of lead (> 0.5 mM) and usually 
occurs at several consecutive phosphodiester bonds (Kirsebom and Ciesiolka, 2005). 
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Figure 5-2. The proposed mechanism of lead ion hydrolysis of RNA. From left, lead 
ions form lead ion hydrates in aqueous solution. Lead ion hydrate acts as a base and 
deprotonates the 2 'OR group of a ribose. Subsequent nucleophilic attack by the 
deprotonated oxygen on the phosphorus results in cleavage of the phosphodiester bond 
through formation of a penta-coordinated transition state, shown here in brackets. 
Cleavage efficiency is thought to depend on the proper orientation of the lead ion 
hydrate for deprotonation of the 2 'OR moiety and the conformational flexibility of the 
phosphate backbone to allow formation of the penta-coordinated transition state. The 
mechanism was proposed by Brown et al. (1983). 
Because the lead hydrate reacts equally well with all accessible 2'OH groups on 
RNA, a difference in cleavage specificity of the RNA molecule is an indicator of the 
immediate structural environment of the cleaved bond. Lead ion cleavage at higher 
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concentrations is dependent on the conformational flexibility of the RNA backbone. 
Cleavages occur mainly in single stranded regions excluding regions involved in 
stacking or other higher order interactions (Ciesiolka et al., 1998). In comparison to 
small molecules that specifically modify RNA, lead hydrolysis is less sequence specific. 
Its main advantage is that it allows the detection of subtle conformational changes 
which occur upon RNA structure rearrangement or ligand binding (Huntzinger et al. J 
2005). It follows that lead ions are well suited for structural comparison of the MS2 
sub-genomic RNAs, their small size enabling them to penetrate MS2 capsids allowing 
further comparison to the RNA genome in virion. 
RNA structure probing reactions must be assayed m a manner which allows 
identification of nucleotide cleavage positions within the RNA. This can be achieved 
by primer extension of cleaved or modified RNA products. Primer extension analysis 
relies on reverse transcription of modified unlabelled RNA using a radio-labelled DNA 
primer. The separation of end-labelled ssDNA products by denaturing polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and subsequent autoradiography produces a structural 
snapshot or "footprint" of the RNA region being probed. Simultaneous electrophoresis 
of appropriate controls and nucleotide size markers allows hydrolysis positions to be 
identified. These assays are very sensitive and precise allowing single nucleotide 
resolution of ssDNA products at amounts as low as 2 pg to be detected (Boorstein and 
Craig, 1989). Their main drawback is however the relatively small window of 
nucleotide sequence that can be probed at a time. This has in some ways constrained 
the size of RNAs that have been structurally characterised to the sub-kilo base region, 
although with exceptions (Y offe et a/. J 2008). Advances in high throughput nucleotide 
sequencing methods have recently been realised with respect to RNA structure probing 
(Mitra et al., 2008; Wilkinson et at., 2008) which could bypass the necessity to analyse 
RNA structure by PAGE. The use of capillary electrophoresis (CE) to analyse RNA 
structure probing reactions has promised to allow RNA structure to be explored in a 
wider structural context than has been possible to date (Watts et a/., 2009). 
5. 1.2 MS2 RNA structure probing strategy 
In order to investigate how the conformation of RNA is altered during capsid 
assembly, it was decided to assay the sub-genomic RNAs, whose production was 
described in chapter 3 and the RNA genome within the MS2 virion with respect to their 
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susceptibility to lead ion induced hydrolysi s. Because lead ions also allow probing of 
RNA-ligand interactions it was anticipated that CP2 binding sites could be mapped 
using this strategy. The outline of the experimental assay is shown in Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-3. A schematic of the lead iOI1 cleavage assay. The MS2 capsid is permeable 
to small molecules such as lead ions allowing structural comparison o.f RNA in vitro 
and in virion. A) MS2 phage and an MS2 sllb-genomic RNA are treated individually 
H'ith lead ions produced by the solvation o.f lead acetate. This hydrolyses the RNAs at 
predominantly single stranded positions producing a pool o.f various si::ed RNA 
.fragments. B) The pool o.f RNA is proportionately post-labelled by reverse 
transcription /Ising a genome specific radio-labelled primer. This generates ssDNA o.f 
s izes that are defined by the primer annealing position within the RNA genome and the 
lead hydrolysis position. C) Size .fractionation o.f the ssDNA by PAGE provides a 
banding pal/ern or a structural 'joo/print ' t of each RNA . Comparison of banding 
patterns alloH's regions of similar structure or regions involved in coat pmtein dimer 
interactions to be identified. Si::e fractionation o.f ssDNA can also be pe/formed by 
capillal J' electrophoreses which produces a electropherogram or trace. Comparison of 
traces of different RNAs similarly alloH's identification of identical hydrolysis positions. 
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5.2 Results 
The structural comparison of the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs and the virion RNA 
inside the MS2 capsid was performed by assaying their susceptibility to lead ion 
induced hydrolysis. The lead ion cleavage reactions were assayed using PAGE and CEo 
Although these assaying methods produced similar results, it proved difficult to 
combine the two data sets due to problems relating to nucleotide resolution of the assays 
coupled with the consecutive manner in which lead ions cleave RNA. These assays are 
therefore reported separately and finally compared in section 5.2.2.5. 
5.2.1 Lead-induced hydrolysis of MS2 RNA assayed by PAGE 
The 5'-, 3'-, and iRNA sub-genomic fragments were treated independently with 
lead acetate in a time dependent manner at room temperature. Following incubation 
with lead acetate, reactions were quenched with EDT A and the RNAs precipitated at 
high salt concentration. The MS2 phage was treated similarly with the addition of a 
phenol chloroform extraction step, following treatment with EDT A, to remove CP2• 
The RNA samples were then used as templates in reverse transcription reactions (a 
detailed description of the experiments is given in section 2.2.13). Primer extension 
was performed using six primers that had been radio labelled at their 5' termini with 32p. 
The primers were spaced at roughly 130 nt intervals within the MS2 genome which 
resulted in partial overlap of the primer extension products when resolved on 6-8 % 
polyacrylamide sequencing gels. Subsequent autoradiography of the gels allowed the 
structure of the MS2 RNAs to be compared over an approximately 740 nt region of the 
MS2 genome (Figure 5-4). This region of the genome was specifically chosen as it 
represents a region which is present in all the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs and incorporates 
the TR operator. In addition, this region of the genome has been exhaustively probed 
by van Duin and co-workers (Skripkin et al., 1990) which along with the structure 
model proposed by Fiers (1976) allowed the results to be compared to previous 
structure proposals. 
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Figure 5-4. Structurally probed regions of tile MSl "irion RNA and tile sub-genomic 
RNA fragments . The regions analysed by PAGE and CE, are s ho ll·/1 in yellow aligned 
to the MS2 genome and the MS2 sub-genomic RNA fragments. The stl"llctllral data fro m 
PAGE and CE assays covers 74 % of the MS2 genome. 
All the MS2 sub-genomic RN As and the MS2 phage were probed simultaneously 
and assayed with a single primer in one go in order to produce resul ts that could bc 
directl y compared in terms of lead induced cleavage patterns. Figure 5-5 shows the 
results of a lead induced cleavage assay with the primer 18 12. R. Lead induced 
hydrolysis pos itions can be identified as black signals, corresponding to ssDNA 
products of defined lengths, whose intensity increases with increased lead ion 
incubation time. The absence of a signal in the control lane is a further indicator of lead 
ion induced hydrolys is. In Figure 5-5 B, two signals are readily observed for the 5' 
sub-genomic RNA corresponding to Pb2+ cleavage sites . One occurs within the 3' 
region of the TR operator and another adjacent to the 5' end of the TR operator and are 
indicated with black arrows. Various non-randomly di stributed Pb2+ cleavages of lesser 
intensities are also observed in the TR region. Signals are also observed where the 
intensity is similar in all the lanes including the control as indicated by a red arrow. 
These sites most likely represent reverse transcriptase stop positions where the reverse 
transcriptase has fa llen off the RNA transcript due to underl ying secondary structure. 
The MS2 genome is highl y structured which was refl ected in the PAG E assays by 
numerous transcript ion stop sites . 
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Figure 5-5. Lead ion probing 0/ MS1 virion RNA and the sub-genomic RNAs. A shows an autoradiograph % a 6 % PAGE assay of primer 
extension products obtained by reverse transcription of virion RNA, 5' RNA, 3' RNA and iRNA treated with Pb +. A 30 nt region covering the 
TR operator (red) is emphasized in B. Samples were treated with 0.4 mM Pb2+ in assembly buffer for 5, IO, 30 and 60 minutes as indicated by a 
black triangle. A no Pb2+ control reaction is indicated with a +. The red and black arrows indicate examples of transcription termination and 
Pb2+ induced cleavage, respectively. Dideoxy sequencing ladders (G and C), a hydroxyl ladder (OH) and size standard (L) allowed the 
estimation of lead induced cleavage positions. The autoradiograph represents a structural snapshot of a region that is intrinsic to all the RNAs 
probed, this is highlighted in C which shows the approximate position of the genomic region being probed. Interestingly, the structural 
footprints of the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs and the MS2 genome in virion are similar. 
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5.2.1.1 The solution structure of the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs is conserved 
Interestingly, the structural footprints of the sub-genomic MS2 RNAs were similar. 
The two highlighted Pb2+ cleavage sites in Figure 5-5 B are also clearly detected in the 
3' RNA and iRNA. Furthermore, the non-randomly distributed pattern of cleavages 
observed within the TR operator in the 5' RNA is mirrored in the 3' and iRNA sub-
genomic MS2 RNAs. The intensities of the Pb2+ cleavage positions were however 
considerably higher in the iRNA. This was because approximately three times the 
amount ofiRNA was probed with respect to the 5' and 3' sub-genomic RNAs in order 
to keep the stoichiometry of phosphodiester bonds to Pb2+ the same in all samples. The 
higher intensities observed for the iRNA therefore do not necessarily indicate a more 
dynamic structure but rather that there is more material detected in the iRNA primer 
extension reactions. Examination of Figure 5-5 A shows that the structural similarity 
with respect to lead ion cleavage is not isolated to the TR region. Careful examination 
of this gel and repeats of this experiment with the 1812.R primer indicated that the 
structure of the sub-genomic RNAs was fairly similar over the roughly 160 nt region 
probed. This suggested that the conformation of these RNAs over the probed region in 
the assembly buffer was similar. 
In order to investigate whether the conformation of the sub-genomic RNAs was 
conserved outside this region, primer extension reactions were performed that 
incorporated flanking regions that allowed structural comparison of nucleotides 1450-
2190 of the MS2 genome (Figure 5-4). The identified lead ion cleavage positions 
within this region are shown in Figure 5-6. Perhaps surprisingly, the lead ion cleavage 
footprint over this region is strikingly similar for the three sub-genomic RNAs. A total 
of 119, 121 and 139 lead ion induced hydrolysis sites were identified within the 5', 3' 
and iRNA's, respectively. Figure 5-7 shows the number Pb+2 cleavage sites occurring 
at identical nucleotide positions within the three sub-genomic RNAs. 104 Pb2+ cleavage 
sites were identified at identical positions within the three sub-genomic fragments. This 
represents a large percentage of the identified cleavage sites for each RNA transcript. 
87 % of the cleavage sites identified in the 5' sub-genomic fragment were also 
identified in the 3' and iRNA, while this percentage was 86 % and 75 % for the 3' RNA 
and iRNA respectively. These results suggest that the solution structures of the three 
sub-genomic RNAs are similar in vitro. 
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Figure 5-6. Lead ion cleavage map of the 1450-2/90 nucleotide region of the MS2 
genome. The map highlights all identified lead ion cleavage positions within the sub-
genomic RNAs in vitro and the genomic RNA within the MS2 virion. Cleavage positions 
are indicated with vertical bars that are colour coded according to the RNA and are 
accurate to ± 1 nt. The map can be analysed like a PAGE gel (f rotated 90°. All 
cleavage sites are shown. No discrimination was made between strong and weak 
cleavage positions when the cleavage sites were identified from autoradiographs. The 
annealing positions of the primers used in primer extension reactions are shown as 
black arrows, with the exception of the primer 2223.R. Lead ions cleave the sub-
genomic RNAs at many identical positions producing very similar cleavage pallerns. 
This suggests that they each exist as an ensemble of structurally similar cOI?formations. 
A large proportion of the identified cleavage sites are also detected in the vRNA 
suggesting that MS2 genome structure is partly conserved within the MS2 capsid. The 
numbers of identical cleavage positions identified with respect to each RNA are shown 
in Fig1lre 5-7. Figure 5-8 further highlights regions of similar cOliformational 
flexibility between all the RNAs probed. 
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Figure 5- 7. MS2 RNA structure is conserved in vitro and in virion . A large 
proportion of identified Pb2-'- hydrolysis sites within the probed region of the MS2 
genome occur at identical nucleotide positions within the RNA transcripts and virion 
RNA. The bar chart shows the number of identical Pb2+ cleavages as a percentage of 
the total number of Pb2- cleavages identified for a particular RNA. For example: 121 
Pb2- cleavages were identified in the virion RNA, of those 121 sites, 81, 78 and 93 were 
also identified in the 5 '-, 3- and iRNAs, respectively. 64-77 % of the Pb2+ cleavages 
identified in the virion RNA therefore also occur in the RNA transcripts in vitro 
suggesting that in vitro MS2 RNA structure is partly conserved within the MS2 virion. 
Shared cleavage sites are even more numorolls between the sub-genomic RNAs 
suggesting a similar secondary structure for these RNAs within the probed region. 
5.2.1.2 The MS2 RNA genome structu re is partially conserved in virions 
Comparison of the lead ion induced hydrolysis positions of the MS2 sub-genomic 
RNAs and the RNA genome within the virion reveals that these RNAs are structurall y 
similar (Figure 5-6 and 5-7). A total of 121 lead ion induced cleavage sites were 
identified in the MS2 genome within the virion over the probed region. 78 of these 
cleavage sites or approximately 64 % were detected in all three sub-genomic MS2 
RNAs in vitro . This suggests that the conformational flexibi lity of a large part of the 
RNA region probed is similar in vitro and in virion and that RN A structure is partl y 
conserved in the MS2 virion. 
The fact that there is a defined cleavage pattern obtained for the MS2 virion RNA 
suggests that the RNA genome does not exist as an ensemble of conformationally 
di stinct structures within the MS2 virion, rather it has a defined structure. This is in 
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excellent agreement with the cryo-EM reconstruction of the MS2 phage which indicates 
that the genome adopts a defined tertiary fold in the capsid (Toropova et al., 2008). 
There are also regions where the susceptibility of phosphodiester bonds to 
hydrolysis is different between the virion RNA and the RNAs in solution. These are 
observed where lead ions induce cleavage of the phosphate backbone within the sub-
genomic RNAs but not within the MS2 virion and vice versa. There are a multitude of 
cleavage positions detected in the sub-genomic RNAs that are masked within the MS2 
virion. It is hard to speculate as to the exact reason for these structural differences as 
they could be due to differences in underlying secondary structure or due tertiary 
structure interactions associated with a more compact structure of the RNA within the 
virion. The high degree of structural similarity of all the assayed RNAs with respect to 
lead ion induced cleavage however suggests that a large contribution of the differences 
observed must be due to CP2 binding. 
5.2.1.3 CP2 binding can be mapped by lead ion induced hydrolysis 
RNA-protein complexes can be detected based on the change observed in lead ion 
induced cleavage reactivity over a particular region of RNA in the presence and absence 
of protein. The change in reactivity is attributed to the shielding effect of RNA bound 
protein (Kirsebom and Ciesiolka, 2005). The cryo-EM reconstruction of the MS2 virion 
suggested that the CP2 interacts at multiple positions with the MS2 genome (Toropova 
et al., 2008). It was decided to investigate whether the lead ion induced structural 
footprints of the sub-genomic RNAs in vitro and RNA genome in virion could be used 
to identify CP2 binding sites within the RNA genome. 
Figure 5-8 highlights the positions of the 78 identical lead ion induced cleavage 
positions detected in the RNA genome in virion and all the sub-genomic RNAs in vitro. 
104 identical cleavage positions were observed for the sub-genomic MS2 RNAs alone 
which indicates that 26 of the cleavage sites that are shared between the sub-genomic 
RNAs are masked within the virion. These cleavage positions represent RNA regions at 
which CP2 binding is most likely to occur. Because coat protein dimer binding has been 
mapped to the TR operator (Gralla et al., 1974; Carey et al., 1982a) it represented an 
RNA region where lead cleavage patterns were expected to be different for the RNAs in 
vitro vs. in virion. As can be seen in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-8 the cleavage pattern of 
the TR operator is different in vitro and in virion. Most notably, the cleavages observed 
at 1755U and 1756U, which are intrinsic to the TR loop, are not observed in the 
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genomic RNA within the virion. This suggests that lead ion induced hydrolysis can be 
used to map CP2 binding sites within the RNA inside the MS2 virion. 
Coat protein dimers have been shown to bind RNA stem loop structures (Beckett 
and Uhlenbeck, 1988). Lead ions induce cleavage predominantly in single stranded 
regions such as RNA loops and bulges although hydrolysis is ultimately thought to be 
dependent upon the flexibility of the RNA backbone. In order to investigate whether 
the masked Pb2+ cleavage sites fell within predicted stem-loop structures, which could 
then be correlated with CP2 binding, their positions were aligned to three structure 
predictions of the MS2 genome (Figure 5-8). Figure 5-9 further maps the lead ion 
cleavage positions identified specifically onto the MS2 secondary structure proposed by 
Fiers et a/ (1976). The observed results show that the masked Pb2+ cleavage sites do not 
necessarily occur within proposed stem-loop regions. This corresponds to results which 
have shown that the susceptibility of a hairpin to Pb2+ induced cleavage is dependent 
upon the loop size and nucleotide composition (Ciesiolka et a/., 1998). The intensity of 
the two observed cleavages detected within the TR hairpin in vitro are for example quite 
weak which perhaps reflects the rigidity of the loop due to base stacking (Valegard et 
al., 1994). Many of the masked Pb2+ induced cleavages do however occur within or 
very close to predicted hairpins or single stranded regions. These cleavage sites could 
be due to CP2 binding as it is plausible that an RNA-CP2 interaction could effect the 
conformation of the RNA in the vicinity of the binding site. This is observed for 
binding at the TR operator where the pattern of lead ion cleavage at the 5' side of the 
TR region in virion is clearly different from the cleavage pattern in vitro (Figure 5-5, 
black arrow number 1). It is difficult to conclude that the Pb2+ induced cleavage sites 
masked within the virion at other positions than TR correspond to CP2 binding sites. 
These sites appear to be non-randomly distributed within the genome as expected, but 
they are not observed to cluster in the same manner as observed within the TR region. 
It is highly likely that the masked ion cleavages within the virion also represent regions 
wich are involved in interactions with other regions of the folded genome. 
RNA structure proposals of the MS2 genome (Fiers et a/., 1976) and mfold 
minimum energy structure predictions indicate that there are multiple stem loops within 
the MS2 genome that could act as binding targets for CP2, as implied by the cryo-EM 
model of MS2. Surprisingly, although these predictions differ in structure, a simple 
count of the number of stem loops predicted for the genome reveals that the number of 
stem loops corresponds well with the number of AlB dimers within the MS2 capsid (n= 
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60). The genome structure proposed in Fiers et 01. , (1976) has exactly 60 stem loops 
while the ten lowest free energy structure predictions obtained from mfold have an 
average of 60.6 ± 2.7 stem loops (data not shown). 
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Figure 5-8. Lead ion cleavage map 0/ the J 450-2200 nt region 0/ the MS2 genome 
produced/rom PAGE results. The 78 lead ion induced cleavage sites that occur in all 
RNAs are marked with a black band. These are regions where RNA structure can be 
expected to be similar. The 26 lead ion induced cleavage positions that occur in the 
sub-genomic RNAs in vitro but not in the virion RNA are marked with a magenta band. 
These are cleavage sites that are masked in the virion which could be associated ),vith 
CP2 binding. The TR operator (nucleotides 1746-64) is aligned to the map in red. 
Cleavage positions within the TR operator in vitro are masked in virion. The map is 
aligned to two structural proposals (A: Fiers et al., 1976 and B: Skripkin et aI., 1990) 
and one structure prediction (C: mFold minimum free energy structure) of this region of 
the genome. Most of the lead ion cleavage sites occur within or ve,y close to regions 
that are predicted to be single stranded. 
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Figure 5-9. Lead ion cleavage positions mapped onto a proposed secondary structure of the MS2 genome. All PAGE identified Pb2 - cleavage 
sites are highlighted on the secondmy structure proposed by Fiers et al. (19 76). The emphasized region corresponds to nucleotides 1323-2180. 
Nucleotides which are cleaved are colour coded dependent on whether the Pb2- cleavage was detected in vitro (red), in virion (cyan) or both 
(red). Regions where CP2 binding is likely to occur are marked with a red dOlled line. Many cleavages fa ll within or close to proposed single 
stranded regions, however, they are also detected in proposed double stranded regions. The differences are likely due to experimental 
conditions. Pb2- probing was carried out at rooll1 temperature while enzJmatic probing pelform ed by Fiers et al ll'as carried out at 4 ~ 
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The masked lead induced cleavage sites are an indicator of the structural 
rearrangement which occurs upon CP2 binding. It seems that a more detailed structural 
analysis of the whole RNA genome allowing quantification of ssDNA products and 
perhaps incorporating complementary chemical probes would be required in order to 
accurately map CP2 binding. 
5.2.2 Lead induced hydrolysis of MS2 RNA assayed by CE 
The structural footprinting data of the sub-genomic RNAs and the virion RNA 
reported in section 5.2.1 strongly suggests that the MS2 RNA secondary structure is 
partially conserved in virions. It was decided to assay the full length genome in virion 
and all the sub-genomic RNAs in vitro with respect to lead induced hydrolysis in order 
to get a complete structural footprint of the RNA genome. This would provide further 
confirmation of conserved RNA structure in virion. The mapping of CP2 binding sites 
would also perhaps become more straightforward, taking into account the discontinuous 
manner in which CP2 must interact with RNA within the virion. In addition, 
information on the topology of the MS2 genome double shell fold within the virion 
could be obtained (Toropova et al., 2008). 
Assaying lead acetate reactions using PAGE is a time consuming process. 
Furthermore, the sequencing gels used to comprise the marker maps in Figures 5-6 and 
5-8 did no allow more than a -200 nt region to be probed at a time. This is close to the 
upper limit of the nucleotide "window" that can be observed in a single PAGE assay 
without compromising excessively on nucleotide resolution (Sam brook et al., 2006). 
Recently, capillary electrophoresis (CE) has emerged as a method to assay RNA 
structure probing reactions (Mitra et al., 2008; Vasa et al., 2008). Like the PAGE 
assay, CE relies on indirect labelling of modified or hydrolysed RNA products by 
reverse transcription with a labelled primer. The primer is however fluorescently 
labelled which results in fluorescently labelled ssDNA reverse transcription products. 
The DNA products are fractionated using a DNA sequencer and detected as peak 
profiles which correspond to labelled ssDNA (Figures 5-3 and 5-10). Addition of a 
fluorescently labelled size standard to the primer extension reactions allows the 
positions of RNA modification or cleavage to be identified with relation to the primer 
binding site. Additionally, dideoxy sequencing reactions can be assayed in parallel. 
Although the analysis of fluorescently labelled ssDNA by CE has been around for quite 
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some time, the limitation in tenus of usage for RNA structure probing has been due to a 
lack of software capable of analysing and quantifying the data output (Mitra et al., 
2008). Two such software analysis packages have recently been described, both of 
which analyse the peak profiles by fitting them to Lorentzian peaks whose number and 
position is constrained by the size standard using a non-linear least squares fitting model 
(Mitra et al., 2008; Vasa et al., 2008). The intensities of the peaks can then be used to 
quantify nucleotide reactivities with respect to an RNA probe and compile an RNA 
structure model. The use of CE to assay RNA structure probing reactions is beneficial 
over PAGE assays in that larger regions of genomic RNA can be probed at nucleotide 
resolution in a high throughput manner (Wilkinson et al., 2008; Watts et al., 2009). 
It was decided to attempt to assay lead ion induced cleavage reactions of the MS2 
sub-genomic RNAs and the full length MS2 genome in virion with capillary 
electrophoresis. The following sections report preliminary and pioneering results into 
genome wide structure probing of MS2 RNA. 
5.2.2.1 Assaying MS2 RNA lead induced hydrolysis positions with CE 
The CE assays were perfonued in collaboration with Dr Susan J Schroder at the 
University of Oklahoma. The MS2 sub-genomic RNAs and the virion RNA within the 
MS2 capsid were treated with Pb2+ in a similar manner as described in section 5.2.1. 
Following primer extension of hydrolysed MS2 RNA, the ssDNA products were 
desiccated and shipped to the USA where they were resuspended and fractionated using 
a Beckmann CEQ 8000 Genetic Analysis System operated by Dr Xiabo Gu. 
The Pb2+ induced hydrolysis reactions required optimisation in order to maximise 
nucleotide sequence read length and signal intensity. This was successfully achieved by 
increasing the amount of MS2 sub-genomic RNA and MS2 phage that was being 
probed by a factor of ten as compared to the cleavage reactions assayed by PAGE. 
Additionally, the sub-genomic RNAs and MS2 virion were incubated with Pb2+ ions for 
30 min which resulted in optimal detection of Pb2+ induced cleavage. This provided 
nucleotide sequence read lengths in excess of 600 nt. Figure 5-10 shows a typical 
sequencing trace of a Pb2+ probed MS2 RNA. 
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Figure 5-10. Capillary electrophoretic analysis of the Pb2+ indllce{1 MS2 RNA 
cleavage positions. Treatment of the sub-genomic RNAs and the virion RNA inside the 
MS2 phage H'ith Pb l - H'as similar to that outlined in Figure 5-3, Primer extension was 
carried Ollt H'ith primers labelled at the 5' termini with a Cy5 jlllorophore and the 
reactions were analysed in the presence of a Beckman Well Red size standard. In A the 
sequence traces of primer extension reactions of the 5 ' sub-genomic MS2 RNA in the 
presence and absence of Pb2- with the primer J 666, R are shown. The size standard 
which is co-electrophoresed with the primer extension prodllcts is also shown, The 
arroll' indicates the positioning of the primer within the seqllence trace, The traces are 
fed into the sofl1l'Ore CAFA \I'hich fits the signals to the appropriate nllmber of 
nucleotides as defined by the size standard and aligns the /l-vo traces. Normalisation of 
the peak intensities allows comparison of trace files and the identification of cleavage 
positions indicated with green spheres (8). 
The trace data were fed into the software algori thm CAFA (capillary automated 
footprinting analysis) which allowed automated alignment of the trace files of all four 
MS2 RNA samples obtained with identical primers. CAFA also fits the trace fil es and 
estimates the intensity at each nucleotide positions based on Lorentzian peak areas 
(Mitra et aI., 2008). The data output from CAFA therefore promises to allow 
quantification of the hydrolysed RNA products , given that the data is of good quality 
with respect to nucleotide resolution and signal intensity. Based on the nucleotide 
sequence read length of roughly 600 nt, the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs and MS2 virion 
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RNA were probed with lead ions and analysed using eight primers which were spaced at 
roughly 500 nt within the MS2 genome in one go. Two of the primers did not work 
which resulted in a drop of coverage at the 5' end of the MS2 genome and a roughly 
330 nt region close to the 3' end of the genome (Figure 5-4). 
5.2.2.2 Automated data analysis 
Unfortunately the CE data were not of such quality that allowed automated 
sequence comparison and quantification of hydrolysis positions. Results from 
automated data analysis are however supplied in Supplementary Figure 8 in the 
appendix. The alignment of the nucleotide traces was often off by -2 nt which inhibited 
data analysis by simple deduction of the control trace from the Pb2+ hydrolysis reaction 
trace to identify regions of lead ion cleavage. Trace mis-alignment can be observed at 
positions 1260-1262 in Figure 5-10 B which results in false positives lead ion cleavages 
being identified. This effect was predominantly observed at distances over -300 nt 
from the primer annealing positions. The alignment problem had been anticipated and 
therefore, ddGTP and ddCPT sequencing reactions were carried out with all the primers 
used, however the read length from these reactions was unsatisfactory. Proper 
alignment of the sequence traces is crucial for accurate assignment of lead ion induced 
cleavage positions, particularly in light of the subtle conformational changes that Pb2+ 
ion probing is capable of detecting. For example, the cleavage pattern in Figure 5-5 8 
(black arrow 1) is slightly different over a region of four nt within the virion RNA as 
compared to the sub-genomic RNAs which could only be detected by CE given proper 
trace alignment. 
Another problem that presented itself was slight bleedthrough of the ladder signal 
into the reaction traces. This was observed as signals with -20 nt spacing within some 
CE traces dependent upon the primer used during reverse transcription. The intensity of 
these signals was dependent upon the signal intensity ratio of the ladder compared to the 
reaction trace. The dyes used to detect the primer extension products (Cy5) and the size 
standard (Wellred) have well resolved fluorescence emission maxima of 688 nm and 
820 nm, respectively. It seems a simple solution to this problem could involve 
optimisation of the amount of ladder added to each primer extension reaction with 
respect to the primer being used as yields from primer extension reactions will be 
dependent upon the primer used. 
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The amount of noise present as RT -stops or cleavages in the control reactions 
lacking Pb2+ was rather high in all the samples analysed presenting an additional 
problem. This had the effect of masking lead ion cleavage sites by producing false 
negatives. As opposed to the PAGE assays, these false negatives could not be identified 
with as much accuracy as the reactions assayed with CE were only assayed at a single 
Pb2+ incubation time point. 
Despite the shortcomings of the CE data set, comparison of the traces by eye 
revealed that they complemented the results from the PAGE assays quite well. 
5.2.2.3 CE assays confirm that MS2 RNA structure is partly conserved in vitro 
and in virion 
Examination of the CE traces confirmed the results obtained from the PAGE 
assays. Figure 5-11 shows an alignment over a 100 nt region incorporating the TR 
operator of the three sub-genomic RNA fragments. Lead ion induced cleavage 
positions are conserved over this region between the sub-genomic RNAs in vitro 
suggesting a similar conformation for these RNAs in solution. Figure 5-12 shows all 
identified lead ion cleavage positions within the 5'-, 3'- and iRNA sub-genomic 
fragments. Lead ions induce hydrolysis of these RNAs at many identical nucleotide 
positions within regions where these RNAs overlap. 
The overlapping region of all the sub-genomic RNAs which was assayed with CE 
corresponds to nucleotides 1419-2160 of the MS2 genome. This corresponds to roughly 
the same region which was assayed by gel electrophoresis. Figure 5-13 shows the 
number of Pb2+ induced cleavage sites occurring at identical nucleotide positions within 
the MS2 sub-genomic fragments over this region. 66 % of the lead ion cleavage sites 
identified in the 5' sub-genomic RNA were also identified in the 3' RNA and iRNA 
while this percentage was 51 % and 82 % for the 3' RNA and iRNA respectively. 
The MS2 genomic region which was assayed in which only the 5' - and 3' MS2 
sub-genomic fragments overlap encompasses nucleotides 992-2165 of the MS2 genome. 
This region corresponds to 48 % and 46 % of the 5'- and 3' RNA sequences, 
respectively. 146 identical Pb2+ cleavage positions out of a total of 183 for the 5' RNA 
and 199 for the 3' RNA were identified within this region which corresponds to 80 % 
and 73 % of the total number of cleavages identified for each sub-genomic fragment. 
The observation that lead ions induce cleavage of the sub-genomic RNAs at many 
similar nucleotide positions strongly implies that their solution structure is partly 
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conserved in assembly buffer. This correlates with the results obtained from the PAG E 
assays and implies that the ensemble of structures that these RNAs ex ist in prior to 
capsid assembly is analogous. 
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Figure 5-11. The structure of the MS2 sub-gellomic RNAs is partly cOllserved ill 
solutioll. The figllre shows nucleotide traces of primer extension prodllcts obtained by 
reverse transcription of MS2 virion RNA, 5 ' RNA, 3 ' RNA and iRNA lead ion induced 
hydrolysis products. A 100 nt window incorporating the TR operator is shovl'n. The 
traces shown in each row fo r the Pb}-"- probed (red) and control sample (black) 
correspond to the RNAs indicated on the left. The intensities of the peaks within a trace 
are normalised to the average intensity of that particular trace. The positions of some 
lead ion induced cleavages are conserved between the sub-genomic RNAs (dashed 
lines) suggestive of a similar RNA structllre. The conserved lead ion induced cleavage 
sites a/l appear to be masked within the MS2 virion. The arrows correspond to the 
arrowS shO\rn in Figllre 5-5 and highlight an identical lead ion induced cleavage 
pattern obtained for the MS2 RNAs independent of the nucleotide size fractionation 
assay. 
Complementary to the PAGE assays, the CE assays suggested that the susceptibility 
of the MS2 genome within the MS2 virion to lead ion induced cleavage is somewhat 
similar to that observed in vitro. 217 lead ion cleavage sites were identi fied in an area 
that covers 74 % of the MS2 genome. These cleavage posi ti ons are shown in Figure 5-
12. 11 8 of these sites were conserved within the sub-genomic RNAs. These sites are 
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mapped in Figure 5-14. With respect to the 5' sub-genomic RNA, 139 lead induced 
cleavage positions were identified in the virion RNA over the -1600 nt assayed region 
in which the 5' RNA and virion RNA overlap. 72 of these sites are conserved in the 5' 
RNA in vitro. Similarly, 175 cleavage sites were mapped within the -2159 nt region 
assayed in which the 3' sub-genomic RNA and the MS2 virion RNA overlap 110 of 
which were conserved in the 3' RNA in vitro. Finally, 53 cleavage sites were identified 
in the phage RNA of which 25 were also identified within the iRNA over the -750 nt 
region in which these RNAs overlap. 
These data show that 50-60 % of the identified lead ion cleavage positions detected 
in the virion RNA within the MS2 phage are also detected in the sub-genomic RNAs in 
vitro. This correlates well with the PAGE results which showed that 64 % of the lead 
ion induced cleavage sites occurring in the phage also occur within the MS2 sub-
genomic RNA fragments in vitro. These numbers suggest that the solution 
conformation of the MS2 genomic RNA is partly conserved in the MS2 virion 
following capsid assembly. The results also further confirm the idea that the MS2 
genome adheres to a specific structure within the virion as mentioned in 5.2.1.2. 
5.2.2.4 Mapping CP2-RNA binding pOSitions with CE 
Figure 5-14 shows the nucleotide positions at which lead ion induced cleavage is 
masked in the MS2 phage RNA as compared to the sub-genomic RNAs in vitro. These 
are positions where the conformational flexibility of the RNAs is different due to a 
difference in structural environment. There are cleavage positions that occur in the TR 
operator in vitro which are masked within the MS2 virion. The difference in lead ion 
cleavage efficiency over the TR operator is shown in Figure 5-11. The different lead 
ion induced hydrolysis pattern observed within the TR operator is suggestive of a 
different structural environment in virion as compared to in vitro. These results 
complement the PAGE assays in that they indicate that CP2 binding can be assayed by 
monitoring the susceptibility of virion RNA to lead ion induced cleavage. 
As with the PAGE results, whether or not CP2 binding takes place around other 
masked cleavage positions can not be determined based on these results. It seems that a 
more complete data set which in addition allows quantification of ssDNA products will 
be key in order to map CP2 binding sites and gain information on the topology of the 
MS2 RNA genome in virion. 
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Figure 5-12. A lead ion indllced cleavage map of the 515-2615 and 2950-3486 Il( 
regions of the MS2 genome. The map highlights all ident~fied lead ion cleavage 
positions within the sub-genomic RNAs in vitro and the genomic RNA within the MS2 
vm on. Cleavage positions are indicated with vertical bars that are colollr coded 
according 10 the RNA and are accurate to ± 2 nt. 217, 225 355 and 75 lead ion 
cleavage sites were identified in the MS2 virion RNA, 5 '-, 3 '- and iRNA, respectively. 
The map can be analysed like a PAGE gel iJrotated 90°. All cleavage sites are shown. 
No discrimination was made beMeen strong and weak cleavage positions \,,,hen the 
cleavage sites were identified from electropherograms. The annealing positions 0/ the 
primers used in primer extension reactions are shown as black arrows, with the 
exceprion of the primer 3554.R. Horizontal lines, colour coded with respect to each 
MS2 RNA and positioned underneath rhe nucleotide bar, indicate which RNAs 
contribute to the cleavage map at any particular position. There are many lead ion 
induced cleavage positions that are shared beMeen both the sub-genomic RNAs and the 
MS2 genome within the MS2 virion suggestive of similar RNA structure at rhese 
positions. 
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Figure 5-13. Comparison of the number of identical Pb2+ induced cleavage po.'iitions 
occurring within the 1419-2160 nt region of the MS2 genome. The bar charI shows 
the number of identical Pb2- cleavages as a percentage of the lotal number of Pb2+ 
cleavages identifiedfor a particular RNA using the CE assay . For example: 53 lead ion 
cleavage positions were identified in virion RNA within the 1419-2160 nl region o.l the 
MS2 genome. 31 oj these 53 sites were also observed in the 5' RNA, 30 in the 3 ' RNA 
and 25 in the iRNA. 47-58 % oj all identified cleavage sites within the virion are 
therefore also observed in the sub-genomic transcripts. The percentage o.l identical 
cleavage sites between individual RNA sub-genomic lranscripts in vitro is higher still. 
The Figure is similar 10 Figure 5- 7. Although Jewer cleavage positions were ident~fied 
with the CE assay as compared to the PAGE assay the resulls are similar in that a large 
proportion of cleavage sites are conserved within the MS2 virion while an even larger 
proportion is conserved between the sub-genomic RNAs in vitro. The results strengthen 
the suggestion of conserved MS2 RNA structure in vitro and in virion. 
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Figure 5-14. A lead iOI1 il1duced cleavage map of Ihe 515-2615 and 2950-3548 III 
regiol1s of the MS2 genome. Lead cleavage sites that are conserved between the slIb-
genomic RNAs and the MS2 genome within the virion are shown with a vertical black 
bar. These sites occur where the COl?(ormational flexibility of the sub-genomic RNAs in 
vitro and the MS2 virion RNA inside the phage capsid are similar. The lead ion induced 
cleavage data coverage over the genome is different. This is indicated with colour 
coded bars as in Figure 5-10. For example, a lead ion cleavage site that is conserved 
within the genome at positions 515-992 is only conserved between the MS2 virion RNA 
and the 5' sub-genomic RNA. however, a hydrolysis site at genome positions 992-1419 
is conserved within the MS2 virion RNA, the 5 '- and 3' sub-genomic RNA.\'. Lead 
cleavage positions that are masked in the MS2 phage virion are positioned with a 
vertical magenta bar. These are sites oj possible CP2 interaction as the susceptibility to 
lead ion induced hydrolysis at these positions is d[fJerent. Lead ion induced cleavage 
positions are masked within the TR operator sequence which is shown as a red bar 
aligned to the map. 
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5.2.2.5 Comparison of CE and PAGE assay results 
Comparison of the CE and PAGE data over the region of shared nucleotide 
sequence between (nucleotides 1450-2160) reveals that the cleavage patterns are not 
entirely identical. Many more lead cleavage sites were for example identified off the 
PAGE gels (Figure 5-6 vs. 5-12). This seems to indicate that these assays do not 
correlate well. Comparison of the cleavage over the TR operator (Figure 5-5 vs. 
Figure 5-11) however shows that the lead ion induced hydrolysis patterns of the sub-
genomic RNAs assayed by CE and PAGE are nearly identical. The TR operator is in 
both cases flanked upstream by a strong termination of transcription site indicated by a 
red arrow and a strong hydrolysis site (black arrow 1) and has a strong cleavage site 
close to its 3' side (black arrow 2). The differences observed therefore seem to be due 
to the quality of the data sets and the manner in which they were analysed. 
The genome wide CE data is in many ways preliminary and represents results from 
mainly a single experiment. The reactions analysed by CE were also performed at 
tenfold higher RNA concentration than those assayed by PAGE. Furthermore, the lead 
ion cleavage reactions were assayed at multiple time points by PAGE but only at a 
single time point by CE, perhaps resulting in the loss of identified cleavage sites. This 
along with other problems with the CE data, mentioned in section 5.2.2.2, seems to 
result in discrepancies between the two data sets. 
As mentioned in 5.2.2.1 the CE were optimised with respect to Pb2+ incubation time 
prior to assaying the full length genome with Pb2+ at a fixed 30 min timepoint. The 
results from these Pb2+ induced cleavage time point CE assays allow a more detailed 
comparison with the PAGE assays. Figure 5-15 shows that the Pb2+ induced timepoint 
reactions assayed with PAGE and CE are in excellent agreement. 
For future work, in order to obtain good CE traces which will allow quantification 
of cleavage data with minimum background noise, it will be important to optimise the 
lead ion cleavage assay for CEo A good way to do this would be to shorten reaction 
times from 30 min to 2 min and increase the Pb2+ concentration. This would minimise 
non-specific cleavage which perhaps takes place in assembly buffer over time and 
thereby reduce signal noise. Increasing the Pb2+ concentration and performing cleavage 
over a range of Pb2+ concentration would optimise the cleavage assay with respect to the 
larger amount of RNA required for the CE assays and provide a more informative data 
set. 
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Fig ure 5-15. The PA GE and CE assays of lead iOI1 induced cleavage correlate well. 
A 100 nt region of the 5 ' sllb-genomic RNA is shown as assayed by primer extension 
using the primer 1812R. In both cases the 5 ' sub-genomic RNA was probed It'ith lead 
ions at multiple timepoints. The PAGE assay is idenlicalto Ihal shown in Fig llre 5-5. 
The black triangle indicates Pb2~ probing for 5, l a, 30 and 60 min wilh -:- indicating a 
no Pbl - control reaction. The CE electropherogram sholVs aligned traces of primer 
extension reactions of 5 'RNA treated with Pbl + for l a, 30 and 60 min. The t1l··0 assaI's 
are in good agreement with one another. -
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5.3 Discussion 
The biochemical analysis of the MS2 genome residing within the MS2 virion and 
of the MS2 sub-genomic RNA fragments reported in this chapter provides valuable 
information on the structural organisation of large viral ssRNA genomes both in 
solution and in their most compact state within the virion. By taking advantage of the 
permeability of the MS2 capsid to small molecules, the structure of the MS2 genome 
within the MS2 virion could be compared to ssRNAs of similar sequence in vitro on the 
basis of their susceptibility lead ion induced hydrolysis. These experiments allowed 
comparison of MS2 RNA backbone structure with near single nucleotide resolution. 
The results are the first where the structure of a large ssRNA genome has been analysed 
biochemically inside a capsid. 
5.3. 1 The MS2 genome has a defined structure within the MS2 
virion 
Cryo-EM reconstructions of various ssRNA viruses have revealed glimpses into 
genome structure within virions. Although the degree of RNA that is accounted for in 
these structural models varies, they have shown that genomic RNA is at least partially 
ordered within virions (Schneemann, 2006). In the Nodavirus PaV foreign RNA 
exhibits similar icosahedral order within virions implying that the structural 
organisation is non-specific with respect to RNA sequence (Johnson et al., 2004; Tihova 
et al., 2004). For MS2, for which there exists the most complete structural model of any 
ssRNA within a virion, the icosahedral ordering of the RNA genome does not propagate 
to atomic resolution (Toropova et al., 2008; Valegard et al., 1990; Golmohammadi et 
al., 1993). The loss of electron density that can be associated with viral RNA at atomic 
resolution has also been observed for the Picoma virus Seneca Valley Virus 
(Venkataraman et al., 2008). This raises the question whether RNA genome structure is 
defined at the level of RNA 2° structure within virions. The lead ion cleavage assays of 
the MS2 genome within the MS2 virion suggest that this is indeed the case. The 
structural footprints of the RNA genome imply that there is a defined RNA structure or 
ensemble of structures that the genome adheres to within the virion. The MS2 RNA 
genome is therefore not randomly packaged into the double shell tertiary structure 
observed in the MS2 cryo-EM model (Toropova et al., 2008). This suggests that the 
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structure underlying the double shell conformation of the MS2 genome is conserved and 
that the absence of RNA density at atomic resolution is due to icosahedral averaging 
rather than structural heterogeneity of the RNA genome within the virion. These results 
correlate well with the X-ray structure of BPMV wherein a non random nucleotide 
sequence was observed to contact the BPMV capsid suggesting a defined RNA structure 
within the BPMV virion (Lin et al., 2003). 
5.3.2 The structure of MS2 sub-genomic fragments is conserved in 
solution 
Three MS2 sub-genomic RNAs which incorporate different regions of the MS2 
genome were analysed with respect to their susceptibility towards lead ion induced 
hydrolysis. The probed region corresponds to nuc1eotides 1419-2190 of the M S2 
genome in which the sub-genomic MS2 RNAs overlap. A large proportion of identified 
lead ion hydrolysis sites within this region were observed at identical nucleotide 
positions within the sub-genomic MS2 RNAs. Further comparison of the 5' and 3' sub-
genomic RNAs showed that lead ion cleavage positions were also conserved to a large 
extent outside this region. The high proportion of lead ion cleavage sites that were 
shared between these RNAs suggests that their structural conformation in solution is 
similar. 
These results reflect the idea that RNA structure is dominated by secondary 
structure elements formed by nucleotide residues closely spaced within the RNA 
molecule (Fresco et al., 1960; Tinoco and Bustamante, 1999). This is evident from the 
similar footprints of the sub-genomic RNAs despite their different nucleotide extensions 
in either the 5' or 3' direction with respect to the probed genomic region. This suggests 
that the MS2 sub-genomic RNAs exist as an ensemble of solution structures which are 
structurally similar within regions of identical nucleotide sequence. 
In light of the results reported in chapter 4, which indicated that the MS2 RNA 
structure is larger with respect to the size of the MS2 capsid, it seems plausible that the 
sub-genomic RNAs exist as linear arrays of secondary structural elements in solution. 
This type of structure would correspond to recent atomic force microscopy analysis of 
ssRNAs extracted from T = 3 viruses (Kuznetsov et al., 2005). In Kuznetsov et al. 
(2005) viral RNA extracted from polio virus and TYMV amongst others was shown to 
conform to a linear arrangement of local stem loop structures at room temperature. 
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5.3.3 Implications for MS2 capsid assembly 
In light of the results presented in chapter 4 which indicate that CP2 act as 
chaperones that fold the RNA genome during capsid assembly, the structure probing 
data provide insight into the RNA structural transition that occurs during genome 
packaging. The observation that a large proportion of identified lead ion induced 
cleavage positions are conserved within the virion implies that the MS2 genome is 
folded from secondary structure elements that are ultimately defined by RN A sequence. 
It appears that the tertiary fold within the virion therefore reflects a structure that is a 
compacted version of the RNA solution structure. Similar results have been obtained by 
McPherson and colleagues who showed that removal of coat proteins from various 
ssRNA viruses results in the slow unfolding of compact RNA structures into linear 
secondary structure elements as observed by AFM. This reflects an apparent reversal of 
the encapsidation process. Remarkably, the unfolded viral RNAs could refold into 
compact structures upon lowering the temperature suggesting that genomic RNA alone 
programs its encapsidated conformation (Kuznetsov et aJ., 2005; Kuznetsov et al., 
2006). It appears that this could also be the case for MS2. 
This is plausible in light of the cryo-EM reconstruction models of the MS2 phage 
and sub-genomic RNAs which makes clear that a discontinuous network of CP2-RNA 
binding sites exists within the MS2 capsid (Toropova et al., 2008; Toropova, 2009). It 
is unlikely that this network is not at least partly conserved in solution taking into 
account that the free energy changes involved in complete disruption of an RNA stem 
loop such as TR as compared to CP2-TR binding are fairly similar (Gell et af., 2008; 
Carey et al., 1983) and that the positioning of RNA stem loops is defined by RNA 
sequence. It is unlikely that a CP2, the binding of which to RNA is structure dependent 
(Romaniuk et al., 1987), can force a stem loop structure upon the RNA genome at 
positions where stem loop formation is unfavourable due to underlying RNA sequence. 
Reshuffling of CP2 binding sites during folding of the RNA genome therefore seems 
unlikely although the lead ion cleavage data do not rule out such structural 
rearrangement. In chapters 3 and 4, the efficiency of capsid formation with the sub-
genomic RNAs was shown to be dependent upon the size of the RNA being 
encapsidated. The structural similarity of sub-genomic RNAs in vitro and to the 
genome inside the MS2 virion imply that this difference is therefore perhaps not do to a 
different rearrangement of RNA secondary structure prior to or during packaging. 
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Rather, the higher electrostatic repulsions between the phosphate backbone of larger 
RNAs that must be overcome in order for them to be packaged (Belyi and Muthukumar, 
2006) and increased conformational space that the larger RNAs must sample in order to 
conform to a structure compatible with the MS2 capsid seem to be of key importance. 
5.3.4 Genomic mapping of CP2 binding sites 
A large proportion of all identified lead ion cleavages were conserved between the 
MS2 genome and sub-genomic fragments, however, many were also identified that 
suggested that the structural environment of the MS2 genome is different inside the 
virion vs. in vitro. This is in accordance with the estimated hydrodynamic radii of the 
MS2 assembly components in chapter 4. The tertiary structure of the MS2 RNA in 
solution must be different of that in the virion on account ofa more expanded structure. 
The cryo-EM reconstruction of the MS2 phage suggests that two thirds of the RNA 
genome will make a minimum of 60 contacts to the capsid interior. A contribution to 
the difference in the RNA genome structure and/or structural environment in vitro vs. in 
virion that can be detected with lead ion hydrolysis will therefore be due to CP2 binding. 
This was indeed detected as the structural footprint within and surrounding the TR 
operator sequence was different. This was an important finding for two reasons. 
Firstly, although the high affinity of the CP2 for the TR stem loop indicates that the CP2-
TR operator complex is conserved in the full length genome within the virion (Carey el 
al., 1983b), this has never been proven (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988). The different 
lead ion cleavage pattern over the TR operator in virion suggests that this is indeed the 
case. This supports the idea that TR is located in the outer shell of RNA density in the 
cryo-EM structure model (Toropova et al., 2008). It also supports the idea that there is 
a defined structure for the RNA within the virion. The MS2 genome is believed to be 
circularised through contacts with the A -protein at its 5' and 3' termini (Shiba and 
Suzuki, 1981). If this is the case then the CP2-TR complex would provide a structural 
anchor that together with the A-protein would result in defined spatial order of the RNA 
genome within the virion. Secondly it suggests that the discontinuous network of CP2 
binding sites within the MS2 genome could be identified using the lead ion cleavage 
assay. 
Multiple potential CP2 binding sites were identified over the 740 nt central region 
of the MS2 genome that was probed using PAGE. Considering an average RNA stem 
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loop size of 20 nucleotides, the lead ion cleavage positions masked in the virion were 
10-12 and discontinuously spaced over the probed region (Figure 5-7). Supposing that 
60 CP2 must bind to the RNA genome to conform to an AlB dimer conformation and 
that their spacing is even within the genome, approximately 12 CP2 binding sites would 
be expected to be found within the probed region. These numbers are quite similar, 
however the comparison is quite naIve as there will be contributions towards RNA 
structure variation from both the A-protein and different tertiary RNA interactions 
within the genome which must accompany a more compact RNA structure. The PAGE 
data were also not optimised to allow detailed comparison as the goa:l of these 
experiments had initially been to compare footprints to get an idea of structural 
similarity. In order to define all CP2 binding sites a more detailed structural analysis 
was attempted by assaying the whole genome using CEo 
5.3.5 High throughput structural analysis of the MS2 genome 
structure 
The lead ion cleavage reactions that were assayed by PAGE strongly suggest an 
underlying structural template that the MS2 genome adheres to within the virion. This 
strengthens the idea of the multifunctional role of the MS2 genome in regards to CP2 
conformational control during capsid assembly suggested in chapter 4. In order to gain 
full understanding of this role, knowledge of global genome structure and topology 
within the MS2 virion is required. 
By assaying the lead ion cleavage reactions with capillary electrophoresis it was 
anticipated that the fine details of RNA structure could be analysed in a rapid manner. 
This proved to be the case as the time it took to generate the CE results could be 
measured in weeks as compared to months for the PAGE data. The CE data confirmed 
the findings that MS2 genomic structure is conserved in solution and to an extent inside 
the virion. The data are however preliminary and require repeating in order to lower 
sequence background levels, increase data coverage and data information. This can be 
achieved in a relatively simple manner and will be crucial in order to obtain quantifiable 
results which are necessary to elucidate CP2 binding positions within the genome. Such 
data would also provide structural constraints which could be used to build an accurate 
RNA structure model of the MS2 RNA genome within the virion (Mathews et al., 
2004). 
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RNA structure probing using CE is a novel technique. At this moment in time only 
two independent laboratories have published results where nucleotide traces have been 
used to elucidate RNA structure. Both of these labs were involved in producing the 
bioinformatics software capable of analysing sequencing data (Mitra et al., 2008; Vasa 
et al., 2008). The most exciting appeal of CE for RNA structure probing is the rapid 
manner in which a manageable and informative dataset can be produced. This promises 
to push RNA structure probing forward as larger RNAs are now amenable to 
experiment. Knowledge of large RNA structure is very limited (Yoffe et al., 2008). 
Perhaps not surprisingly, the MS2 genome is one of the few large RNAs (I > kb) which 
has been structurally characterised. That research provided information on how RNA 
structure regulates MS2 gene translation (van Duin, 2006). The manner in which RNA 
controls folding of protein domains has recently been suggested based on the complete 
structural characterisation of a viral genome (Watts et al., 2009). These results 
emphasise that RNA structure constitutes an important part of the genetic code. The 
results presented in this thesis have highlighted a further global structural role for viral 
RNAs beyond single secondary structure elements. The CE results presented in this 
chapter show that elucidation of the structural motifs involved in capsid formation and 
their organisation within the MS2 capsid are within reach. 
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6 Conclusion 
The main focus of this thesis has been to investigate the manner in which MS2 
capsids assemble and in particular how genomic RNA influences the capsid assembly 
process. The ssRNA virus MS2 is of interest because it represents a model system in 
which the various aspects of both the structure and life cycle of ssRNA viruses can be 
studied. ssRNA viruses represent a substantial part of all known viral pathogens. A key 
event in the life cycle of these viruses is the enclosure of their genomic material within a 
protein capsid. Understanding the mechanism in which these capsids form and the 
attributes of underlying nucleic acid-protein interactions which must accompany their 
formation could be beneficial for the production of novel anti-viral therapeutics as well 
as increasing the understanding of macromolecular assembly mechanisms. MS2 is a 
good model system because it is safe to work with and is well characterised both 
structurally and biochemically. Importantly, the MS2 capsid can be disassembled and 
reassembled in vitro in a process which is induced by RNA and has allowed the role of 
RNA in capsid assembly to be explored. 
In chapter 3 of this thesis the production of RNA transcripts of different sizes and 
corresponding to discrete regions of the MS2 genome was described. In chapters 3 and 
4, these RNA transcripts were shown to promote capsid assembly with different 
efficiencies as assayed by gel retardation assays and analytical ultracentrifugation. In 
chapter 5, the structures of the RNA transcripts were investigated in solution and shown 
to be similar to the structure of the MS2 genome within MS2 virions as assayed by 
biochemical structure probing. 
MS2 capsids are composed of 180 coat protein subunits. The capsid has 
icosahedral symmetry with T = 3 subunit arrangement i.e. the coat proteins are observed 
in three quasi-equivalent conformations in the capsid. The coat proteins form two types 
of dimers (AlB and C/C) which serve as the building blocks of the capsid. AlB dimers 
are arranged around the capsid 5-fold axes while the CIC dimers span the distance 
between the capsids 3-fold axes. A loop of polypeptide connecting the F and G P-
strands of the coat protein has a different conformation in the B subunit but an identical 
conformation in the A and C subunits. This results in a symmetric C/C dimer structure 
while the NB dimer is asymmetric (Valegard et al., 1990). For correct capsid assembly 
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to take place the dimers must be arranged with the appropriate conformations 
throughout the capsid. 
How is quasi equivalent conformer packaging achieved during capsid assembly? A 
current proposed mechanism indicates that discrimination between coat protein 
conformers occurs upon binding to a 19 nt RNA stem loop translational operator of the 
MS2 replicase gene (Stockley et al., 2007). The translational operator (TR) has high 
affinity for coat protein and nucleates capsid assembly (Bernardi and Spahr, 1972; 
Carey et al., 1982; Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988; Beckett et al., 1988). Using mass 
spectrometry it was shown that upon mixing CP2 with TR at equimolar ratios, a CP2-TR 
complex was formed and capsid assembly was negligible. Upon further addition of CP2 
however, capsid formation proceeded rapidly. This suggested that two types of dimer 
were required for assembly, an RNA bound and an RNA free CP2. NMR structure 
studies of a non-assembly competent coat protein mutant, showed that in the absence of 
RNA the coat protein dimers are predominantly symmetric while binding of TR results 
in a conformational change in the FG-loop region which results in an asymmetric dimer. 
Together these results suggest that TR acts as a molecular switch providing AlB dimers 
in solution whose conformation is otherwise largely CIC like (Stockley et al., 2007). 
But how might capsid assembly proceed in the presence of the 3569 nt MS2 
genome where only one copy of the TR operator is present? A cryo-electron 
microscopy 3D structure model of the MS2 phage in which -90 % of the RNA genome 
was accounted for indicated that the genome is well ordered within the MS2 virion and 
that it exists as an ensemble of similar tertiary structures. The RNA is packaged as two 
concentric shells with roughly 2/3 ofthe RNA density located in an outer shell while the 
remainder is located in an inner shell. The two shells are connected at the icosahedral 
5-fold axes where the observed electron density is large enough to accommodate an 
RNA duplex. The outer shell is in close proximity to the capsid interior at positions 
which correspond to known TR binding sites on the CP2. The observed density of RNA 
beneath the AlB dimers is on average different from the RNA beneath the CIC dimers. 
This is consistent with the model of RNA induced conformational control of CP2 
conformers during capsid assembly. The cryo-EM reconstruction therefore implies that 
multiple sites within the MS2 genome are capable of quasi-equivalent control, possibly 
in a similar manner as observed for TR (Toropova et al., 2008). 
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The data reported in Stockley et al. (2007) and Toropova et al. (2008) suggested a 
function of MS2 RNA in capsid assembly and served as an incentive for further 
research into the roles of genomic RNA during MS2 capsid assembly. 
In chapters 3 and 4 results from experiments were reported wherein the role of the 
MS2 genome during capsid assembly was investigated by monitoring how sub-genomic 
RNAs affect capsid assembly efficiency. In order to produce MS2 genomic RNA, three 
cDNA transcripts corresponding to different regions of the MS2 genome were produced 
which, in principle, allowed the generation of any sized RNA corresponding to the MS2 
genome using the technique of reverse transcription. Taking into account the relative 
amounts of RNA observed in each RNA shell within the MS2 virion (Toropova et al., 
2008), two RNA transcripts corresponding to roughly two thirds of the RNA genome 
from both the 5' and 3' termini and one corresponding to roughly 113 of the MS2 
genome were produced. In addition, a fourth transcript corresponding to roughly 1/3 of 
the genome but lacking the TR operator was produced. These sub-genomic RNAs 
along with the full length MS2 genome allowed the assessment of the effect of RNA 
length, sequence and structure on capsid assembly. 
In chapter 3, the sub-genomic RNAs were shown to induce capsid formation as 
observed by their ability to promote formation of material which migrated with similar 
rates as recombinant capsids in native agarose gels (GEMSA). The capsids appeared 
similar to MS2 and fr capsids, which have been reconstituted with genomic length RNA 
previously, in that they had similar morphology as observed by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) (Sugiyama et al. 1967,; Hohn et al., 1969; Mathews and Cole, 
1972). In chapter 4, the assembled capsids were further shown to sediment at rates 
which corresponded to recombinant MS2 capsids. These experiments showed that MS2 
sub-genomic transcripts are capable of promoting formation of MS2 capsids in vitro and 
that truncation of the MS2 genome does not reduce its ability to be packaged. This 
suggests that the double shell tertiary structure of the genome is a consequence of 
packaging a large RNA into the capsid volume but not a requirement for capsid 
formation. 
How is genomic RNA packaged? The GEMSA and sedimentation velocity assays 
of capsid assembly induced with the genomic RNAs of different sizes suggest that it is 
folded into the volume of the capsid. Smaller sub-genomic RNAs were observed to 
promote capsid formation at lower CP2:RNA reaction ratios than larger RNAs. This 
suggests that there is an energy barrier which must be overcome in order for these 
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RNAs to be packaged which is dependent upon the length of the genomic RNA. This is 
consistent with reducing their hydrodynamic radii. Estimates of the genomic RNAs 
hydrodynamic radii implied that a conformational change, wherein the RNAs are 
compacted, accompanies RNA packaging. The presence of Ethidium bromide (EtBr) in 
the assembly buffer resulted in a lower packaging efficiency of the 5' sub-genomic 
RNA, suggesting that reagents which rigidify RNA structure reduce packaging 
efficiency which is consistent with folding of RNA during packaging. In light of the 
cryo-EM reconstruction of the MS2 virion (Toropova et al., 2008), these suggestions 
are in agreement with the idea that it will be harder to package a larger RNA due to a 
more complex fold which it must adopt within the capsid. The MS2 genome does not 
act as a static or prefolded scaffold upon which capsid assembly takes place. It appears 
that MS2 CP2 subunits act as chaperones which bind and fold RNA into the volume of 
the capsid. This corresponds to proposed ideas of genomic packaging of various ssRNA 
plant and animal viruses (Lin et al., 2003; Johnson et al., 2004; Kuznetsov et al., 2005). 
Another idea concerning the packaging of ssRNA viruses is that only nascent transcripts 
from the RNA polymerase are packaged into viral capsids. Reports on sub-genomic 
RNA encapsidation in vivo for the ssRNA viruses Brome mosaic virus (BMV) 
(Annamalai et al., 2006) and Flock house virus (FHV) (Venter et al., 2007) have 
suggested that only, replicating RNA is packaged. This corresponds to proposals that 
viral RNA is folded into an assembly competent structure immediately following 
replication (Hung et al., 1969; Larson and McPherson, 2001). If capsid assembly 
follows this path in vivo, how or when does the RNA then fulfill its physiological roles 
in RNA replication and protein translation? The results reported in this thesis suggest 
that non-nascent sub-genomic RNA can be packaged and emphasize a chaperone 
activity of coat protein dimers. The packaging of viral ssRNA in vivo is however bound 
to be different from the scenario in vitro. The reports on FHV and BMV genome 
packaging in vivo suggest that capsid assembly could be affected by factors beyond coat 
protein-RNA interactions. The polymerase and other cellular machinery perhaps 
contribute to the assembly process. For MS2, an in vivo assembly component which 
has not been studied with respect to its affect on assembly is the A-protein. The A-
protein binds to the MS2 genome near to its 5' and 3' termini effectively circularising 
the genome (Shiba and Suzuki, 1982). This is sure to restrict the conformational space 
available to the genome and increase capsid formation efficiency. For future work it 
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would be interesting to assess how the A-protein contributes to RNA packaging and 
capsid assembly. 
The experiment with EtBr suggests that compounds capable of hindering correct 
RNA folding could be potent inhibitors of ssRNA virus assembly. It is however 
possible that EtBr perturbs binding of the CP2 to RNA or association of CP2. For future 
work, an interesting experiment would be to monitor the formation of the CP2-TR 
complex with the CP mutant W82R which does not assemble beyond a dimer but binds 
TR. This would give ideas about how EtBr affects CP2 binding to RNA. An assembly 
experiment with wild type CP2 and TR in the presence and absence of EtBr would then 
indicate whether capsid assembly was less efficient due to perturbed CP2 interactions. 
Additionally, different nucleotide intercalators could be assayed towards their ability to 
inhibit capsid formation which would indicate whether this effect is restricted to EtBr. 
Capsid assembly induced with the sub-genomic RNAs was observed to take place 
in a co-operative manner. This was evident from the bimodal distribution of RNA and 
by the formation of capsids at low CP2:RNA reaction ratios as observed in GEMSA and 
sedimentation velocity assays of capsid assembly reactions. The encapsidation process 
of the sub-genomic RNAs is in this way similar to what has been described for the in 
vitro encapsidation of the full length MS2 genome (Sugiyama et 01., 1967). At high 
reaction ratios of CP2:RNA, approximately 50: 1 and above, the formation of products 
larger than capsids became apparent. TEM micrographs indicated that these products 
most likely corresponded to incomplete capsid-like material. The data suggest that as 
the CP2 concentration is increased, nonspecific binding of CP2 to RNA increases, 
perhaps hindering folding of the RNA into an assembly competent structure. These 
structural kinetic traps on the assembly pathway are then prone to aggregation. 
Specific regions of the MS2 genome were not observed to be of importance for 
successful RNA packaging. Sub-genomic RNAs of similar size but having a different 
sequence were packaged with similar efficiencies. Even in the absence of the TR 
operator, sub-genomic RNA was packaged. These results confirm reports that the TR 
operator is not required for inducing capsid assembly (Beckett and Uhlenbeck, 1988; 
Beckett et 01.. 1988) and that there are secondary structure elements within the MS2 
genome capable of quasi-equivalent conformer switching similar to TR (Toropova et 
01.,2008). In chapter 4, results which formed part of a broader study to investigate the 
manner in which RNA stem-loops promote capsid assembly were reported. They 
showed that stem loops with low affinity to the CP2 are capable of promoting capsid 
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assembly in a similar manner to TR. These results suggest that quasi-equivalent 
conformer control is not dependent on sequence specific binding and support the results 
obtained with the sub-genomic RNAs. 
The results do however not suggest that RNA structure is not of importance for 
capsid assembly. Cryo-EM reconstructions obtained by a fellow PhD student, Katerina 
Toropova, of the capsid assembly products containing the sub-genomic RNAs indicate 
that they interact with the capsid at AlB dimer positions. This is consistent with CP2 
conformer switching occurring throughout the assembly process and is suggestive of a 
network of stem-loop structures within the MS2 genome. These results, along with 
those reported in chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, are suggestive of a highly synergistic 
assembly process where CP2 bind and fold the RNA while at the same time quasi-
equivalent conformer switching is induced by the RNA at defined positions within the 
genome allowing T= 3 shell formation (Rolfsson and Toropova et 01.,2009). 
RNA structure is sure to have an effect on the capsid assembly process. 
Knowledge of the manner in which this might take place is likely to be gained by 
monitoring reaction kinetics. Gel filtration coupled light scattering and mass 
spectrometry have shown that capsid assembly kinetics can be different and that 
assembly can follow different molecular pathways dependent upon the type of RNA 
stem loop used to promote capsid formation (Basnak et 01., 2009). Sugiyama et 01., 
(1967) noticed that non-cognate MS2 RNAs do not produce capsid nucleation 
complexes such as those detected when assembly is initiated in vitro with the MS2 
genome suggesting that RNA directs capsid assembly. For future work, it would be 
interesting to monitor the kinetics of cognate and non-cognate RNA folding during 
assembly. An informative experiment would be to "shuffle" the stem loop distribution 
of the MS2 genome which would disrupt the MS2 RNA stem loop template. If the 
current ideas on MS2 capsid assembly are correct then an RNA with such stem loop 
distribution would result in aggregate formation as AlB dimers would be formed at 
positions which would perhaps not be compatible with the T = 3 shell. In effect the CP2 
binding site network, intrinsic to the MS2 genome, as suggested by the cryo-EM 
reconstructions would be disrupted. 
In chapter 5, the structures of the sub-genomic RNAs in solution along with the 
MS2 genome within the virion were investigated on the basis of their susceptibility to 
lead ion induced hydrolysis. These experiments afforded insight into MS2 virion RNA 
structure and the RNA structural transition which must accompany MS2 genome 
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packaging. The MS2 virion RNA was shown to have a defined structure within the 
virion. This correlates with the cryo-EM reconstruction of the MS2 virion (Toropova et 
a/., 2008). The implication is that RNA is not packaged randomly into viral capsids and 
suggests a specific packaging mechanism for virion RNA. 
The virion RNA structure was observed to be partly conserved in solution. The 
sub-genomic RNAs were shown to be structurally similar to both each other and to the 
virion RNA with respect to the nucleotide positions at which lead ion induced 
hydrolysis occurred. In light of the results presented in chapters 3 and 4, these findings 
suggest that viral RNA is folded into a tertiary structure from secondary structure motifs 
which are largely conserved in the virion. This is consistent with reports which have 
shown that upon removal of coat proteins from T = 3 viruses such as Polio and BMV, 
their ssRNA slowly unwinds into a linear array of secondary structure elements 
(Kuznetskov et a/., 2005). 
The lead ion structure probing assay showed promise in that it could represent a 
method in which all the CP2 dimer binding sites within the MS2 genome could be 
identified. A difference in lead ion induced cleavage positions over the TR operator 
region was observed in the sub-genomic RNA transcripts in vitro as compared to the 
RNA within the MS2 virion. This suggested that the change in the structural 
environment of RNA associated with CP2 binding can be detected with the lead ion 
cleavage assay. Mapping the CP2 binding sites within the MS2 genome would be 
beneficial for understanding both the topology of the MS2 genome within the virion and 
would provide information on the scaffolding nature of the RNA during capsid 
assembly. A novel technique was pursued in order to structurally characterise the whole 
MS2 genome and all the sub-genomic RNAs with respect to lead ion induced cleavage 
in a high throughput manner using capillary electrophoresis. These results, although 
preliminary, were very promising and serve as a foundation for further high throughput 
structural characterisation of the MS2 genome. Work on this is currently underway. 
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Appendix 
1. Analytical ultracentrifugation data supplementary 
The following six figures, supplementary figures 1-6, show examples of the 
sedimentation velocity profiles obtained for all MS2 capsid assembly components and 
assembly reactions. In the figures the sedimentation velocity profiles are shown on the 
left with the C(S) plot, obtained by fitting the sedimentation profiles using the C(S) 
model in the program SEDFIT as described in section 2.2.12, shown on the right. In 
some cases the sedimentation velocity profiles have been smoothed for clarity. Note 
that in some cases specific sedimentation velocity profiles are missing such as for the 
WT phage in AUC supplementary figure-l (no scan visible at radius -6.4 cm). This is 
because of a malfunction in the connection between the XI-I Beckmann analytical 
ultracentrifuge and the data acquisition software. This malfunction does not affect data 
analysis. Above the sedimentation profiles are shown the residuals of fitting to the C(S) 
model. They are shown as an absorbance vs. radius plot. The scale on the y-axis of the 
residual plots span ±O.05 AU from zero as most residuals were within that range. 
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Supplementary Figure 7. MS2 nucleotide positions of all lead ion induced hydrolysis 
positions in all probed RNA samples identified off PAGE gels. Lead ion cleavag 
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Supplementary Figure 8. A utomated DA TA analysis of CE data set. Intensities are 
expressed as standard deviation from the normalised average intensity following 
subtraction of a control electropherogram. More specifically, for each primer, a Pb2+ 
cleavage electropherogram and a control electropherogram were obtained. The 
intensities of each electropherogram were normalised to their average intensities. The 
control dataset was then subtracted ji-om the Pb2+ dataset in order to remove positions 
which might have occurred due to RT stop sites or RNA degradation. The above f igure 
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standard deviation. Cleavage intensities can be catagorised as strong or weak which 
might be usefull for generating constraint based RNA structure predictions of the MS2 
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positions used f or reverse transcription. The red arrows correspond to primers 566.R 
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Supplementary Figure 9a. MS2 nucleotide position of all lead ion induced hydrolysis 
positions in all probed RNA samples identified from capillary electrophoresis 
electropherograms. Part 1. MS2 nucleotide region 567-1822. Lead ion cleavage 
positions are marked with a "1" at the relevant nucleotide positions. 
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EL~EVIER 
A Simple, RNA-Mediated Allosteric Switch Controls the 
Pathway to Formation of a T = 3 Viral Capsid 
Peter G. Stockley·, Cttar Rolfsson, Gary S. Thompson, Gabriella Basnak 
Simona Francese, Nicola J. Stonehouse, Steven W. Homans 
and Alison E. Ashcroft 
Astbury Centre for Structural 
Molecular Biology, University of 
Leeds, Leeds L52 9fT, UK 
Using mass spectrometry we have detected both assembly intermediate ' 
and the final product, the T=3 viral capsid, during reassembly of th RNA 
bacteriophage MS2. Assembly is only efficient when both types of 
quasi.equivalent coat ~rotein dim~r seen in ~e final capsid are pre nt in 
solution. NMR expenments confirm that mterconversion of th · e on-
formers is aIlostericaIly regulated by sequence-specific binding of a hart 
RNA stem-loop. Isotope pulse-chase experiments confirm that all int r-
mediates observed are competent for further coat protein addition, i.e., they 
are all o~ the pathway t.o capsid formation: an? that th~ unit of capsid 
growth IS a coat protem dlmer. The major mtermedlate speci s ar 
dominated by stoichiometries derived from formation of the particle 
threefold axis, implying that there is a defined pathway toward the T = 3 
shell. These results provide the first experimenta l evidence for a detailed 
mechanistic explanation of the regulation of quasiequivalent cap id 
~sse~bly. 'J!1e~ sugge:>t a dir~t role for the encapsidated RNA in a sembly 
III VIVO, whIch IS consIstent wIth the structure of the genomic RNA within 
wild-type phage. 
2007 Elsevier Ltd. All right r rv d. 
.Corresponding author Ke1Jwords: virus assembly; RNA- protein interaction; mass spectrom try 
Introduction 
Simple spherical viruses consisting of a nucleic 
acid genome enclosed in a protein shell composed of 
multiple copies of one, or very few, coat protein (CP) 
subunits generally have isometric capsids. The 
positioning of the CP subunHs is predictable from 
the allowed tessellations of a sphere.1.2 We studied 
the RNA bacteriophage MS2, which conforms to a 
T==3 sheIl in the Caspar-Kl~g n.omenclature. The 
triangulation numbe~ (T~3) lmphes tha~ the. phage 
CP subunit can eXIst In three q~aslequlval~nt 
conformations (A, B, and C), allowmg 1.80 COpl~S 
f the subunit to create an enclosed capsId. ThIs IS 
?ndeed the case (Figure 1); the CP subunits form 
~nterdigitated !,onc~v~lent dimers (CP2) that act as 
the basic capsId bUlldmg blocks composed of AlB 
- Abbreviations used: CP, coat protein; ESI-MS, 
electrospray ionization-mass spectr~metry. 
E-mail address of the correspondmg author: 
stockley@bmb.leeds.ac.uk 
or CIC can formers. 3,4 Within each monomer, these 
conformers are defined by the orientation of the loop 
of the polypeptide connecting the F and C I~ -strand , 
with A and C subunits having extended loops whit 
B subunit loops fold back toward the globu lar are 
of the protein (Figure l(c)). In the complete cap id, 
AlB dimers surround the particle fivefold axes with 
a ring of B-type loops, while A- and C-type loops 
alternate around the threefold axes. 
A major unresolved problem in structural virol-
ogy is understanding the detailed molecular mech-
anism(s) that gives rise to the assembly of capsid 
of the correct size and symmetry. Variou pro-
posals for the formation of T=3 shells ba ed on 
the initial formation of threeS or fivefold 6 as embly 
initia tion complexes have been made. However, 
cap~id a~sembly is spontaneous and usually very 
r~p~d, WIth .the result that it has b n technicalIy 
dIfficult to Isolate and characterize int rm diate 
beyond these "initiation complexes" on the palh-
~ay to the final products.7,s The MS2 sy tern is an 
Ideal model for investigating such phenomena du 
to the extensive biochemical and structural infor-
ti· '1 bl 39-13 C rna on aval a e. ' apsid rea embly can be 
0022-2836/$ - see front matter 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Figure 1. The structures and solution components associa ted with MS2 bacteriophage assembly, (a) A spnce-fil1ing 
esentation of the X-ray structure of the T = 3 capsid of wild-type MS23 (Protein Data Bank 2MS2), (b) The sequence and 
repr ndary structure of the TR RNA, (c) The d istribution of symmetry axes (black and white symbols) within the 
~eco hedral surface lattice of the MS2 capsid and the arrangement of the quasiequivalent dimer , AB (bluel gre n) and 
(~~~), w ithin it. Alongside are,ribbo,n m?d~ls for the ~tructures of each, with the Al B dimer bound to TR RNA, and an 
enla rged ca rtoon of thei r relatJonship wlthm the capsId , 
, ered in vitro by a sequence-specific RNA-
tngg . C d tein interaction between a P2 an an RNA ;:e~-Ioop (TR) of just 19 nt14,15 that encompasses the 
t codon of the viral replicase on the RNA genome star , b' d ' th h ' Figure 1), RNA-protem m mg us a~ ,leves two 
(fu t'ons via a single molecular recogmhon event: 
nc I f I' d ' f transla tional repression 0 rep Icase a~ creation 0 
an assembly competent complex on VIral RNA. 
We used electrospray ioniza tion-mass spectr -
metry (ESI-MS) to investiga te the m chan ism of 
capsid reassembly and here show for the fir t time 
the time-dependent formation of both in termediate 
and the final product in a single assay, ESI-MS has 
proven to be a powerful technique for the analysis of 
noncovalently bound protein compl xe be au e the 
mjld ionjza tion conditions are able to preserve often 
Allosteric Conformer Switching in Virus Assembly 
fragile macromolecular structures, thus permitting 
mass analysis of the intact complexI6,I7 Our analysis 
of the yield and kinetics of the assembly of both 
intermediates and the final capsid leads to one of the 
first mechanistic descriptions of the control of 
quasiequivalent interactions during virus assembly, 
in this case via an allosteric switch controlled by 
interaction with phage RNA. 
Results and Discussion 
An RNA-mediated conformational change 
The reassembly experiments were analyzed using 
a customized nanoelectrospray ionization-time-of-
flight instrument with an extended m/z range (uR 
to m/z 60,000), collisional cooling capabilities,IS- 1 
and a temperature-controlled, a':ltomated injection 
and ionization system (see Matenals and Methods). 
Capsid reassembly ill vitro was achieved by raising 
the pH of a solution of acid-disassembled coat 
protein in the presence of TR RNAs.22,23 Working in 
solutions of final pH 5.2-5.7 and in buffers com-
patible with mass spectrometry slows the reas-
sembly process, allowing us to observe early and 
intermediate stages. 
In our ESI-MS experiments the possible molecular 
components in the reassembly reaction consist of the 
following: the CP; the CP dimer (CP2); the TR RNA 
(TR), the RNA-protein dime! complex (~P2:TR), 
and various higher-order specIes. Systematic analy-
sis of reassembly conditions by gel filtration-light-
scattering prior to the MS assay allowed us to choose 
conditions for the reaction that slow the production 
of the final product, the T=3 capsid. These condi-
tions favor very high overall yields of the desired 
end product and essentially eliminate the produc-
tion of mis-structured aggregates that could other-
wise complicate the analysis. 
At pH -3.0 the CP obtained by acid disassembly 
of recombinant T = 3 capsids24 shows a spectrum 
dominated by a mixture of CP (13.7 kDa) and CP2 
(Figure 2(a); components labeled A and B, respec-
tively), even at concentra~ions well ~bove the 
dissociation constant for dtmer formation deter-
mined at neutral pH, suggesting that the CP2 is not 
completely stable at this pH, at least ~ the ga~ phase 
of the mass spectrometer. These major specIes are 
accompanied by minor species with masses consis-
tent with the CP trimer, tetramer, and pentamer 
(Figure 2(a); unlabeled, minor peaks « 1 %) in the 
ange m/z 4000-7000). The addition of TR to a ~lution of coat protein at a final pH - 5.2-5.7 and at 
a stoichiometry of 1:1 (,?P2 .to TR) changes t~e 
pectrum radically, result10g 10 the complete d]s-
:ppearance of CP, CP2I and the other minor species 
and the emergence of the complex CP2:TR of mass 
33 5 kDa (Figure 2(b); component C). The presence 
of 'this complex as the major species impl!~ that all 
f the CP2 binds TR RNA and ]s thus stab]hzed. The 
o arrow ESI charge state distribution (9+-10+ ions) of 
~e complex reflects its well-defined structure. This 
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species is accompanied by masses consistent with 
trace amounts of higher-order oligomers in the 
region m/z 4000-10,000, which do not appear to 
alter significantly in concentration over time (Figure 
2(c» until after some 5 h, when certain higher-order 
species increase slightly in intensity (e.g., compo-
nent D in Figure 2(d); see below for an explanation). 
The spectra are significantly different, however, 
when reactions are performed at a final stoichiome-
try of 2:1 CP2 to TR (Figure 2(f)-(h», by allowing 
pre-equilibration of the complex (1:1, CP2:TR) for 
10 min (Figure 2(e» followed by the addition of an 
equal aliquot of CP2 lacking RNA (Figure 2(f). The 
proportion of the higher-order species increases 
rapidly and dramatically and is not consistent with a 
simple mass action effect (Figure 2, d. (c) and (g». 
This effect was not seen when equal aliquots of CP2 
and TR were added to 1:1 reactions. Several higher-
order species are clearly visible in the 2:1 reaction, 
some of which we are able to assign to unambiguous 
stoichiometries, as well as weaker species whose 
signals are too broad to measure accurately. For the 
mass assignment, the measured masses, based on a 
minimum of three adjacent charge states, were com-
pared with the calculated masses of all possible 
multiples of CP and TR. A significant higher mass 
species of 182.7 kDa is consistent with the complex 
[3(CP2:TR) + 3CP2] (Figure 2(g) and (h); component D). 
In addition to CP, CP2, CP2:TR, and [3(CP2:TR) + 
3CP2] (components A-D, respectively), other, minor, 
higher-order species consistent with [CP2:TR+ CP] (mass 47 kDa), [2(CP2:TR)] (mass 67 kDa), and 
[3(CP2:TR)+CP2 +CP] (mass 142 kDa) were un-
ambiguously identified (Figure 2; not labeled). 
Other species of masses > 200 kDa (e.g., compo-
nent(s) E, mass -288-300 kDa) were more difficult 
to identify due to low-intensity broad peaks, which 
made unambiguous charge state assignment diffi-
cult and hence gave rise to the possibility of several 
theoretically compatible stoichiometries. The pre-
sence of complexes with CP monomer components 
may arise because of the presence of the monomer 
under the starting conditions. Over time the peaks 
corresponding to all of these species decreased in 
intensity. In contrast to the time-course for the 1:1 
CP2 to TR reaction (Figure 2(b)-(d», the higher-
order aggregates (m/z 4000-10,000) are accompa-
nied by broad unresolved higher mass to charge 
signals (>m/z 14000) visible in the spectra for the 
2:1 reaction from the earliest time-point sampled 
(-1 min; Figure 2(f)-(h». Such broad peaks have 
been mass assigned to the MS2 T=3 capsid by 
others25 and are also seen when we analyze the 
intact recombinant capsid.24 
To confirm that the high mass peaks corresponded 
to the formation of T=3 shells, identical reassembly 
reactions were analyzed by gel filtration-light-
scattering (Figure 3). The 1:1 reaction forms capsids 
only very slowly, whereas the 2:1 equivalent has 
capsids present from the earliest time-points. These 
data imply that the small amounts of reassembly 
intermediates seen in Figure 2(b )-(d) are caused by a 
limiting concentration of an RNA-free CP compo-
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Figure 2. Virus capsid reassembly monitored over time by real-time nanoEST-MS. The spectra were acquired over th 
range //l/ z 500-30,000 for samples in ammonium. acetate (40 mM) at pH 5.2-5.7. The components are labeled ,as follows: 
A == CP; B== CP2; C =CP2:TR; 0 =182,7 kOa, assIgned as [3(CP2:TR)+3CP21, and E==- 288-300 kOa, unas Igned, The 
umber immediately following each letter is the charge state of those particular ions, i.e., [M+ nH)"' . Th pectra are a ~ollows: (a) CP alone (8 ~M); pH 3.2; (b)-(d) are for reassembly at pH 5,2-5,7 at a stoichiometry of P2 10 TR 1:1 (8 IlM:8 11M), at 1, 90, 300 min, respectively, Spectrum (e) is the 1:1 pre-equilibrated starting point for reas embly at a 
stoichiometry of CP2 to TR 2:1 (16 ~M:8 ~M), spectra (f)-~), .a t I, 120, an~ ~80 ,min, respectively. N?te Ihat speclra (b) and (e) are essentially equ.ivalen.t. The bars .bel~w the spectra mdlcate a magmfication factor o.f 5 ~or all Ion , above m!~ 6O~ to 
enhance clarity. The Insets m (a)-(f) hlghli~ht t~e rang~ 1II(Z 2600-4100 to enhance cIanty m the regIon contammg Ions 
arising from components A, B, and C. The Inset m (g) highlIghts the range III/Z 6000-10,000 to enhance clarity of the ions 
arising from components D and E and is normalized to the D26 ions, which are - 10% of the intenSity of the full spectrum, 
nent in the assembly pathway, Increasing the 
concentration of CPz triggers a drama~ic increase 
in the efficiency of assembly of the hIgher-order 
species observed in Figure 2(f)-(h). Further increas-
. g the concentration of RNA-free CP subunits in the ~S assay (to a 4:1 CPz to TR ratio) results in more 
rapid loss of these higher-order species, including 
the CPz:TR complex, from the III/ Z spectrum, 
uggesting that they do participate in capsid ~ormation rather than bei,ng simply MS ar~f~cts, 
The spectrum is then domInated by peaks oTlgJnat-
ing from CP monomer and dimer, together with a 
tr ce of trimer (data not shown), A reasonable ~erence from these effects is that the RNA-free co~t 
tein added to the preformed CP2:TR complex IS ~~ different quasiequivalent conformation from the 
in the complex. Because both A/B and C/C ~~e ers are required to build the T=3 capsid, mixing 
:ese conformers at high conc~n,tration allows the 
assembly reaction to proceed effiCIently, The 1:1 CPz: 
TR mixture also makes T=3 shells, although under 
th se conditions the RNA-free sample does not. Be~ause the life-time of the CPz:TR is 42 S,26,Z7 both 
types of dimer are available in the 1:1 reaction but in 
these reactions the concentration of the RNA-free 
form would be limiting. 
To probe whether TR binding leads to conforma-
tional change within the CP subunit, using NMR we 
carried out measurements with a mutant CP subunit 
(W82R) that does not assemble beyond dimer but 
does bind TR RNA with the same affinity as the wild-
type (unpublished results). Residue 82 lies outside 
both the FG-Ioop and the TR binding . site. The 
backbone resonances from the 1 H, 13c, 15N triple 
resonance NMR spectrum of the npo-CPz(W82R) 
were analyzed with 87% of the backbone NH 
resonances being assigned, including virtually all 
the nonproline resonances in the FG loop region. The 
full details of these experiments will be published 
elsewhere. The degeneracy of all pairs of backbone 
resonances present in npo-CPz(W82R) resulting from 
pairs of symmetry-related atoms in the two subunit 
of the dimer, encompassing the FG loop, show that in 
the absence of RNA the protein subunits are 
equivalent on the NMR chemical shift timescale 
(Figure 4). Furthermore, lH_15N heteronuclea r nu-
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p. gure 3. Gel filtration-light-scattering assays of cap-
sid ~eassembly, MS2 CP2 and TR were mixed in 40 r:nM 
mmonium acetate, pH 5,2-5,7, to form a 1:1 reachon, ~ b ted at 4 °C for 10, 30, or 90 min, and then loaded 
U1CU a ' 1 ili'b t d . on to a Sepharose 6 gel fil tration co umn equ ra e .m 
50 mM Tris- acetate, pH 7.4, and eluted at 0.36 mJ/mm. 
111 tflow from the column was analyzed simulta-
e °luy via UV absorbance (black trace) and Jight-neous S'mil h' th t t ing (green trace). I ar reac ons were en se 
scat er incubated at a molar ratio of 1:1 for 10 min, and 
up~:; additional aliquot of protein was added to create 
th e 2:1 reaction. The traces .are shown as UV abso.r?ance 
th]ue trace) and Iight-scattenng (red tr~ce) . The posl~on at ~hich authentic T = 3 capsids elute IS marked With ,an 
. the peak at - 35 min corresponds to the starting 
arroW, 
materials and smaller complexes. 
Overhauser effect spectra (data not shown) 
clear considerable motion within the FG loop on 
shoW d' I . d' . 
. nd to nanosecon hmesca es, In Icatmg 
PlCoseco . I . h the chemical shift eqUlva ence seen In t ese 
tha! esuIts from an average of a large number of 
regtOns r 
anformers. 
c Th ddition of TR to the labeled sample leads to a 
e a 'n the spectrum of CPiW82R), with reso-
change I d" d' 
for the IlPO-CPZ state Isappeanng an pairs nances bed . . h' h aks appearing at pertur pOSitions, w 1C are 
of pe. t d with the [CP2(W82R):TR] complex. The 
assacla e 
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data show that the complex is in slow exchang with 
the opo sta te, as expected for a RNA- protein com-
plex with a nanomolar binding affini ty. The quen-
tial aSSignment for the backbone HN, N, a nd 
C Ol resonances of residues 71 - 76 wer made from 
HNCA, HncoCA, and 1 H_15 N heteronu lea r ing le-
quantum coherence spectra and the po ition of the 
fragment within the CPz(W82R) primary equenc 
assured by the presence of dis tinctive co resonan e 
for residues 73 and 74, which are a pair, on of 
only two such pairs within the primary qu n of 
the CP. Pairs of resonances can b se n for r idu 
71, 72, 75, and 76, which are clearly de lineated by 
shiftdifferencesinthe' H+ 15 Ndimen ion (Fig ur >4). 
Comparison of the observed differences in shift for 
the FG loop lH amide resonances w re mad with 
those predicted by the Heigh Mallion ring urr nt 
model using the program MOLMOL and ring ur-
rent intensities suitable for RNA,zs,29 Th a l ula-
tions show that the obs rved ch ang in hift in th 
presence and absence of TR a re approximat Iy a n 
order of magnitude grea ter than that expe ted from 
theory (data not shown) , confirming that the 
observed shifts are not caused by RNA binding per 
se but a rise ei ther from RNA-induced change in the 
conformations of the loops or from fixing of a 
defined conformational s tate from within an equi li -
brium of s ta tes present in the opo protein . In 
summary, binding of TR results in conformational 
changes involving the FG loops and crea tes asym-
metry in the complex. We propose tha t th 0 1'1-
formations of the loops in the RNA-bound dim rare 
likely to be closer to those in an AlB oat protein 
climer, compared to C/C-lik or ill-defined confor-
mers in the opo protein. 
Why then does the W82R mutant fail to as embl 
beyond the TR:CPz complex? To address thi qu -
tion we carried out an ESI-MS cha ing experim nt 
with combinations of wild-type and W82R P. The 
W82R mutant dimer forms a CP2(W82R):TR complex 
when mixed 1:1 with TR with very littl evidnc of 
any higher-order species. Interestingly, the ha rge 
state distribution of the CP2(W82R):TR ompl x wa 
slightly but noticeably wider (11 = 7+ - ] 0+) than that of 
the wild-type complex (11 = 9+- 10+) ana lyzed und r 
the same buffer and instrumental conditions, indicat-
ing a more dynamic s tructure (data not hown). 
Upon the addi tion of wild-type CPz to the pr form d 
CPz(W82R):TR complex, both the CPz:TR and th 
CPz(W82R):TR complexes were dete t d with no 
higher-order species visible. The r verse xperim nt, 
i.e., preforming the wild-typ CPz:TR complex (with 
its associa ted dimer, trimer, and traces of othe r 
higher-order species) follow d by the add ition of P2 
(W82R), resulted again in the obs rvation of only th 
CPz:TR and O'z(W82R):TR compl xe , in thi ca e 
with the concomitant disappearanc of the higher-
order species (data not shown). TI1erewer no ignal 
corresponding to a mixed CP-CP(W82R):TR com-
plex. These results are consistent with our cxpe ta-
tion tha t W82R can bind TR normally but i unable to 
support further interactions with oth r coa t protein 
dimers, thus acting as an inhibitor of reas embly. 
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It is a reasonable assumption that the RNA-
induced conformational change in the FG loops 
observed with W82R p rotein also occurs with the 
wi ld-type coa t p rotein . This RNA-mediated allos-
teric effect at the FG loops explains the dependency 
of the kinetics and yield of assembly products on the 
presen ce o f RNA-free and RNA-bound forms of the 
coat protein d imer. 
(a) 
~........,-, 
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The pathway to T = 3 shell formation 
To confirm that the intermediates seen in the MS 
spectra were on-pa thway to capsid formation and to 
determine the mass step size of capsid growth, we 
repea ted the reassembly assay using isotopica lly 
labeled wild-type CP. TIle CP2:TR complex was 
preformed as above with a 1:1 ra tio of reac tants but 
using 15N-labeled CP2 (Figure 5(a), component F). 
The intermediate complex [3(CP2:TR)+3CP21 dis-
cussed above was also vi ible in low yield in the 
region III / Z 6700-7200, as expected . The measured 
molecular mass of this component indica ted a tota lly 
15N-labeled [3(CP.,:TR) + 3CP21 complex, i.e., w ith all 
12 CP subunits I ~N-l abeled , and hence is labeled 
12:0 C5 N to 14N). RNA-free 14N-CP2 was then added 
to make the 2:1 reaction (Figure 5(b)) . There were 
then two peaks of approximately equiva lent inten-
sity corresponding to 14N and 15N-labeled P2:TR 
complexes (components C and F), but there is no 
evidence for a heterodimer complex, ind ica ting that 
while the TR molecule can dissocia te from the C P2: 
TR complex and reassociate w ith a diff rent CP2, the 
dimer does not dissocia te to monomer under Ulese 
conditions. Inspection of the region 11/ / z 6700- 7200 
containing the multiply charged pea ks for the 
complex [3(CPr TR) + 3CP21 in the 2:1 reac ti on 
revea ls tha t the 5N-labeled complex p aks are still 
present (Figure 5(b), inset, labeled 12:0) with addi-
tional peaks of the same charge state but with lower 
III /Z values, i.e., of lower molecula r mass. Further 
addition of 14 -CP2 C5N to 14 ratio now 1 :3) causes 
these peaks to intensify (Figure 5(c)) and fina lly C5N 
to HN ratio now 1:4) disappear (Figu re 5(d)), as 
expected from the previous experiments. The masses 
of these components indicated the presence of 
complexes consisting of IS to HN CP in the ratios 
o f 10:2, 8:4, 6:6, 4:8, 2:10, and 0:12 subunits, 
respectively, i.e., equivalent to a ll s toichiometries 
differing by dimer addition. TIle mass differences 
between these species consolidate the aSSignment of 
this complex and confirm the presence of 12 CP 
molecule . Again, no evidence was found for com-
plexes of this stoichiometry with mixed 15N:14N CP2 
units. The predominance of the 15N to ].I N 4:8 ratio 
species in Figure 5(c) is consistent w ith the ratio of 
Figure 4. Observed changes in the chemical shifts for 
u'e FG loop residues 71- 76 in both npo and RNA-bound 
complexes. (a) Strips, alternately colored white and yellow 
for each residue, from HNCA spectra of CP2(W82R} (top) 
and CP2(W82R}:TR (bottom). The as ignm nt pau,way for 
CP2(W82R) is shown in red while the spl it pau,ways for 
u'e complex are in blue and green. Note that no assign-
ment of resonances to specific FG loop conformations is 
made or assumed. (b) Cartoon representation of (top) the 
backbone of CP2(W82R} showing the position of residues 
71-76 in red for the two CP ubunits derived from the 
crystal stnlcture of this mutant38 (Protein Data Bank 
IMSC) and (bottom) the equivalent view fo r a wi ld-type 
A/B dimer (green/blue) bound to TR RNA (yellow 
sticks), which is the confo rmation we assume is closest 
to u,at present in solution. 
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Figure 5. Mapping the capsid reassembly pathway usinfl. isotopic chase experiments. Virus capsid reassembly from 
15N-Iabeled CP2 chased by adding increasing quantities of 1 N-CP2' with each reaction monitored by real-time nanoESl-
MS at t= 1 min. The spectra were acquired over the range mlz 500-10,000 for samples in 40 mM ammonium acetate, pH 
5.2-5.7. The larger panels show the range lI~/z 250~1O,000 and. the component~ are labeled as follows: A =CP; B=CP2; 
C=CP2:TR; F= 15N-CP2:TR. The number ImmedIately foUowmg eac~5 letter IS the charge state of those particular ions. Spectra are (a) 15N-CPt to TR 1:1 (8 IIM:8 11M), t = l min; (b) N-CP2 to TR 1:1 (8 IIM:8 11M) with 14N_CP2 
(811M) added, t=l min; (c) 5N-CP2 to TR 1:1 (8 IIM:8 11M) with 14N-CP2 (24 11M) added, t = l min; (d) 15N-CP2 to 
TR 1:1 (8 IIM:8 11M) with 14N-CP2 (32 11M) added, t = l min. Inset spectra highlight the range '''/ z 6700-7200, 
showing the 26+ and 27+ charge states ~f the. major rea~se~bly intermediate [3(CP2:TR)+3CP2] . The peaks are 
labeled with the ratio of 15N:14N CP contamed m the speCles, I.e., 12:0, 10:2, 8:4, 6:6, 4:8, 2:10, and 0:12. 
15N to 14N CP present in this particular reassembly 
reaction (i.e., 1:3). 
Thus, it appears that the TR in the reassembly 
reaction rapidly equilibrates between the 14N and 
15N-Iabeled coat protein dimer subunits, presumably 
because of the short half-life of the CP2:TR 
complex?6,27 As the initially formed [3(CP2:TR} + 
3CP2] 15N-labeled complexes continue on the assem-
bly pathway to form capsids, new [3(CP2:TR)+3CP2] 
complexes are formed from a mixture of the remain-
ing 15N-Iabeled CP2 species and the added 14N 
material. Gradually, the percentage of all 15N-labeled 
[3(CP2:TR)+3CP21 decreases with increasing CP2 
concentration, while the mixed 14N:15N (Figure 5(b) 
and (c}), and eventually aU 14N ~~mplexes, become 
predominant. Eventually, the addItion of further CP2 
dimers results in the disappearance of this complex, 
as well as other higher-order species, as capsid 
formation progresses (Figure S(d». One prediction 
of this interpretati~n is. that. per~orming the .experi-
ment in the opposIte d ITectJ on, I.e., prefomung the 
complex with 14N CP2 and chasing with 15N-labeled 
material, should produce an equivalent, but mirror 
image, spectrum. This. is indeed the case (see 
Supplementary Information). 
The data confirm that the intermediate species 
detected in the MS spectra are competent to bind 
additional coat proteins and are therefore likely to 
be on the capsid assembly pathway. The unit of 
capsid growth is clearly a coat protein dimer under 
these conditions. Although some intermediate spe-
cies are visible for extended periods during the 
assembly process, there does not appear to be a 
significant build-up of partially formed structures 
that later coalesce. This last observation is consistent 
with cryo-EM reconstructions of species formed in 
reassembly reactions that show particles of increas-
ing completeness over time.23 
The results lead directly to a molecular mechanism 
for T=3 capsid formation (Figure 6). RNA-free CP2 in 
solution has a preponderant, quasiequivalent con-
formation distinct from that created when TR binds, 
both of which are needed to allow the capsid to be 
built. This is consistent with the previous observation 
that some CP2 subunits will not bind TR until they 
have undergone a conformational change.12 The TR 
binding site lies entirely within a CP2 and it makes 
distinct contacts with each monomer, suggesting that 
it might bind preferentially to an asymmetric dimer, 
e.g., an AlB unit. However, the NMR data from the 
apo-CP2 suggest that the dynamic motions of the FG 
loop regions also propagate along the attached F and 
G ~-strands and overlap the RNA binding site, 
providing a potentially direct mechanism to couple 
RNA binding and FG loop conformational prefer-
ence. A 1:1 reassembly reaction would thus be 
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Figure 6. Model for the initia tio:, of T=3 ca~sid 
assembly. A pair of chemically eqUlv~ lent ~C/C-like) 
subunits in solution (top left: shad~ p~) bInds a :rn 
RNA, resul ting in a conformabonal SWItch Into ~ A/B-hke 
asymmetric dimer (shaded ~een ~d blue). ~s complex 
binds an adclitional C/C-hke drrner, creatIng the fl ~st 
hi her-order intermedia te on the. path,:"ay to cap~ld fo~a tion. A variety of subpathways involving the addltl?n 
f oa t protein dimers (arrows) can then generate the major 
o ~gned intermedia te encompassing the firs t threefold axis ~f~e virus particle. We have ~ass assignments fo r aJl the 
toon species shown In the dIagram, as well as a number ~fcomponents that may be in the subassembly pathway, 
such as 2[CP2:TR)+2CP2 & 3 [CP2:T~)+2CP2+C~. These 
latter species are ~ot always present In the reacbons and 
when present are In trace amounts. 
d omina ted by Al B-like species: whe~~as the 2.:1 
eactions described above would, In addItion , contaIn ~ore symmetrical dimers but w ith ~ery dyna~c FG 
I op regions. These could be CIC-like. Fonna tion of 
:IB dimers would in principle permit fonnation o f a 
ap sid fi vefold axis vin interacting B-type loops . Such ~imers could also contribute to the. fonna ~on o~ a 
threefold axis by the A confonners Interacting WIth 
C/C dimers. The stimulatory effect of adding RNA -
free C P2 to the prefonned CP2:~ suggests. that 
f rmation of particle threefold axes IS the d omInant 
°a thway toward T=3. shell f?nnation under these ~onditions. This is consIstent WIth the fact that none of 
the assigned m ass p~aks in the spectra corresponds to 
fi vefold intennedlate, 5(CP2:TR); ra ther, they a re 
a ntia Ily a ll consistent with the threefold s toichjo-
esse CP 1 · I· th h . try [3(CP2:TR)+3 2, Imp ymg at t ere IS a m~ u~ assembly pathway. Fonna tion of the threefold 
uruq lex d etermines tha t assembly yields a T=3 
c°thmPr than a T= 1 capsid; the latter wou ld requi re 
ra e fi f ld ·chi . only complexes w ith ve 0 stOJ om etries. 
BiOlogical implications 
The m echan ism de~cribed abo~e immedia tely 
an obvious question: w hat triggers the CIC-begs 
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like dimer in solution to adopt the Al B conformer 
at appropria te positions in the g rowing ca ps id? 111 
vivo there is only one copy o f the TR stem- loop per 
genom e and there are no obvious ca ndida tes for 
closely rela ted sequences/structures in the remain-
der o f the phage RNA. Howev r, we have hown 
tha t very m any RNA s tem- loop va ria nts ca n 
bind a t the TR binding site. Indeed , we have cha r-
acterized over 30 such species by X-ray crys ta Ilo-
graphy. '3,3o In such experiments prefonned ca psid s 
are soa ked with RNAs tha t penetra te into the 
interi or o f the p a rticles v in the pore a t the 
symmetry axes, from w here they can b ind to a ll 
p ossible binding sites within the interior, in luding 
both Al B and C/C confonners . The orienta tion of 
the RN A a t C IC dimers is degenera t but it is 
unique a t A l B, a llowing the deta ils of the RNA-
protein complex to be dete rmined. Thes re ults 
suggest tha t the difference in RNA a ffinity between 
A / B and C / C dimers in a capsid is probably 
m odest, although for man y of the RNA va rinnt we 
have studied the measured i ll v i tro a ffinity for 
isola ted dimers is very low. Note tha t the recombi-
nant T=3 shells used to genera te the C P2 sta rting 
materia l here were described previously a "empty," 
becau se they appear to lack any MS2 RN A or 
other long RN A sequences.24 They a r not, how-
ever, free of cellular RN A fragments, w hich m ay 
serve as the triggers of quasiequiva lent sw itching 
w hen the recombinant prote in is expressed a t high 
levels. 
It appears, therefore, tha t if the re were suitably 
oriented genomic sequenceslstructure outside the 
TR region, coa t protein dimers adding to a g rowing 
shell could bind them, thus fi xing the appropria te 
quasiequiva lent conformation. Cryo-EM reconstruc-
tion of the intact phage reveals the existence o f uch 
ordered RNA segments loca ted undernea th the 
protein shell,31 supporting this idea. We have a l 0 
shown tha t RN As that encompa s the TR s quence 
but have 5' or 3' genomic extensions appea r to a lter 
the effi ciency of capsid fonnation23 . This mechanism 
may well playa direct role in the life-cycle of the 
phage. The TR sequence is a transient signa l tha t is 
only generated w hen ribosomes read through the coa t 
protein gene, disrupting a long-range base-pairing 
interaction, the Min Jou sequence.32 Binding of a CP2 
to the TR stem- loop would lead to translational 
repression of the replicase cis tron and simultaneously 
mark the MS2 genome for packaging into capsids. 
Man y of the genomes m arked in this way, however, 
might only be parti ally replica ted and it might b 
inappropriate to begin assembly immed ia tely a ft r 
the repression complex fonns. If protein-free genomic 
RNAs present higher a ffinity binding sites for P2 a t 
low concentrations, thjs w ould a llow a ll progeny 
phage genom es to complete replica tion and carry an 
assembly injtiation species. As the concentra tion of 
CP2 rises to levels in excess of the genomic RNA copy 
number, these C / C-like species can begin th 
assembly process by interacting with the Al B dimer 
bound atTR. Presumably, the additiona l Al B dimer 
required to complete assembly would then be 
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triggered to form at appropriate points by interactions 
with genomic sequences outside the TR region, where 
both RNA-protein and protein-protein binding 
energy can contribute to the affinity of the interaction. 
The pathway to capsid formation described above 
corresponds to the mechanism of autostery first 
described by Caspar, in which free subunits are held 
in an assembly-incompetent state until they make 
contact with the growing viral shell or another viral 
ligand.33 In many other viral systems quasi equivalent 
conformer formation is dominated by alteration of the 
orientation of distinct protein domains or extended 
"arm" regions.s Many such proteins share structu-
rally conserved protein domains and these have been 
co-opted by viruses from diverse sources from 
bacteria to humans.34 The RNA phage coat proteins, 
in contrast, contain only a single domain and lack 
such extended arms. They form a unique protein fold 
that has to date no other viral homologues. This 
isolation may be because in these cases assembly is so 
dependent on interactions with the viral genome that 
it places such strict evolutionary constraints on the 
genomic sequence that the fold has not been used 
elsewhere. A related issue is the conformation of the 
phage genome during the assembly process. Does 
CP2 binding to the growing shell provide the driving 
force for genome folding and condensation or does 
the protein bind to a prefolded RNA? AFM measure-
ments on a number of other single-stranded RNA 
virUses suggest that the genomic RNAs can fold 
stably into a compact structure with dimensions 
similar to that of the interior of the final protein shell, 
suggesting that the latter proposal is more likely.35 
The data presented here demonstrate the power of 
mass spectrometry to dissect the molecular details of a 
viral assembly pathway and gain insight into MS2 
phage capsid const;uction by th~.identifica~on of on-
pathway intermedIates .. The ab~hty to monItor mass 
and intensity changes m Co-eXlSting, noncovalently 
bound, high mass oligomeric species in real time is a 
vital asset for these studies. Such information is 
potentially v~ry ~mportant for. designing novel 
inhibitors of VIral bfe-cycles, e.g., m the RNA phage, 
reagents that block the conformational changes 
required to create the AlB dimer would be potent 
inhibitors of assembly. Additionally, there are grow-
ing applications of virus-like particles in therapeutic 
and bionanotechnologic applications in which funda-
mental information on assembly mechanisms would 
be extremely usefu1.36,37 ESI-MS can clearly contri-
bute significantly to interdisciplinary studies of such 
systems. 
Materials and Methods 
preparation of coat proteins and TR RNA 
proteins 
Wild-type recombinant coat protein in the form of T=3 
shells lacking specificallr ~oun? RNA ~ere prep~red b~ 
overexpression in Escller1cllUl coli as described previously. 
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These capsids were purified and then disassembled coat 
protein dimers isolated by treatment with glacial acetic acid 
followed by exchange into 20 mM acetic acid. '2,22 ' 
NMR experiments were carried out on samples of the 
MS2 mutant c~at pr?stein, W82R, that does not assemble 
beyond. the dlmer: W82R protein was purified by 
successive chromatography over diethylaminoethanol 
and sulphopropyl exchange media following the metho-
dology described previously36 with slight modifications. 
Following elution from the sulphopropyl column in 
20 mM phosphate, pH 5.8, all samples were treatt'd with 
10 IlL/ml of 2 M Tris, pH 8.5, to prevent crystallization 
and were then dialyzed into 50 mM Tris, pH 8.5, )00 mM 
KCl, 10 mM OTT, and 20 mg/l complete protease inhibitor 
for long-term storage at 4 0c. The purity and identity of 
the protein samples were assessed by SOS-PAGE, ESI-MS, 
and ~-terminal sequencing of the first eight residues in the 
protem. 
Isotopically labeled reagents were purchased from 
(Spectra Stable Isotopes Inc., Columbia MO USA) Goss 
Scientific Instruments (Great Baddo~, Es~x, UK), ~r 
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA, USA). 
W82R samples were prepared by growing cells in MlJ 
medium prepared with 50% 0 20/50% I-hO (v Iv) and 
supplemented with 40 mgll FeCl3 and llVo (v Iv) l{)()x BME 
vita~n solution. Iso.t~pes were introduced into the growth 
medIUm by the addItIon of 4 g/l of uniformly DC-labeled 
50% 2!i-rand~m-labe~ed glucose and 1 gil of I~NH4C1. 
Plasrrud selection dunng expression was maintained using 
100 Ilg/l carbenicillin. Cells were grown to an A I of 08 
. fr h(~ • startl~g om a la~eled starte~ culture grown overnight and 
were. mduced WIth 0.1 mM lsopropyl-J\-o-thiogalactopyr-
anoslde and harvested after a further 8 h of growth. 
. 15~-labele~ wil~-type MS2 coat protein was prepared 
IdentIcally WIth Wild-type protein, with the exct.·ption that 
the ~el1s were grown in 15NH .. CI-containing minimal 
medIUm. 
RNAs 
Synthetic oligonucleotides encompassing the TR 
sequ~nce (Figu!e 1) 0j9 the -5C variant were prepared as 
descnbed preVIously. The -5C variant binds to the coat 
protein dimer significantly more tightly than the wild-
type s~que~ie, with half-lives of > 300 and 42 s, 
respectively. The crystal structure of the -5C variant 
bound to the coat protein in a preformed capsidlO shows 
that this effect is likely the result of an additional 
intramolecular hydrogen bond within the RNA, from the 
ex?cy'clic amino group of C to the phosphodiester 
bnd~~ng the -6 and .-7 positions. This presumably 
stablhzes the conformation of the RNA in solution closer 
to that resulting from protein binding reducing the free 
energy cost of distortion. There are no differences in 
contacts to the protein. Therefore, the -5C variant was 
used in the NMR experiments. 
Reassembly reactions 
Reaction conditions 
Assembly reactions were carried out in 40 mM ammo-
nium acetate, pH 6.8, at 8 0c. Initially, CP2 was mixed with 
TR to a final concentration of 8 IlM, and further aliquots of 
CP2 were added as indicated. The concentration of the CP2 
solution was calculated from UV absorbance, and the 
sample was passed through a 0.2-llm syringe filter prior to 
measurement. 
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Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry 
Samples were analyzed by po~itive ionization nanoe-
lectrospray using an LCI PremIer Mass Spectrometer 
(Waters Corp., Manchest~r, UK) with collisiona.l cooling 
ca abilities equipped WIth a NanoMate (AdvlOn, Inc., 
It';aca, NY, USA) temperature-c?ntrolled au~omated 
mple handling and ionization mterface, which was ~ermostated at 8 dc. A capillary voltage ~f 1.9 kV was 
t with a nitrogen gas flow of 0.5. pSI for sample ~ troduction and ionization. The samplmg cone voltage 
mas optimized at 80 V, ion guide 1 at 130 V, and aperture 
rat 60 V. The analyzer pressure .was 7.~ x 10- 7 mBa: a~1 
the pressure in the tr~fer optics regIon was 4.9 10 
mBar. Data were acqUIred over the ran~e m/z 500-30,000 
and data processing was performed usmg the MassLynx 
software supplied with the mass spectromete!. An 
external calibration using CsI clusters was applIed to 
the data. 
Gel fiftration-light-scattering assays 
For assays of reassembly by gel fil~atio~, reacti.o~ at 
differing stoichiometries were set up WIth slIght van~tlOns 
the protocol for mass spectrometry. For convemence, 
:e concentration of CP2 in the 1:I.reaction was 10 ~nd 
20 ~M for the 1:2 sample, with the final TR concentratIon 
being 10 ~M for both. The final 100-111 reaction voll;lme 
was made up with assembly buffer (~O mbM admm<?nIufm 
acetate, pH 6.8), an.d ~~ sa?,ples were m~ ate. on Ice or 
various times until mJectIon onto a Incon high-perfor-
e column of Sepharose 610/300 GL (GE Healthcare ~~~iences AB, Sweden) thermostated at 12°C. TJ:te 
1 nt was 50 mM Iris acetate, pH 7.4 (chosen to aVOId ~::assing problems with ammonium acetate), at a flow 
rate 0.36 ml/min. . 
The outflow of the column .was ~onItored .tor. UV 
b rption and for light-scattenng usmg a static IIght-
:C:ering detector PO 2000 (Precision Detectors, Inc., 
Bellingham, Mass., USA). 
NMR data collection 
Conditions providing optimum solubility of CP2 were 
d t rmined from a set of hanging drop trials'lO in a range of b~~ers at a pH between 6.0 and 7.0. at 25 dc. S~itable 
I fon conditions were thus determmed to be 1 Yo v/v sy u Irol 100 mM Bis-Iris, pH 7.0, 100 mM KCl. In 
g J~·~iO~ the buffer also contained 10% 0 20, 2 mg/ml 
a I let~ protease inhibitor, 10 mM NaN), 2 mM EOIA, ~omlt OTT and 0.05 mM sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapen-
m _5-suIfonate. Samples were introduced into the 
tane d· . d t t d . 
·red solution con ItlOns an concen ra e usmg 
reqUl S . V. spin centrifugal concentrators ( artonus, Ltd., 
E I:m, UK). All ex.periment:' were carried out in Shige~ I: ocells (Shigenu, Inc. AllISOn Park, PA, USA) contam-~cr 250-300 ~l of solution with concentrations of CP2 ~1!82R) between 0.5 and 1.0 mM. NMR experiments were 
\ •• ured on a Unity Inova 750-MHz NMR spectrometer ~;a~ n Inc Palo Alto, CA USA) equipped with four radio-(vana, ., . 1 (IH IS l3C) ncy channels and a trip e-resonance - N-
freque temperature probe with Z axis magnetic field 
roo; nts The set of triple-resonance NMR experiments 
gra l~ed t~ the CP2 complex consisted of lH_15N hetero-apPl~:r single-quantum coherence, HNCA, HNcoCA, 
nuc CO, HNcaCO, HNcaC~, and !"fNco~aCB spectra, ~. h were acquired usmg Vanan BlOpack pulse 
w ~~ces. In the case of the HNCA, HNcoCA, HncaCB, 
~ HNcocaCB experiments the pulse sequences were 
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modified41 so as to maintain optimal transverse relaxation 
optimized spectroscpy effects in partially deuterated 
proteins during the C"/I\ chemical shift evolution period. 
The HNcoCA sequence was modified to have a Ca 
selective inversion pulse. lH_15N heteronuclear nuclear 
Overhauser effect spectra were acquired on the CP2 dimer 
using a Varian Unity Inova 600-MHz NMR spectrometer 
equipped with four radiofrequency channels and a triple-
resonance CH_15N-DC) probe with Z axis magnetic field 
gradients. 
In contrast to the experiments measured on CP2 the, 
HNCA and HNcoCA spectra of the CP2:IR complex were 
measured using a Varian cryogenic probe with receiver 
coils and preamplifiers cooled to -253°C. The limited 
assi~ent of the CP2:TR complex used spectra from 
IH_ 5N heteronuclear single-quantum coherence, HNCA, 
and HNcoCA experiments. The buffer for the CP2:IR 
samples used for NMR spectroscopy was supplemented 
with 800 U RNAsin (Promega, Southampton, UK), which 
was brought to the final solution conditions using a 
Vivaspin centrifugal concentrator. Solutions of the CP2:TR 
complex were prepared by addition of a slight excess of 
IR to CP2 as determined by the loss of signals from the apo 
CP2 dimer. 
All experiments were measured with the use of 
transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy to reduce 
I2 relaxation effects and improve dispersion. Data 
processing and analysis were carried out using NMRPipe42 
and Nmrview43 on computers running under Linux. 
Segments of assigned residues from CP2 were mapped to 
the primarr sequence of the ~rotein using the program 
Mapper2.4 lH, DC, and 1 N chemical shifts were 
referenced directly e H) and indirectly (DC, 15N) to sodium 
2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate. 
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Using a combination of biochemistry, mass spectrometry, NMR spectroscopy and cryo-
electron microscopy (cryo-EM). we have been able to show that quasi-equivalent conformer 
switching in the coat protein (CP) of an RNA bacteriophage (MS2) is controlled by a 
sequence-specific RNA-protein interaction. The RNA component ofthis complex is an RNA 
stem-loop encompassing just 19 nts from the phage genomic RNA. which is 3569 nts in 
length. This binding results in the conversion of a CP dimer from a symmetrical conformation 
to an asymmetric one. Only when both symmetrical and asymmetrical dimers are present in 
solution is assembly of the T = 3 phage capsid efficient. This implies that the conformers. we 
have characterized by NMR correspond to the two distinct quasi-equivalent conformers seen 
in the 3D structure of the virion. An icqsahedrally-averaged single particle cryo-EM 
reconstruction of the wild-type phage (to - 9 A resolution) has revealed icosahedrally ordered 
density encompassing up to 90% of the single-stranded RNA genome. The RNA is seen with a 
novel arrangement of two concentric shells, with connections between them along the 5-fold 
symmetry axes. RNA in the outer shell interacts with each of the 90 CP dimers in the T = 3 
capsid and although the density is icosahedrally averaged. there appears to be a different 
average contact at the different quasi-equivalent protein dimers: precisely the result that 
would be expected if protein conformer switching is RNA-mediated throughout the assembly 
pathway. This unprecedented RNA structure provides new constraints for models of viral 
assembly and we describe experiments aimed at probing these. Together. these results suggest 
that viral genomiC RNA folding is an important factor in efficient assembly. and further 
suggest that RNAs that could sequester viral CPs but not fold appropriately could act as potent 
inhibitors of viral assembly. 
Keywords: RNA-protein interactions; MS2; ssRNA virus; genomic RNA structure and 
folding; cryo-e1ectron microscopy; viral assembly 
Introduction 
The ssRNA viruses are one of the largest groups of viruses, and include human immuno-
deficiency virus. hepatitis C virus, Norwalk viruses and the Picornaviridae such as rhinovirus, 
Iiovirus. hepatitis A and foot and mouth disease virus, as well as plant viruses such as tomato 
:shY stunt virus [25]. These vira.1 p~thogens infect human. animal and plant hosts and for many 
of these novel routes towards. antl-v~ral ther~py ~e ~rgently required. All these viruses face the 
mmon challenge of packagmg their nucleiC aCids mto protective shells composed of a defined ~~mber of one. or very few. type(s) of coat protein (CP) subunits. reflecting constraints of genetic 
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economy and quasi-equivalence [6,8]. Many ssRNA viruses have evolved lifecycles during 
which capsid assembly is triggered by sequence/structure-specific interaction between CPs and 
their RNA genomes [26,38]. A major unresolved problem in structural virology, however, has 
been to understand the detailed molecular mechanism(s) that gives rise to the highly efficient 
assembly of capsids of the correct size and symmetry in such systems. This is especially true for 
viruses whose capsids exhibit quasi-equivalent symmetry in their CP lattices [6]. Various 
proposals for formation of protein shells based on the initial formation of 3-fold [26], or 5-fold 
[23] assembly initiation complexes have been made previously. Capsid assembly is, however, 
spontaneous and usually very rapid, with the result that it has been technically difficult to isolate 
and characterize intermediates on the pathway to the final products beyond these 'initiation 
complexes' [22,41]. Understanding these processes in mechanistic detail may well lead to novel 
routes for anti-viral therapy. 
The RNA bacteriophage MS2 is an ideal model for investigating such phenomena owing to 
the extensive biochemical and structural information that is available [12,14,27,34,35,39]. 
We have therefore undertaken detailed mechanistic and structural studies of this phage in order 
to address the specific questions of how the genomic RNA is encapsidated specifically, how the 
formation of the T = 3 quasi-equivalent shell is controlled during the assembly reaction, and 
what role(s), if any, the ssRNA genome plays during these processes. MS2 is a member of the 
Leviviridae family of viruses that infect male Escherichia coli cells via an initial attachment to 
the bacterial F-pilus [21,27]. It has a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA genome of 3569 
nucleotides that encodes just four gene products: CP, replicase, lysis protein and maturation 
protein (Figure I). CP is the ~ost highly express.ed of the gene pr~ucts and 180 c~~ies asse~ble 
to form an icosahedral protem shell that encapsldates the genome m the mature VInon. A smgle 
copy of the maturation protein is also incorporated into the virion and functions during infection 
by binding the F-pilus of target cells. A complex between the maturation protein and the 
genomic RNA is the only viral component to enter host cells during infection [40]. • 
The crystal structure of the wild-type MS2 bacteriophage has been determined to 2.8 A 
resolution [9,34]. The CP fold was unique amongst known icosahedral viruses at that time, 
although it has since been shown to be shared by the other Leviviridae CPs [32]. The main chain 
folds into a five-stranded anti-parallel (3-sheet with two anti-parallel (3-strands folding over it at 
the N-terminus and with a kinked a-helix at the C-terminus (Figure 2). The C-terminal a-helices 
of twO CP monomers interdigitate to form non-covalent dimers (CPz) in the capsid and these can 
be isolated as dimers in solution by acid dissociation [31]. In the T = 3 capsid, the CP is found in 
three distinct conformations, termed A, Band C, consistent with the quasi-equivalent symmetry 
required to construct a T = 3 structure. The main site of variation between conformers is in the 
looP between the F and G, (3-strands (FG-loop), which is extended in A and C conformers, but bent 
back toward the main body of the subunit in the B conformer (Figure 2). The capsid thus contains 
twO types of dimer; an asymmetric AlB dimer, and a symmetric C/C dimer. The positioning of 
these different building bloc~s within the protei!1 shell controls the size and symmetry ofthe viral 
particle. Unusually, the capSid has lar~e (-14.A di~.) pores at the 5-fold symmetry axes and it is 
not known whether these play a role m the Viral lIfe cycle, although, mutation of a conserved 
proline residu~ (Pr078) lining the pore at 5.-fold .axes results in production of assembled T = 3 
capsids but faIls to produce pha~e from.an I.nfectlous recombinant clone [11]. 
Capsid reassembly can be tnggered In vitro by a sequence-specific RNA-protein interaction 
between acid-disassembled CP subunits, which form dimers at more neutral pHs and an RNA 
tern-lOOP (TR) of just 19 nt derived from the genomic sequence that encompasses the start ~odon of the viral replicase ([2,3]; Figure 2). RNA-protein binding thus achieves two functions 
'a a single molecular recognition event: translational repression of the replicase and creation of 
VI I . I 
an assembly competent comp ex on vlra RNA. 
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. I Genomic map of bacteriophage MS2 and sequences of the RNAs used in reassembly 
Flgur~me~ts . The upper panel shows a diagrammatic representation of the single-stranded 3569 nt long 
ex~~n enome and the positions of the gene it encodes. The red bar shows the location of the TR assembly ~. . t~ n stem-loop. The sub-genomic fragment is shown highlighted in light blue. The lower panel shows Imua IO . 
uences and putatIve secondary structure of the short RNA fragments used for reassembly 
the s~q ents. Fragments S I-S4 represent 12 and 35 nt extensions at the 5' (i ncreasing red) or 3' (increasing 
expe)nmdS of the TR tern-loop, respectively. The TR fragment is numbered with respect to the start codon 
blue en . UG) 
of the replicase clstron (A=I . 
Results and discussion 
:hr encapsidation of the short genomic RNA Specl)", 
I from co-infections by two clo ely related RNA phage. MS2 and Q{3. in the arne ResU ts . I ' . . 
. I ceIl suggest that there I sequence se ectlve encapsldatlOn by the cognate CP subuni ts bactena . 
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F ure 2. Structures of the MS2 quasi-equivalent coat protein dimers and their relationship within a T = 3 ~gll The C/C (redlred) and AlB (blue/green) quasi-equivalent dimers are shown as ribbon representations 
s. e w~d along the 2-fold axes from the inside of the phage particle. The TR RNA (yellow stick model) is 
v~e wn bound 10 the NB dimer. Structures are taken from pdbIZDH. The relationship of NB and C/C 
~i;ers 10 the final T = 3 capsid is shown below. Adapted from Ref. [29J. Available in colour online. 
that sequence-specific interaction between R 17 (an MS2 homologue) and its genomic RNA was 
controJled by a single 19 nt stem-loop within the 3569 nt genomic RNA [4,5]. We have recently 
extended the e studies u ing X-ray crystallography to provide the first atomic level mechanism 
for packaging di sc rimination [12] . The in vitro affi nity of the MS2 stem-loop for its CP is very 
'milar to that for the intact genomic RNA. This recognition sequence encompasses the 5' start 
Sl . d h 
odon of the phage replIcase gene, an t erefore also provides a molecular explanation for the 
~anslatiOna l repres ion of the replicase ci tron by CP expression [17] . The 'appearance' of the 
19 nt translational operator . tern-loop (T~) i controlled by pha.ge gene expression. Initially, 
following phage RNA entry .1~tO th~ bactenu.m, the TR sequence IS sequestered in a long-range 
ondary structure, base pamng WIth a portIOn of the CP gene - the 'Min lou' sequence [13) . ~ gene translation is required to free the TR sequence and initiate folding into the stem-loop 
o erator. Beckett and Ulhenbeck showed that in isolation thi s TR fragment triggers reassembly 
or T = 3 shells by the CP more efficiently than polyA [2,3]. 
These observations raise a number of important que tion . How does the TR stem-loop fold 
. the operator conformation? How is the TR sequence recognized specifically by the CP Into . 
dimer? How does the .CP dlmer (CP2): TR complex lead to assembly of a shell with the correct 
. and symmetry? Single-molecule Ouore cence data, that will be described in detail elsewhere SIze (GeJl et 0/. in prep),. suggest that TR folds as a two-state system, consistent with its role as a 
etic switch. PrevlOu topped-flow fluore cence measurements suggest that isolated 19 nt 
gen . . d ' ff ' 
loops bind to CP dlmer In a I uSlon-controlled reaction , although these data showed stem- . ' ' 
e vidence that protein conformatIOnal change were occurring during the binding [14] some . '. . 
Expre sion of a recombInant MS2 CP gene In E. coil lead to formation of T = 3 shells 
containing small amount of cellular RNA [18]. These are easily purified and crystallize 
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isomorphously with the wild-type phage, even though they lack the genomic RNA and the single 
copy of the maturation protein. Soaking RNA oligonucleotides encompassing the TR sequence 
[35], sequence or chemical variants [IO,36~, or even aptamer conse~sus sequences [7,24), into 
such crystals aIlows the RNA to access the mner surface of the protem sheIl, presumably via the 
pores through the capsid, where they bind to every CP dimer. This technique has all owed the 3D 
structures of a large number of different RNA-protein complexes to be determined by X-ray 
diffraction difference maps. TR binds to NB quasi-equivalent dimers in a unique orientation, 
aIlowing the interaction to be resolved at atomic resolution (Figure 2). It is clear from such 
experiments tha.t th~ T~ binds across. the inner face of the CP2, a s~eet c?mpri~ing ten l3-strands. 
The RNA in thiS site IS at least 12 A away from the nearest ammo aCid residues of the loops 
whose conformations define the quasi-symmetry of the capsid. Building a T = 3 capsid requires 
these loop conformations to be set in a local symmetry context and their separation from TR 
binding site does not immediately reveal the mechanism underlying this switch. The 
conformation of the TR bound to protein differs from that seen in solution because the - 10 A 
residue (see Figure 1 legend for numbering scheme) becomes extruded from the stem, which 
takes up an A duplex structure. The - 10 A base and the loop residue - 4 A bind into identical 
pockets, but in different ?rien~ations, on the su,"!"ac~ of each protein ~onome~. Thus, the bulk 
conformation of the CP dlmer IS unchanged by bmdmg TR RNA, consistent wllh the very rapid 
on rate observed in the stopped-flow experiments [14]. These studies therefore did not clarify 
hoW quasi-equivalent conformer switching is achieved during assembly. 
The mechanism of T = 3 shell formation 
The major insight into the molecular mechanism controlling T = 3 shell formation was made by 
tudying TR-mediated reassembly of CP dimers by non-covalent mass spectrometry [29]. 
~eaction mixtures containing equimolar amounts of CP2 and TR rapidly formed the 'initiating' 
RNA-protein complex but these were only very slowly converted into species with higher 
stoichiometries. Addition of a further aliquot of CP2 lacking RNA, however, resulted in rapid 
formation of higher order species including broad peaks in the mass spectrum that correspond to 
the peaks observed when the recombinant T = 3 shell is analysed. It appears that both RNA-
bound and RNA-free forms of the CP2 are required for efficient and rapid capsid assembly. 
Since there are two types of CP2 dimer conformer in the final capsid this result is suggestive 
of RNA-binding resulting in conformational change in the protein dimer. This possibility was 
. vestigated using NMR spectroscopy to determine the chemical shift values of the CP subunits 
m· th and without bound TR using a protein mutant, W82R that does not assemble beyond dimer ~~]. The data showed very c\.early that in the absence of RNA the chemical shifts of the residues 
. the FG-loop are the same m both subunits, whereas they become distinct when the TR stem ~~op is bound. The RN~ bi~ding site is suffic~ently far from the FG-loops that these effects are 
not due to direct alteratIOn m the local chem.lcal environment. In other words, the NMR data 
hoW unambiguously that TR acts allostencally to promote formation of an asymmetric 
~ resumably AlB-like) CP2 from an RNA-free species that is symmetric. Analysis of ~ intermediate species in the mass spectra of the reassembly reaction (Figure 3) revealed 
!h: presence of complexes with the following stoichiometries: CP2:TR of mass 33.5 kDa 
(Figure 3; component A), [3(CP2:TR) + 3CP2] of mass 182.7 kDa (Figure 3; component B), 
[3(CP2:TR) +2CP2 -+: CP] of mass 169.2 kDa (Figure 3; component C) and [5(CP2:TR) +5CP21 
f mass 304.8 kDa (Figure 3; component D). There was no sign of a species corresponding to a 
~uIlY formed 5-fold ~is 5(CP2?R), suggesting that these species .result from formation of a 
3-fold axis as~embly mtermedlate. The [5(CP2:TR) +~CP2] s~cles ~as onl~ .recently been 
tentatively assigned and could correspond to a 5-fold mtermedIate With additIOnal subunits 
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Figure 3. Mass spectrum of a TR-mediated assembly reaction. Virus reassembly reac tion in the ratio 2: I 
CP :TR after 30 mi n. The spectra were acqUI red over the range mJz SOO-30,000, for sample in ammonium 
ace~ate (40 mM ) at pH S.2-S.7. The observed intermediates are labelled as follows; A = CP2:TR; 
B = 182.7 kDa, previously assigned as 13(CP2:TR) + 3CPz]' C = 169.2 kDa species assigned as 
13(CP
2
:TR) + 2CP2 + CPj, and D = 304.8 kDa species assigned for the fi rst time as IS(CP2:TR) + SCPzj. 
Avai lable 10 colour onltne. 
bound. A minimal 5(CP2:TR) possible intemlediate could be un table, explaining why it has not 
been seen before . Alternatively, combinatori al analysis (Stansifer and Twarock, pers. comm.) 
suggests that the 3-fold spec ies corresponds to the more probable of these two poss ibilities, 
implying that despite the suggesti.ve .5-fo ld stoichiometry thi s intermediate is more like ly to f 0 n11 
as a n ex tension of the 3-fold stOIchIOmetry, [3(CP2:TR) + 3CP2]· Once sllch a structure fonns 
the phage has ensured that the protei n will assemble a T = 3 structure and not a T = I capsid . 
Additional experiments, including ones with isotopically-labe lled protein , showed that all the 
inte rmediates were competent for further assembly, i.e. were on the assembl y path way and that 
the unit of capsid growth is a CP2· 
The data described above suggest a detail ed molecular mechanism for T = 3 shell fonnati on 
(Fig ure 4) in which TR bindi ng to the CP dimer in solution induces a conformati onal change in 
the FG- loops of the protei n monomers yielding an AlB-like dimer from a C/C-like prec llrsor. 
In o the r words, the TR stem-loop acts as an allosteri c ligand. Whilst thi s is a satisfacto ry 
explanation of the data for in vitro reassembly reactions with multiple copies of the TR:CP2 
complex present it does not necessaril y apply to assembly in vivo where the genomic RNA 
contains on ly one copy of the TR stem-loop. There are a number of options in thi s case. Capsid 
Ssembl y might need onl y to be initiated via a single TR stem-loop induced conformer switch . a . 
A lternative ly, RNA sequences outstde the TR region may mimic TR action during the asse mbly 
rocesS and th is would be consistent with a recent cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) 
~econstruc ti on of the wi ld-type phage particle at intermediate resolution [33]. This shows an 
array of RNA directl y beneath the protein shell but with the average density below an AlB dimer 
differing from that b~low the C/C~ (Figure 5(A». 
In order to examtne the putaltve ro le(s) of TR flanking sequences during assembly , we 
rri ed out reassembly reactions wi th RNA oligonucleotides carrying genomic 5' or 3' fl anking 
ca R . (F· uences attached to the T site Igure I , lower panel; [28]). All of the RNAs promote capsid 
seq . db h .. f· . formati on, as Judge y t e positions o · migration on gels of the RNAs at higher prote in 
centrations (Figure 5(B), upper pane ls). Perhaps, surprisingly the longer RNAs seem to be ~::s e ffic ient than TR in this r~action , cf. lanes 4 - 6 in the various gels. The two longest RNAs 
a lso produce smears that .m~grate slower than the capsid species (lanes 7 - 9). Electron 
m ic rographs sug~est t.hat thiS IS the result of the formati on of partially fonned capsids. These 
Its can be ratIOnali zed by reference to the model of the assembl y reacti on (Fig ure 4). In the 
resU I ··fi I presence of TR there are on y two sigm can~ y populated t~pes of prote in confonner, AlB and 
C/C , and these ~a~ .each be added to a groWtn~ T = 3 capsI.d. For th~ longer RNA , however, 
there is the posslblhty that more than on~ CP dlmer ~ould b1l1d to a s1l1gle RNA , re ulting in a 
com plex mixture of unknown confonnatlons of prote1l1s. As a consequence, the concentrations 
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F UTe 4. Model for the initiation of T = 3 capsid assembly. A pai r of chemi call y equivalent (CtC-like) 
I~un i ts in solution (top left, shaded pink) binds a TR RNA resulting in a conformational switch into an 
~I!B-li ke asymmetric dimer (shaded green and blue). This complex binds an additional c/C-like dimer 
eating the first higher order intermediate on the pathway to capsid formation. A variety of sub-pathways 
~r volving addi tion of CP dimers (arrows) can then generate the major assigned intennediatc encompassi ng 
~~e fi rst 3-fo ld axis of the vi rus part icle. Adapted from Ref. [29J. Available in colour online. 
of species able to participate in capsid fo rmati on are potentiall y lowered. It appears that the 
lo nger RNAs are acting a ' traps' on the assembly pathway. 
/n vivo of cour e the a embl y reaction has to package a much longer genomic RNA and 
e ns ure that it acquires the complex 3D- fold seen in cryo-EM reconstructi ons that includes a 
second inner shell of RNA as well a the network seen directly below the CP (Figure 5(A)). 
The tra pp ing of prote ins seen in the reassembl y reaction with the shorter fragments cannot 
s impl y scale up with the length of the RNA or assembly in vivo would never take place . 
A number of proposal have been made about the a sembly of positi ve-strand RNA viruses, 
including the idea that only na cent transcripts from the polymera e are able to be packaged. 
The re is some evidence of such requ irements in pariacoto virus [37], a member of the 
Nodaviridae and brome mosaic virus (BMV) [I ]. It ha been argued that thi s type of packag ing 
echanism is dri ven by the fac t that nascent transcripts fold using short range base pairing to 
m eate an RNA conformati on ea ily adapted to the small volumes of the final capsid [15] . 
c r ,. ' fe f h . The apparent trapp1l1g e Je.ct . 0 t e TR exten Ion RNAs could be the result of such a 
mechanism. In order to test thiS Idea, we have cloned an internal MS2 genomic fragment 928 nt 
lo ng that encomp~s es the !R stem-loop signal. This has also been u ed successfull y in ill vitro 
asse mbl y experiments (Figure 5(B), lower panel). Once again a smear migrating more slowly 
re T 3 ·d · than the bonafide =. caps I IS crea te~ and e lectron micrographs suggest that thi s may be due 
to aggregation .of parti all y .formed capsid . Clear.ly there i no ab o lute requirement to have 
nascen t transcnpt , even wlt.h a large ub-genomlc fragment , but at high prote in:RNA molar 
rat ioS, RN As may en~ up be1l1g ~ared . between a sembling capsid creating aggregates. Since 
here is little time dun ng a phage 1I1 fec lton to resolve such lructure, the ratio of RNA:CP must 
~e tightly controlled in vivo to avoid thi s problem. 
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latOce . . ~t the averaged electron density beneath AlB (blue/green) and C/C (red/red) dimers in thi s structure 
on the n g 
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These data suggest that RNA mimics that encompass viral CP binding sites could be 
effective anti-viral agents because they would either trap CPs in unproductive aggregates or 
redirect the normal assembly pathway. Viral RNA and its protective CPs have to make very 
many precise interactions with each other, and if such contacts occur improperly anywhere 
during the process the formation of infectious progeny virus should be impaired. Current 
therapeutics do not target viral self-assembly pathways but reagents with such potential could 
prove to be potent inhibitors of viral assembly pathways. 
Materials and methods 
Proteins, RNAs and reagents 
Wild-type bacteriophage MS2, maintained in 10mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5),100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM 
MgCl2 and 0.01 mM EDTA (buffe~ A), was a gift f~om Professor David S. Peabody, ~niversity 
of New Mexico (Albuquerque). WIld-type, recombmant MS2 CP was over-expressed m E. coli 
and purified using previously described methods [18,30]. Purified T= 3 capsids were stored in 
10mM HEPES (pH 7.2), lOOmM NaCI and I mM EDTA. CP2 for reassembly reactions was 
obtained by treating the recombinant capsids with glacial acetic acid to induce capsid 
dissociation to disassembled CP monomers, followed by exchange into 20 mM acetic acid to 
promote dimerization [31]. To ensure that complete disassembly had occurred before 
reassembly, the CP2 were examined using negative stain EM [30]. Synthetic oligonucleotides 
were prepared as described previously [19]. 
The 928 nt sub-genomic fragment was prepared by in vitro transcription from a cDNA 
template corresponding to nuc1eotides 1419-2346 of the MS2 genome using a MEGAscript T7 
kit (Ambion) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The cDNA template was generated 
by pCR using the forward primer GATAATACGACTCACTATAGGGGTCGCTGAATGGA-
TCAGC and reverse primer CTGTAAACACTCCGTTCCCTACA from the plasmid 
pSmarC3528. The plasmid pSmart-3528 is a pSMART (Lucigen Corporation, Middleton, 
WI, USA) plasmid encompassing cDNA corresponding to nuc1eotides 19-3550 of the MS2 
genomiC sequence (AN: V00642) as verified by automated DNA sequencing. 
MS2 capsid reassembly reactions 
Reassembly reactions were performed with the short oligonucleotides (S I-S4 and TR) by 
titrating the RNA ~ith increasi~g amounts of CP2 in reassembly buffer A (20 mM Tris-acetate, 
H 7.0-7.5), aIlowmg the reactIOns to proceed for 1 h on ice and then analysing the products on 
p garose-acrylamide mixed gels (Figure 5). The recombinant T = 3 capsid was used as a marker ~Ianes 1 and 10). The RNAs (1 ~M; lanes 2) were titrated with 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1,2,4 and 5 ~M CP2 
(lanes 3-9). . . 
Equivalent expenments wIth the large RNA fragment were carried out by titrating the RNA 
with increasing amounts of CP2 in re~ssembly buffer B (40mM NH40Ac, 1 mM Mg(OAch, 
pH === 5.8-6.5). The reassembly reactIOns were performed at 50 nM RNA with 5-150 molar 
excess of CP2 in a 20 ~I final reaction volume and allowed to proceed for 3 h at 4°C. 5 ~L of 
loading buffer (40% sucrose, 0.25% bromophenol blue) was then added to each reaction prior to 
... 
are shown. Adapted from Ref. [33]. (B) Upper panel: agarose-a~rylamide gels of reassembly reactions with 
h rt fragments. Samples were - lanes 1 and 10 = recombmant T = 3 shells as a control; lanes 2-~ ~ RNAs (TR. SI-S4, as indicated) at 1 ~M ~ithO. 0.1. 0.2. 0.5, 1.2.4 and 5 ~M CP2 added. Lower panel: 
h ws an agarose gel of a reassembly reactIOn with the 928 nt fragment (Figure I) at differing molar excesses ~foCP dimers (indicated above each lane). Available in colour online. 
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agarose electrophoreses in a 0.8% agarose gel at 80 V for 60 min. Agarose gels were stained post 
electrophoreses in TBE running buffer containing 5 ~g/ml EtBr and visualized at 254 nm. 
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